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FOREWORD

This report contains most of the lectures delivered at Riga and
Leningrad, USSR from 18-30 May 1987 during the IAEA TC Interregional
Training Course on Neutron Physics and Nuclear Data Measurements with
Accelerators and Research Reactors. This Course was jointly organized
by the IAEA and the USSR State Committee on the Utilization of Atomic
Energy, following the recommendation of the Agency's International
Nuclear Data Committee.

Similar to the previous Training Course which was held in 1983,
the objectives of this Training Course were to enable the participants
to become acquainted with recent developments in the field of fast
neutron physics and to enhance their expertise in modern nuclear methods
and techniques employed in the field of fast neutron physics and nuclear
data measurements, and in technological applications of immediate benefit
to their home countries. In addition to the nuclear data measurement
techniques and calculational methods, a number of new topics, such as
reaction cross sections for reactor dosimetry, thermoluminescent neutron
dosimetry, treatment of measurement uncertainties, application of
covariances in the evaluation of dosimetry reaction excitation functions,
and application of solid state track detectors in nuclear physics were
covered at this Course.

In order to avoid duplicate publication, several lectures have not
been included in this report. These are:

- Zijp, W.L., "Treatment of measurement uncertainties", ECN-194, 1987.

- Avotinsh, Yu.A., Bugaenko, L.T., Dzelme, Yu.R., Tilix, Yu.E.,
"Lioluminescence", Riga, 1984.

as well as lectures presented at the previous Course and contained
already in document IAEA-TECDOC-345, 1985.
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NUCLEAR DATA REQUIREMENTS

V.N. MANOKHIN
Institute of Physics and Power Engineering,
Obninsk, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Abstract

A general review of nuclear data requirements for nuclear power
engineering is given. The required nuclear data and the needed accuracy
in nuclear data are described.

Introduction. Nuclear data activity is a multilateral scien-
tific branch which is developed on the base of practical needs of
power engeneering and technology.

The essential part of nuclear data activity is specifying
and substantiating nuclear data accuracy requirements.

The needs in certain branches of science and technology de-
termine the list of values, which characterize the interaction
of radiation with nuclei, the incident particle energy range and
the list of isotopes and materials, for which the data are re -
quired.There are nuclear needs in such regions of human activity
as nuclear power engeneering, fusion problem, biomedicine, geo -
physics and geology, astrophysics and so an..

The problem of nuclear data requirements for nuclear reac -
tors was examined by many authors and discussed at conferencies
and meetings. This lecture is mainly devoted to nuclear data
requirements for nuclear power engeneering. For those, who wants
to acquaint with problem deeper, one should recommend the revi-
ews [1,2.1 » which were used for preparation of present lecture
and contain a lot of referencies.

Nuclear data requirements for fission reactors. The most
wide and hard requirements are for nuclear power engeneering. Its
are needed for undestanding physical process, underlying the work
of nuclear power stations, for calculationand optimization of parame-
ters of reactors and nuclear power station as a whole, for the

out-of-pile fuel cycle,for the choice of the alternative ways of
nuclear power development.

It is necessary for reactor design to calculate the following
parameters and effects:

- effective multiplication coefficient Keff, which determi-
nes critical size of reactor;

- breeding ratio, which determines the doubling time of
breeder reactors;

- variation of reactivity with burn-out of fuel and build-up
of actinides and fission products in an irradiation period which
determines the operational control requirements and also the fuel
reactivity at the and of irradiation period;

- control rod reactivity;
- the factor of the peak to average power distribution, which

influences directly the maximum power output;
- radiation damage effects, which effect directly economy,

design and safety of nuclear reactors, as far as the maximum ir-
radiation and therefore the company duration depends on radiation
endurance of structural materials;

- coefficients of reactivity, which determine reactor kine-
tics and are related to reactor safety (these are Doppler and So-
dium reactivity effects);

- decay heating of fuel elements, which is needed to design
shut-down and emergency cooling system;

activity of irradiated materials (fuel, coolant and structu-
ral materials) for the determination of conditions of reactor equ-
ipment accessibility and reactor element handling, for the design
of the shielding of fuel transportation and regeneration.

The nuclear data requirements are determined by reactor com-
ponents and neutron energy reactor spectrum. In a whole the neut-
ron data are needed for all the reactor materials and in the reac-
tor energy spectrum range.

The range of neutron interactions in thermal reactors lies
up to some eV; fast reactor neutrons comprises essentially more
wide energy range - up to 10 MeV and more. Therefore, it necessa-
ry for thermal reactors to know the fission, radiative capture
and elastic scattering cross sections in small energy range up to
several eV, and also the low-lying resonance propeties of fertile



and fuel materials, which are important for reactor parameters
calculations.

The nuclear data requirements for fast breeders are essenti-
ally more large. For fast breeders the inelastic scattering cross
sections, (n,p)-,(n,o£ )-,(n,2n)- reaction cross sections and also
angle and energy secondary particle disributions are needed in a
whole neutron energy range.

The nuclear data are needed with required accuracy, because
uncertainties in nuclear data lead to uncertainties in the pre-
diction of reactor parameters. Large uncertainties in turn leed
to the large and expensive margins in design.

The needed accuracy in nuclear data arrises from target accu-
racies - the demands to the accuracy predictions of certain faci-
lity parameters, determined on the base of technical-economic
considerations. Por example, the requirement to Kef accuracy
calculation is subtantiated by possiblity to cover relevant uncer-
tainties without reactor reconstruction and change of reactor
fuel composition. The contribution into the whole uncertainty at
the expanse of nuclear data uncertainty must not exceed the un-
certainty contribution because of uncertainty in fuel element
production and other technoloqical uncertainties.

Below there is a review of requirements in nuclear data for
fast neutron reactors, determined on the base of required accu-
racies (target accuracies) of above mentioned reactor parameters
and first of all, Kef and breeding ratio.

Main fission and fertile materials. There are high accuracy
requirements for the fission (256) and capture (3?6> cross sections.
Values tf (0,356) of 235U, 239Pu, 238U, for the inelastic scatte -
ring cross sections (5-1036) of 3%. This accuracy is determined
first of all by calculation requirements for Kej (1056) and BR
(2S6). As for the thorium fuel cycle reactors the same require -

2TÎ ?*Î2ments are needed for JJM and J Th.
Structural materials. The nuclear data of the coolant and

structural materials are required for the determination of reacti-
vity effects,reactor neutron spectrum, the reactor neutron balan-
ce, material activity and heating. The data are needed for the
capture and inelastic scattering cross sections of Na (coolant),

Pe, Or, Ni, Ti, Zr, üb, Mo and so on. The required accuracies
for capture cross sections are 5-1056, for inelastic scattering
cross sections are 556. Data are required on the resonance struc-
ture of the cross sections because resonance shielding effects
and Doppler effects are significant. As far as the radiation dama-
ge problem is concerned the data are needed for (n,p)- and
(n,c/. )- reactions, for activation reactions for the calculation
of radiactive contamination (activation of coolant and mass trans-
fer of steel) of the primary circuit, the pumps and heat exchan-
gers, for the calculation of the reactor element activation which
must be handled, transported, stored and reprocessed. The major
activation reactions are given below:

54Pe(n,p) 54Mn, 58Ni(n,p) 58Co, 58Fe(n,y )59Pe
50Cr(n,n51Cr, 54Pe(n,̂  )51Cr, 6%i(n,y)63Ni
58Ni(n,y )59Ni, 54Pe(n,̂  )55Fe, 22Na(n,y )23Na
Absorbers. Both natural and enriched boron are used as absor-

bers (tantalum is tested and Eu is being investigated). There are
the following requirements in nuclear data for absorbers B, Et),
Gd.Er, Hf, Ta: capture cross sections -556, scattering cross sec-
tions - 10%. The data on the individual isotopes are needed to
predict the variation of reactivity with burnup and the activity
and heating of the absorber.

TRANSACTINIDES. The nuclear data for transactinides are re-
quired for determination of build-up and burn-out of actinides
and for the prediction of neutron activity of the fuel. We need
to know the capture, fission and (n,2n)-reaction cross sections.

Some transactinides are built-up in power nuclear reactors
in considerable amount. The neutrons cross sections of these iso-
topes are needed with high accuracy compared with that required
for the main fissile and fertile isotopes. In reactors such isoto-
pes are produced which because of hard Y -rays emission ( U,
236Pu, 238Pu) or neutron emission (242Cm, 244Cm) leads to the main
difficulties in fiel management at its transportation and reproces-
sing. The reactions which are essential for the production of 3™U:
233U(n,2n) and 237Np(n,2n), for the production of 238Pu, 242Cm,
244Cm: 237Np(n,Y), 241Am(n,y ), 243Am(n,y), in the case of 236Pu
production: 238U(n,2n), 237Np(n,2n). The cumulated activity of



and 3 Pu determines the fuel element production technology
from Pu, produced by the chemical reprocessing of irradiated fuel.
Its production cross sections should be known. It is important and
for the calculation of232U build-up, which arises from the ot -de-236cay of 3 Pu and determines radiation conditions of fuel element
production from uranium regenerated fuel. Important nuclear con-232stant for the calculation of U build-up in fast neutron reac -
tors are also the data for 234U(n,3n) and 235U(n, % ) .

Fission products. For determination of the reactivity effect
of the bulk fission product (with accuracy of 1ÛS6) the capture
and inelastic scattering cross sections should be known respec-
tively with the accuracy 1056 and 30%, The list of nuclides for
which the improvement of capture cross section is important for the
calculation of the bulk fission product capture cross section in
fast reactors ia given below.The contribution of each isotopes of
the first qroup (133Cs, 101Ru, 99Te,147Nd) to averaged cross sec-
tions is not less 5%, of the second qroup (1°3Rh, 9 Mo,

, 102Ru, 131Xe,98Mo, 95Mo, 151Sm, 135Cs, 93Zr) . 5^. of the
third qroup (105Ed, U1Pr, 100Mo,153Eu, 103Ru, 104Ru) - 256, of the
others is less 1/5.

Components of fuel elements. For determination of neutron ac-
tivity of fuel one should know ( ̂  ,n)- reaction cross sections on
light nuclides 0 (oxcide fuel) and C (carbon fuel).

Reactor dosimetry. Dosimetry reactions are used for the measu-
rement of flux and neutron spectra in reactors. Knowlwdge of the
irradiation conditions is required for interpreting the results of
experimental irradiations for predicting material activation and
for correlating the propeties of irradiated materials with irra -
diation conditions. Two main factors affect the physics of struc-
tural materials: the displacement of atoms and the production of
helium by (n,<X)- reactions. The predictions of atomic
displacement rates and helium production rates requires a knowled-
ge of the total flux, the flux spectrum and the cross sections of
th« following reactions: 27Al(n, oO24Ba, 56Fe(n,p)56Mn,
63Cu(n,2n)62Cu, 238U(n,f) P.P., 237Np(n,f) F.P., 58Ni(n,2n)57Ni,
197Au(n, y)198Au, 239Pu(n,f) F.P.

Conclusion. In addition nuclear power engeneering needs, ba-
sed on fission reactors, many other regions of science and techno-

logy have very large needs in nuclear data. These are fusion re-
actor problem, biomedicine and medical radiology (neutron therapy,
medical diagnostics and dosimetry), isotope production,radoactive
waste management, astrophysics an so on. These are methods, used in
different applyed regions: tracer technique (hydrology, medical
diagnostics and so on),nondestructive analysis (determination of
fuel isotope composition), nuclear activation analysis (.elemental
determination of materials).

New regions of nuclear data applications are appeared for
example auch as nuclear safety, alternative reactors, space reac-
tors (industrial applications,decommissioning of long-time opera-
ted fission reactors, high energy neutron dosimetry which widen
the needs for nuclear data both in energy range and number of
reactions. To meet these needs the experimental and theoretical
investigations are made of radiation interactions with nuclei in
many countries and during long period of time.

Nuclear data requirements, formulated by specialists from
many countries, are published in WRENDA, issued by INDCt"33 .

The résulta of intensive activity of nuclear physicists al-
lowed to meet many requirements, but nevetheless the present and
future requirements put new tasks both in increasing nuclear data
amount and improving reliability and accuracy of evaluated data.
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10 COUPLED CHANNEL METHOD FOR CALCULATION
OF NEUTRON CROSS-SECTIONS

A.V. IGNATYUK, V.P. LUNEV, V.G. PRONYAEV
Institute of Physics and Power Engineering,
Obninsk, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Abstract

The basic concept of the couple-channel optical model used for the
calculation of neutron cross sections is described. As typical examples,
the results of the differential elastic and inelastic scattering for
52Cr and the total neutron cross sections for 5*>Fe, °̂̂ Pb calculated by
the channel method are given.

The development of nuclear power engineering demands the reli-
able determination of neutron cross-flections for a large number
of atable and radioactive nuclei. Despite of a considerable num-
ber of experimental studies on the measurements of these cross -
sections, the material, accumulated by the present time is still
far from satisfactory both in the completeness of covered ener -
gies and the consistencyof the results from different measure -
ments. The use of theoretical models for the analysis and the
evaluation of neutron cross-sections is inevitable in this case.
We may obtain the additional criteria of selection between the
contradictory data and carry out an extrapolation of the existing
data on the whole energy range.

The relations of the statistical theory of nuclear reactions
based on the nuciear optical model are widely used in practical
work on the neutron cross section analysis. The quality of the
experimental data description in this approach is determined to
a great extent by the choice of the concrete optical model para-
meters to be used.

The incident particle interaction with a nucleus is appro -
ached in the simplest phenomenological formulation of the optical
model, by the localx complex spherical potential whose imaginary
part simulates the nonelastic processes in the integral way [1̂ .
The optical potential for neutrons is taken as usually

M)
where V^ is the depth of the real part of the potential; Wy and
WB - amplitudes of the volume and surface absorption, V - spin-
orbit component of the potential, A - pion Compton wave length;

4,

-f;(r)r{l+exp[(V-rcA VaTJ-form-factors of the corres-
ponding parts of the optical potential.

The generalized optical model [2̂ ] now is used more often to
take into account the strong channel coupling (SCO) between
elastic and inelastic scattering channels with low-lying collec-
tive level excitations. In this model the optical potential is
taken as a rule in form (1), but with the form-factors depen-
ding on the collective variables. Carring out the expansion of
the form-factors on the spherical harmonics £2^ , it is not dif-
ficult to find an explicit form of coupling potentials between
elastic and inelastic scattering channels.

One of two aims is usually pursued when the optical model is
used for nuclear reaction cross section analysis: 1) to get the
optimum description of the observed cross sections for a wide re-
gion of nuclei with one "universal" set of the optical potential
parameters; 2) to obtain best description of the elastic scatte-
ring and total neutron cross sections for a specific nucleus and
neutron energy. The physical content of the optical model is,of
course, different in these cases being dependent on the problem
under consideration. The derived optical model parameters reflect
in the first case the common dependence of the mean single par-
ticle nuclear field changes and the nucléon absorption probabi -
lity distribution in the nucleus. The optical model appears ra -
ther as a phenomenological way of parametrization of the energy
averaged collision matrix properties in the second case. In this
approach, the energy variations of the potential parameters, as
well as fluctuations of the parameters for a neighbouring nuclei,
may be caused not only by mean field variations, but include dif-
ferent structure effects involving individual features of the
nuclei.



The universal sets of parameters of the spherical optical
potentials have been discussed by many authors [3+5] « It was
shown [5] , that the sets of parameters obtained from the analy-
sis of the neutron elastic scattering differential cross sections
observed for high energies are, as a rule, unsatisfactory for
neutrons with an energy below 10 MeV. The optimal set of parame-
ters for low neutron energies seems to be the one obtained from
the analysis of a large number of experimental data on elastic
scattering of neutrons with energy below 8 MeV 3^ :

w_
48.7 - 0.33E.
7.2 + 0.66E,

* 7.5

1 v
^vo.
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These parameters are obtained for a spherical optical model. At
the same time most of the nuclei under analysis have low lying
collective levels, which are very intensively excited through
the direct mechanism of the inelastic scattering. But coupling
of the elastic and inelastic scattering channels for high inten-
sity direct transitions becomes essential, it demands a switch -
over from one - channel to the generalized optical model. Appa-
rently, it is better to use the parameters of the spherical po-
tential found for magic nuclei [4,5] as a first approximation,
when the parameters of the generalized potential are searched.
It is possible also to use parameters (2) with a reduced ampli-
tude of the optical potential imaginary part. The reduction fac-
tor for the imaginary part is defined by the number of coupled
channels taken into account, and usually it is taken from condi -
tion of the consistent description of the total neutron cross-
sections.

In recent years the SCO method has been more widely used in
the practice of the neutron cross section analysis and numerous
examples of description of the neutron elastic scattering diffe-
rential cross-sections obtained by this method are presented in
papers [4 - sj . Despite the definite spread of the optical po -
tential parameters derived in this analysis, as a whole the con-
clusion can be drawn, that the nucleus-to-nucleus fluctuation of
the parameters derived in the framework of the SCO method is con-
siderably lese, than that of the individual sets of the spherical
optical model parameters. Furthemore, the parameters of the real

part of the optical potentials for low energy neutrons agree with
the traditional parameters of the single particle shell model po-
tential much better than with the similar parameters of the one-
channel optical analysis. This consistiency of the results is one
of the important achievements of the generalized optical model.

As typical example, the description of the differential elas-
tic and inelastic scattering of 5,6 and 7 MeV neutrons at 2* level
of ' Or achieved in SCO method [9] is shown in RLg,1.

i
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Pig. 1, Differential cross-sections for elastic and inelas-
tic neutron scattering at 2+ level of 52Cr nuclei
(solid and dot-dashed lines). The contribution of
the compound elastic scattering is shown by a dashed
line, and direct processes - by a dot line. Joints
stand for the experimental data.

A good description of the observed asymmetry of the neutron
inelastic scattering angular distributions enables us to give a
fairly reliable determination of the contribution of the direct
reaction mechanism which, appears dominating over the compound
mechanism for the neutrons with energies higher than 6 MeV. Re -
suits of the analysis of the inelastic scattering integral cross-



12 sections at the first 2+ level are presented in Pig. 2. The cross-
sections of the direct transitions are changed insignificantly,
when the neutron energy is reduced, while the scattering cross-
section through the compound nucleus is increased comparatively
fast.

1.1
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jffr w[ . . I . . . . I . . . — ___ ' ___ «^^-^—^—

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
\ En.MeV

Pig. 2. Inelastic scattering excitation functions at 2+ and
4+ level of Cr nuclei. The same designation as
in Pig. 1.

Substantial scatter of experimental points for neutrons with
an energy below 3 MeV is caused first of all by systematical errors
in .measurements made by different authors. Thia scatter is partly
eliminated when the methods are improved and the results of the
last measurements are as a rule much more consistent thah the ex-
perimental data obtained earlier. Experimental data on the exci-
tation function of the 4* level in ^2Cr nucleus are also shown in
Pig. 2. The statistical theory present a fairly good description
of the observed integral cross-sections for neutrons with an
energy from the threshold to 7 MeV and the necessity of taking
into account the direct processes arises only in the region of

higher energies. At the present time the similar results of the
analysis of differential and integral neutron scattering cross
sections within the frames of the SCO method exist for a wide
range of light, middle and heavy nuclei [4, 6, 8Ji

Note, that the spherical and generalized optical models nay
give noticeably different cross sections of the compound nucleus
formation with a similar good description of the total neutron
cross-sections. These differences are caused by the interference
redistribution of the flow between strong coupled elastic and
inelastic scattering channels and this redistribution as a rule
is not reduced to a simple reduction of the absorption cross-sec-
tion at the integral contribution of the direct inelastic proces-
ses. As an example, the calculations results of a neutron absor-

cross section by *^°\j nucleus are presented in Pig. 3.

0.1
Pig. 3.

0.2 0.5 1
Compound nucleus formation cross-section for reacti-
on *3®U + n in SOM (dashed and dot-dashed lines)
and for deformed optical potential (solid line).

The variation of the compound nucleus formation cross-section pre-
dicted by the generalized optical model is, as shown in f10J ,
very important for the consistent theoretical description of fis-
sion and neutron inelastic scattering by the highly deformed ac-
tinide nuclei.

Consistincy of the optical model predictions with the expe-
rimentally observed values of the neutron strength functions be-
comes essential for the analysis of low-energy parts of the total
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neutron cross-section and isolated levels excitation functions
\4-6] . The optical models with the universal set of potential
parameters reproduce only the general dependence of the neutron
strength function from the mass number [1,2] . Though the change
from the spherical to generalized optical model as a whole impro-
ves the experimental data description, the descrepancy between
the theory and the experiment remains cousiderable for specific
nuclei [4-6] .

The neutron strength functions are closely connected with
the transmission coefficients.directly determining the absorpti-
on and elastic and inelastic scattering cross-sections for neut-
rons with a compound nucleus formation. Analysing the excitation
functions near the threshold of the isolated 2+ levels, we may
check the correctness of the d-wave strength functions descrip-
tion by the optical model,the direct experimental information for
which is practically absent. As it was shown earlier [4] analy-
zing the experimental data on the inelastic scattering cross sec-
tions with an excitation of the first 2+ levels, one in fact al-
ways get the improved description of the near-threshold region of
the low-lying levels excitation functions for the optical poten-
tials that improve the description of the low energy part of the
total neutron cross section.

The deviations from the optical model predictions observed
in the neutron strength functions and nearthreshold parts of the
excitation functions indicate an important role of the intermedi-
ate structures, which are not appeared in a few channel versions
of the SCO method. It is necessary to expand considerably the
number of the coupled reaction channels and accordingly to reduce
the imaginary part of the optical potential responsible for the
remaining ignored open and closed decay channels of nucleus. Vari-
ous versions of the solution of this problem actually differ only in
methods of modelling the nuclear states structure corresponding
to different reaction channels.

A high number of coupled channels creates substantial techni-
cal difficulties for traditional direct methods of the solution
of the differential equation system of the generalized optical
model [2] . These difficulties and associated large expenditures
of the computer time to some extent may be overcome by utilizing

the iterative method of the coupled equations solution, realized
in the ECIS-code \J 1^ . We have utilized this code for analysis
of the low energy neutron cross-sections for the group of iron
and lead nuclei. The coupling of the elastic scattering channel
with 20 - 25 most collective one-phonon excitations and two-phonon
multiplets corresponding to 2* 8 2+ and 2+ 0 3~ target nucleus
excitations was taken into account. Spectroscopic characteristics
of the considered excitations were taken from the experimental
data analysis on the Coulomb excitation of the levels and direct
transition crosse-sections for charged particles.

The total neutron and reaction cross-sections obtained in
such approach for ' Fe nucleus are shown in Pig. 4 in compari-
son with the known experimental data and spherical optical model
(SOM) results obtained with the optical set of parameters ["12] .

6,b

1 2 3 4 E„,neV

Comparison of the total (a) and reaction (b) cross-
sections in MCCH (solid line) with evaluated data
(histogram) and averaged experimental data (open
and closed circles). Dashed line presents the SOM
results with parameters Hzl .

Consideration is given to a rather good description of the cross-
sections for neutrons with an energy below 3 MeV, which is not
achievable in the SOU without anomalous local variations of the
optical potential parameters.



The results of the similar calculations for Pb nucleus
are presented in Fig. 5. As far the spectroaoopic characteristics
of the coherent phonon excitations for this double magic nucleus
are known up to 7 MeV excitation energy and the level density is

6,b
û

8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

o T "'"""~~Y ' 3 k E„,MeV
Pig. 5. The same as in Pig. 4 but for Pb nucleus.

rather low, it was passible to take into account all "strong"
phonon excitations. Due to this a very low value of the imaginary
optical potential (Wa =0.1 MeV) was taken in the multi-channel
coupling model (MCCM). For comparison, the calculation results in
the SOM with the same parameters of the real part of potential
as in MCCM but with traditional value (Wg = 5.0 MeV) [13] of the
imaginary potential are shown. One can see that the global descrip-
tion of the total neutron cross-section is about the same, but there ara
the intermediate structure in the cross sections and the optical
reaction cross section obtained in MCCM is lower than those pre -
dieted in the SUM.

Determination of the effective spherical potential for the
entrance channel, which is locally equivalent (at any energy
point) to the generalized MCCM potential, présenta a big interest
for the valid interpretation of the individual sets of optical po-
tential parameters. We assumed that the geometrical parameters of
the form-factors for both potentials coincide and the amplitudes

of the imaginary part (WB) and surface addition to the real part
( £Vg) of the effective potential were determined from equality
of the real and imaginary parts of the elastic scattering chan -
nels 3-matrix in MCCM and SOM.
are shown in Fig. 6.

W„ and0 values thus obtained
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Fig. 6. Imaginary (a) and real (b) components of the effec-
tive MCCM optical potential for S^,2 - (solid) and
P.,/2 - wave (dashed line). Dot-dashed line-results
of the phenomenological model

Resonance structures in WS(B) are concerned with the corresponding
door-way states of the system and the energy dependence in
reflects the relation existing between the real and imaginary
parts based on dispersion relation [14T

Vfl(E')

•f 00

(3)

The amplitude of the SOM imaginary potential obtained from
the experimental data analysis and corresponding surface addi-

tion to the real potential (3) are shown in Fig. 6. The direct
comparison of the empirical SOM parameters and MCCM effective po-
tential parameters is doubtful because the conditions of the neu-
tron cross-section averaging are different for the considered mo-
dels. However, the substantial difference of the effective opti-
cal potentials for s- and p- waves attracts attention . Similar



differences were marked repeatedly in the microscopic calculations
of the optical potentials 1̂5,16] , and these differences may be
of principle value for interpretation of the observed neutron
strength functions. Most of the microscopic calculations show the
need of the selecting different optical potentials for even and
odd orbital waves.

The conclusion can be drawn on the basis of numerous examp-
les of the experimental data analysis carried out by the present
time that the coupled channel method makes it possible to carry
out the most strict and successive consideration of the direct,
intermediate door-way and compound nucleus reaction mechanisms
from the standpoint of their interference. Transition from
the one-channel optical model to the generalized coupled channel
model removes the main part of the groundless fluctuations of the
optical potential parametrs. Consistent account of the indivi-
dual features of the excited level spectrum allows a consistent
description of the neutron strength functions and intermediate
neutron cross section structure to be obtained. Thus the increase
of the number of channels under consideration is, evidently,
one of the most perspective directions for the further develop -
ment of the neutron cross-section description within the optical-
statistical approach.
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16 THEORETICAL ANALYSIS AND SYSTEMATICS
OF THRESHOLD REACTION CROSS-SECTIONS

V.M. BYCHKOV
Institute of Physics and Power Engineering,
Obninsk, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Abstract

Theoretical analysis of nuclear reaction cross sections is o f t en
used in nuclear data. In this survey, the theoretical description
(including direct, pre-equil ibrium and equi l ibr ium contr ibut ions) of
neutron threshold reactions in the energy region up to 20 MeV, the
dependence of the results on the parameters used in calculat ions and
the systematical trends of the cross-section dependence f rom the
neutron and proton number in the target nucleus were discussed.

Theoretical analysis of the nuclear reaction cross-sections
and the particle emission spectra is offen used in nuclear data
evaluation. It is therefore important to investigate the appli-
cability of the theoretical models for different reaction types
and energy regions and to estimate the accuracy of calculations.

In this survey we shall consider the theoretical descrip -
tion of neutron threshold reactions in the energy region up to
20 UeV, the dependence of the results on the parameters used in
calculations and the systematical trends of the cross-section
dependence from the neutron and proton number in the target nuc-
leus.

1. Classification of threshold reaction cross-sections.

1.1. Total cross-section of the reaction A(VO»V.)B. Here VQ

is the incident particle, A is the target nucleus, \/1 is the
emitted particle and B is the residual nucleus. The states of the
residual nucleus are not specified, e.g. a transition could occur
to any level, wich decays further through gamma-transitions. The
corresponding cross-section shall be denoted as <5u,K,^ to
distinguish it from the cross-section (DiW., , wich at the ener-
gy above two particle emission threshold is equal to the sum :

The (n,p) reaction cross-section for example is equal tos
Gnp - 6~np(f +G*pn •«• CTr-pot + 6"n 2 p.

The total cross section (5V.\>.f is usually measured by the acti-
vation method or (below two-particle emission threshold) by the
direct registration of the particle l/^ «

1.2. Differential and partial cross-sections.
Differential (5i/r^ (E»,« ') and partial GVort (U,I,J7) cross-sec-
tions are determined by the spectrometry of the emitted particles.
In case of the partial cross-section a given state of the residu-
al nucleus is specified by the excitation energy U, momentum I
and parity </' . They are related to the total cross-section as :

and
,.,,, =
' 6

1.3. The activation cross-section, e.g. a yield of the resi-
dual nucleus in a given, long - lived state (isomer or ground).

This type of cross-section differs from the previous by the
cumulative population of the long-lived state through the gamma -
cascades. This is illustrated by the following scheme:

I_

•uo=0> so-J'°

- metastable state

- ground state

The relation between the total cross-section of the reaction
A(VOV.J)B and the activation cross-sections is as follows:

These cross-sections are measured by the activation method.
The ground state activation cross-section GV0i/, ». is equal

to the total cross-section if there is no metaatable states, or
if their time of life relative to the decay to the ground atate
are considerably less than the ground state time of life. In some
cases the activation cross-section is equal to the sum of diffe -
rent processes leading to the same residual nucleus, for example:



1.4. Particle production croaa-aection. This ia a yield of a
given particle in the nuclear reaction. For example, the helium
production croas-section would be:

ft, = 6",̂  + (W*, -*-(Tnn.*v + <T*,LP,. ̂  2

2. Theoretical description of the threshold reaction
crosa-sectiona.

The approach applied here is based on subdivision of the reac-
tion mechanism into direct, preequilibrium and equilibrium cont -
ributiona. The equilibrium part of the paticle emission spectrum
can be written in Hauser-Feshbach [ 1J formalism as:

are the transmission coeficients for gamma- quantum,
characterized by multipolarity L and transition
type I;
^s nuolear lavel density at excitation energy U»
tor discrete levels:

T> XL (E i )

P (U I

The following conditions must be fulfilled in formula (2.1):
U,= Et-8i», -6, ; It- &1 éj < ̂ +S; /I.-j/ < 3 < T.+ |.
1 1, - j< (& T < I, •*/< ; % (-<jf = sr = ^, C-fj'< .
where J"? is the parity of the target nucleus ground state.
The total emission spectrum of particle V in the first cascade
of reaction is written as :
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T, rr

(2.1)
where :

here :

= I Z-̂ .C, JrfE

KL
T/I J ̂

v ( L

Î̂T, are the excitation energy, spin and parity of the
residual nucleus after emission of particle with
energy B1 ;

ij are the energy of the emitted particle or gamma-
quantum, its orbital and total momentum;

By is the separation energy of particle v* in the compound
nucleus ;

Bc , J, i/~ are the excitation energy, spin and parity of the
compound nucleus;

BC m Efc — - — + BV„ t where A is the target nucleus mass, £44
'» and ay, are the energy and mass of the

incident particle K> ;
K ^ is particle V'o wav« number;
Tyfj (B̂ ) are the optical model transmission coefficients for

particles;

AE< = «
(2.2)

where :
e.r,'7. - (E.) *« ]

In order to compare the spectrum with the experimental data it is
further summed over I, Jî" :

(2.3)

The emission spectrum of particle Vo in the second cascade of
reaction is as follows:

(2.4)

where: B*®*- K - B., - B.. - B„ ;° 1 2 *
2 .

The particle spectrum in the first cascade of the reaction, wich
is followed by gamma emission (for example (n,ny ) may be writ-
ten as :
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where B**** - E -Bv -B.j. c v.j i (2.5)
The corresponding reaction cross-sections can be obtained by
integration of the spectrum over the energy of the emitted par-
ticle.

All the cross-section types, described in paragraph 1, ex-
cept the activation cross-section, can be calculated using this
approach. In order to calculate the activation cross-section one
has to compute the cumulative population of the residual nucleus
levels due to the gamma-cascades :

The contribution of the nonequilibrium mechanisms in the
total emission spectrum can be calculated in the frameworks of
the preequilibrium and direct reaction models.

The preequilibrium spectrum of the nucléons may be written
in a simple closed form approach [2] :

A.E, = r>*ft. (2.7)

where

"V-.X

P*
is the incident particle absorption cross-section;
is the relative probability of the occurence of
particle z in the n-ezciton state;

1,n) is the rate of emission of particle V- with energy
E1 in n-ezciton state :

'iMr(E,J rnj Es afE1 (2.8)

is the inverse reaction cross-section;
is the average
exciton state.

iA+(Bc,n} is the average rate of trasition from n to n+2

JU (2.9)

where 19 | is the mean matrix element of a two-particle
interaction;

p,h are the numbers of particles and holes in a state n.
The density of the exciton states is given by formulât

(2.10)

where g is the mean density of single particle states.
Talcing into account (2.8)-(2.10) and the fact that A + in the
denominator (2.7) dominates on the initial stage of reaction,
the final formula nay be written as:

The only unknown parameter in this formula is 15|2. One of the
two following paranetrizations of I H | is used in practice t

a) IB I2
b) (Hi2

FM A'3 B~1

In the latter caae it is assumed that g» g = g and |ff| does
not depend upon the excitation energy and individual properties
of the nucleus* A satisfactory description of the high energy
part of the emission spectrum has been achieved using paramet-
riaation (b) for reactions (n,p) and (n,n..f) at the neutron in-
cident energies 10-20 MeV [3,5] .

At the energies considered here the most important contribution
to the direct interaction gives the inelastic scattering with
excitation of the collective states. This contribution can be
calculated in the frameworks of the coupled charmed method or
the DWBA. Another direct mechanism the contribution of wich in-
creases with the energy is the multistep scattering o£ the inci-
dent particle on the nucléons of the nucleus. According to the
existing terminology we shall name this process the multy-step
direct mechanism, and the process described by (2.1 l) we shall
name the multy-step compound mechanism [6] .



Comparision of the calculated emission spectra and the re -
action excitation functions with the experimental data are shown
in ?ig. 1.

o 2 4 « * 1O 11 14
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Pig. 1. Neutron émission spectrum and (n,p) reaction
excitation function on Ni.
(1,2 - preequilibrium and equi librium spectrum
of the first emitted neutron,
3,4 - the second neutron in reactions (npn) and (n2n)).

3. Parameters of the nuclear models and the accuracy
of the theoretical predictions.

The results of calculations are the most sensitive to the
parameters of the level density model. The most widely used in
practice is Fermi-gas formula with "back shift" ; 10] :

(£V'«(W-£JJ

. 0.2 <
U- ö =

- I (I"") {
2<T< J

- t.

(3.1)

t is derived from the equation:
The particle transmission coefficients are obtained in the

frameworks of the optical model. A modern survey of the global
optical model parameters haa been published in [9] .

The results of calculations are less sensitive to the optical
model parameters than to the level density paramétra; the depen-
dence from the transmission coefficients is more pronounced inthe
weak reaction channels.

The gamma-ray transmission coefficients are connected to the
radiative strength function /JCL (£f) as:

V"' ; (3.2)
In the nuclear excitation energy range considered here the

most significant contribution to the radiative width gives E1
transition. When using a selfconsistent parameters of the lewel
density formula and the average lewel distance at the neutron bin-
ding energy <DQ> , the average radiative widths for A?80 are
satisfactorily described with the strength function:

(3.3)

,3/2*where FR = 5 MeV, E^ =80 A~1/3lteV, Co » 100/A->/cMeV~': . On the
basis of the comparision of the thoretical calculations with the
experimental data we can conclude, that the most reliable are the
theoretical predictions for the strong channels of the reaction



20 (first of all the neutron channels: (n.n1), (n,2n)). In this case
the accuracy of the predicted total cross-sections can be as good
as 10?S. For the weak channels (for example (n,p), (n,ot), (n,np))
it is probably impossible at present stage to obtain reliable
results without some additional fitting to the experiment.

The theoretical approach discribed above was used together w
with the systematics of neutron cross-section's at En = 14.5 MeV
in creation of the threshold reaction cross-section library
»BOSFOR" [ 7] -

4. Systematics of the threshold reaction cross-sections
at E_ 14 MeV.

The majority of the threshold reaction cross-sections measu-
rements has been done at the neutron energy 14-15 MeV. Systema -
tizing the available experimental data we can observe some défi -
nite dependencies of cross-sections from Z and A of the target
nucleus .

In 1964 V.Levkovski [l 1 ] proposed the following simple (N-Z)
dependence of the (n,p) and (n,o<,) reaction cross-sections:

(JnP = 0.73 <5k • CXP (- 3?> ̂:-2) (r»4)
* (4.1)G\dL - 0.29 G\

where: is the neutron absorption cross-section,

y-~" *̂Having used the Weisskopf-Ewing model to express fc> n2n and the
exciton model to estimate S" n2n, we obtain:

G~„ -0" - 6^M r v - (-1 + "-•-•" ) <2_ ~ "^V "J (k. it}
where: Sn is the neutron binding energy,

T ts \l ——- ia *ne nuclear temperature ;

Having used Weizsachker's formula to determine Sn, we obtain:

A,t a-,,2 - - _
(4.6)

where * = 47.4 MeV,

Taking in_to account, that En = 14.5 MeV, T = 10/Vfl ~ 1 MeV,
A ~ 16.5 MeV, we obtain:

M -L '
(4'7)

where G~h M =
(N-Z)
the detailed balance method:
(N-Z) dependence of <3" cross-section is deduced by applying

The empirical (N-Z) dependence was also found for (n,2n) re
action cross-section:

(4.2)

where k = 1.812 and m = 12.09.
The theoretical interpretation of isotopical dependence of

(n,p) and (n,2n) cross-sections has been done in [7,8] .
For (n,2n) reaction it is asumed that:

*~*V - n *- *j0"h2« = bKl*-, •* ̂ KZ„ (4.3)

(4.8)

where SQ - Sp;

W (E) ia the proton emission rate from the compound nucleus;
Wpc ^E^ is the by the residual nucleus);

o:f tne inverse process (e.g. pro-to«

Nc, Up are the densities of states before and after the pro-
ton emission.



Expressing Nc and Np through the level density in the Fermi-
gas model and Wp*ĉ E) through the cross-section for inverse
process &p (E), and assuming, that:

0.
(4.9)

3 is determined using Weizsacker's formula:

where R is the nucleus radius and Bk is the coulomb barrier, we
obtain :

(4.10)

(4.11)

in-to (4.10)

(4.12)

It is clear from the equation (4.12) that the isotopical depen -
dence of the (n,p) cross-section is due to (N-Z) dependence of the
proton binding energy in the target nucleus.

The values of the parameters of formula (4.12) are ag follows:

Substituting S and Bk ~ 0,2 J-
we obtain the final expression:

C = 0,706; 50; 0,73( = 0.58)/ 3.26.
The neutron energy is taken to be 14.5 MeV and level density pa-
rameter a is approximated as A/10 MeV" . Formula 4.12 gives re-
sults agreeng to wi'-thin 20% with the experimental data for 8056
of the nuclei considered. Figure 2 compares the isotopic dependen-
ce of 6" at energies of 14-15 MeV predicted by Levkovski for-
mula (dashed line) and by formula (4.12) (solid line).

It is important to note that formula (4.12) vas deduced assu-
ming the nonequilibrium mechanism of the reaction and taking into
account only the first cascade of particle emission. This appro-
ach is valid mainly for medium and heavy nuclei (A>80). For nuc-
lei with a A; 80 we must bear in mind that the compound nucleus
mechanism (or equilibrium mechanism) dominates in the reaction,

mm ai tatM M m Ht m itr turn mm a» zoaot

np
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Fig. 2. Isotopic dependence of
at En = 14.5 MeV.
- . - - Levkovski's formula
____ - present work

cros-aection



22 and at the energy Efl = 14-15 Mev the second cascade of the reac-
tion can be open (e.g. (J" = G"n_ +
must rewrite equation (4.8) as:

case we

(assuming Tp < (4.13)

where r_» i~n are *he proton and neutron emission widths in
Wèisskopf -Ewing model.

Using againg Fermi -gas model of level density and formula (4.9)
to estimate (T (E) we obtain:

(4.14)

In this formula o~ depends on reaction energy Qnp, but not on
the proton binding energy as in (4.10). Having used Weizsatcker's
formula to determine Qnp, we obtain:

= C, (4.15)

As it is seen from formula (4.15) we shall expect twice a stronger
isotopic dependence of (5 n_ for light mass nuclei than it is given
by formula (4.12). This is demonstrated on Fig.3 where experimental
data on n __ = 6"__ + (Tnnp 'npn are plotted.

Similar (N-Z) aystematics exist for other neutron threshold
reaction at energy
is given in [12J .

14-15 MeV. A modern survey of these data

103

I

a.
10

Fe

56 58 5« 60 62 M «4 66 68

Fig. 3. Isotopic dependence of + n

at E_ = 14.5 MeV on light nuclei - formula.
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LEVEL DENSITY OF EXCITED NUCLEI

A.V. IGNATYUK
Institute of Physics and Power Engineering,
Obninsk, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Abstract

The paper describes the development of level density theory for
excited nuclei, taking into account the shell, superfluid and
collective characteristics of nuclei.

Many contempory ideas concerning the properties of atomic nuclei have
been based on research into the ground and low-lying states of nuclei. With
the gradual refinement of nuclear theory, increasingly successful descriptions
of the structure of low-lying levels have been obtained. However, at higher
excitation energies there is such a rapid increase in the number of nuclear
levels that spectroscopic analysis of each one becomes impracticable. Under
these conditions it is both natural and legitimate to change to a statistical
description of the number of excited levels in which the main statistical
characteristic of the nucleus is the excited level density.

Simple analytical relationships for the state density p(U) of a
nucleus with a given excitation energy U and for the level density />(U,J) of
a nucleus with a given angular momentum J are obtained using the Fermi-gas
model [!}:

I*. e<

23 aor O1 £ \ (i)

Here a is the spin dependence parameter and a = v g/6 is the level
density parameter, which is proportional to the single-particle state
density g near to the Fermi energy.

In the Fermi-gas model the state equations determining the dependence
of the excitation energy U, the entropy S and the other thermodynamic
functions of the nucleus on its temperature t also have a simple form:

S- (2)

Here, m, is the mean square value of the projection of the angular
momentum of single-particle states close to the Fermi energy, which can also
be related to the moment of energy of the heated nucleus "~5r = gm .. Theo 3
interrelationship between the thermodynamic functions (2) and the state
density of the excited nucleus (1) is clear. In a quasic-classical
approximation it is a simple matter to evaluate the main parameters of the
Fermi-gas model:

(3)

where y is the nucléon mass, r is the radial parameter and A is the mass
number.

The most direct information on the level density of highly-excited
nuclei is obtained from experimental neutron resonance density data. Many
laboratories have collected such information, and compilations of data on the
mean observed distance between resonances D. can be found in Refs [2, 3].



24 For the majority of nuclei, the observed resonances correspond to neutrons
with zero orbital moment (so-called s-neutrons), therefore the value of D
is related to the excited-level density of the compound nucleus by the
relationship:

for
,
J p U

where B is the neutron binding energy, AE is the magnitude of the energy
interval for which the resonances are being examined, I is the target
nucleus spin, and the coefficient 1/2 before the sum takes into account the
fact that s-neutrons form resonances only of a particular parity. If
necessary, resonances for p-neutrons too can be taken into consideration
analogously.

The experimental values of D are normally used as source data, from
which the magnitude of the level density parameter can be derived by means of
relationships (1) and (4).

Many authors have carried out such an analysis [4-8]. Early papers on
the systématisation of experimental data had already noted regular differences
in the level density of even-even, odd and even-odd nuclei analogous to the
differences in the binding energies of these nuclei. In order to take this
effect into account in the Fermi-gas model relationships, it is usual to
introduce the so-called effective excitation energy, defined as:

for even-even nuclei,
for nuclei with even Z, (5)
for nuclei with even N,
for odd-odd nuclei,

*_vr--

where î^ is the corresponding phenomenological correction for even-odd
differences in nuclear binding energies 14]. The values obtained in this
analysis for the level density parameter are shown in the upper part of Fig. 1
in the form of the ratio a/A. The values obtained differ greatly from the
quasi-classical evaluation (3). In the lower part of Fig. 1 the shell
corrections to the nuclear mass formula are given, determined by the

Me V,-1
UÜO

0.15

0.10

0.05

O,
MeV

-I———t———I———L-

„•»•v

-J——i——i i i i i i
50 100

Fig. 1. Relation of the Fermi-gas level density parameter a to the mass
number (above) and shell correction to the mass formula (below).



relationship:

where Me is the experimental value of the mass defect, and M-_. is its
liquid drop component calculated for the equilibrium deformation of nuclei
ß (9). The clear correlation of the ratio a/A and the shell corrections is
a direct indication of the important role of shell effects in the description
of the level density and other statistical characteristics of excited nuclei.

With the gradual accumulation of measurement results for low-lying
level spectra over a wide range of nuclei, it has become possible to use data
on the observed rate of increase in the total number of levels to analyse
level density behaviour in the low-energy region [4, 8]. An extrapolation
into this region of the Fermi-gas dependence with parameters found from
neutron resonance density analysis does not, as a rule, describe the
experimental data. It has been noted that the observed energy dependence of
the cumulative number of levels N(U) is described much better by the law:

t (?)
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where UQ and T are free parameters determined by fitting to the
corresponding data. The quantity N(U) is related to the level density by the
relationship:

(8)

and it is easy to see that in the physical sense the parameter T simply
corresponds to the nuclear temperature. Since the value of this parameter is

assumed to be constant in the energy range considered, relationship (8) has
been called the constant temperature model.

In order to obtain a description of the level density for the whole
range of excitation energies from zero to the neutron binding energy, the
low-energy dependence (8) has been "joined" to the Fermi-gas dependence of the
level density (1) in some papers [4, 8]. The link between both models'
parameters can be found in this case from the condition of continuity of the
function itself and of its first derivatives at the joining point.

(9)

Here U is the effective energy of the joining point taking account of
corrections (5) for the even-odd effects. An analysis of experimental data
within the framework of this phenomenological approach has been carried out in
Refs, [4, 8], and Fig. 2 shows the systematization of the values obtained far

yj to 70 10 00 too
Fig. 2. Dependence of the nuclear temperature T and the excitation energy

below which the level density behaviour approximates to the
constant temperature model on the number of neutrons 18].



26 the nuclear temperature and energy U . The value In fact determines the
energy below which the description of the level density in the Fermi-gas model
with determination of the effective excitation energy in the neutron resonance
region becomes unsatisfactory, and it can be seen that for the majority of
nuclei this energy is rather high.

In Refs [7, 10], a rather different approach is developed to the
problem of simultaneous parametrization of neutron resonance density and
low-lying nuclear level density. It has been shown that both sets of
experimental data can be described on the basis of Fermi-gas model
relationships if, for each nucleus, both the level density parameter a and
also the displacement 6 . are used as free parameters in determining the
effective excitation energy (5). Since for odd-odd nuclei the displacement
thus found is negative, the above approach has been described as the Fermi-gas
model with backward displacement [10]. In Ref. [7] all experimental data on
low-lying nuclear levels and neutron resonance density were analysed using
this model, and the empirical values of the parameter a and the quantity
4 - were found for the entire range of mass numbers. In view of theer
^determination of the effective excitation energy, the values obtained for

the parameter are naturally somewhat lower then those shown in Fig. 1.
However, the general picture of dependence of the level density parameter on
the mass number is not significantly altered by this.

For a number of nuclei the existing experimental data on the spin of
low-lying levels can be used to analyse the excited-level distribution in
terms of angular momentum [7]. The level density dependence on angular
momentum (1) obtained on statistical considerations agrees rather well on the
whole with the experimental data. However, the number of levels with
identified spins is still comparatively low, and the errors in the values

found for the spin dependence parameter are quite significant.
On the whole, this discussion leads to the conclusion that the

Fermi-gas model relationships are a comparatively simple and convenient method
for parametrizing the experimental data on nuclear level density. The model
itself, however, does not give any explanation for the shift in excitation
energy and the even-odd differences in level density, or for the differences
between the experimental values of the level density parameter and
quasi-classical evaluations. An interpretation of all these properties can be
provided on the basis of more rigorous methods of calculating the nuclear
level density, taking into account the shell Inhomogeneities in the
single-particle level spectrum, on the one hand, and including consideration
of superfluid and collective effects due to effective interaction of nucléons,
on the other [11-13]. A detailed discussion of these methods can be found in
the monograph [13]. Rigorous microscopic methods for calculating level
density are extremely laborious, however, and this severely limits their
possibilities for practical application to experimental data analysis. For
this reason there is an urgent need for a level density description to be
developed which would take basic ideas concerning the structure of
highly-excited nuclear states into account to the extent required while at the
same time being sufficiently simple and convenient for practical application.

The influence of superconducting-type pair correlations on nuclear
properties can be characterized by the value of the correlation
function A , which directly determines the even-odd differences in nuclear
mass and the magnitude of the 2A gap in the spectrum of quasi-particle
excitations of even-even nuclei. The critical temperature t of the phasecr
transition from the superconducting (superfluid) state to normal is also
related to the correlation function:



t = 0.567 fter o (10)

The excitation energy corresponding to the critical temperature is:

U = 0.472 a A - nAer er o o (11)

Where n = 0, 1 and 2 for even-even, odd and odd-odd nuclei, respectively.
Above the critical energy the excited state density and other thermodynamic
nuclear functions can be described by Fermi-gas relationships in which it is
essential to use the excitation energy:

U* = U - cond (12)

Here, Econd is the condensation energy, determining the lowering of the
system's ground state as a result of correlation effects. In the continuous
spectrum approximation it is described by the relationship:

Econd = °"152 acrAo - (13)
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Below the phase transition point (10), the expressions for the
thermodynamic functions of the nucleus are complex in form, and they will not
be considered here. Suitable expressions for practical calculations can be
found in Refs [13, 14]. The differences between the characteristics
determining the level density energy dependence in the superfluid model of the
nucleus and in the Fermi-gas model are clear from the results of calculations
using the continuous spectrum approximation, shown in Fig. 3. This diagram
also shows the energy dependences of the temperature and the parallel moment
of inertia ~~} ...

The shell irihomogeneities of the single-particle spectrum lead to a
particular energy dependence of the level density parameter a(U). The shell
effects on the level density become weaker with an increase in excitation
energy, and for sufficiently high energies the dependence of parameter a on
the mass number tends to the quasi-classical value (3). These important
features of the behaviour of the level density parameter can be explained in
general terms by the shell correction method [11, 13]. The clear correlation
of shell corrections (6) with the values of a/A in the experimental data
(Fig. 1) can be used to construct a phenomenological systematization of
variations in the level density parameter of the Fermi-gas model [14]. The
basis of this systematization is the relationship:

Fig. 3.

as i.o
t/te

Temperature dependence of the thermodynamic characteristics of the
superfluid model of the nucleus (continuous curves) and the
Fermi-gas model (dot-dashed curve).



28 for U>Ucr

I Ucr Wcr,t|/«l for U<Ukp

in which a corresponds to the asymptotic value of the level density parameter
at high excitation energy, and the dimensionless function
f(U) = 1 - exp (- YU) determines the parameter's energy behaviour at lower
excitations.

When considering coherent effects of a collective nature the expression
for the level density can be presented in the form

P(U.J) = Pqp<U'J)Kvibr(U)Krot(U) (15)

where p is the density of quasi-particle (non-collectivized) excitationsqp
of the nucleus; and K .. and K . are coefficients for level densityvibr rot
enhancement due to vibrational and rotational excitations, respectively.

In the adiabatic approximation [15], the coefficient K . is
determined by the form of the nucleus:

• rot -
\ for spherical nuclei,

for deformed nuclei. (16)

This evaluation was made on the assumption of mirror and axial symmetry of the
deformed nuclei. The known stable nuclei in the mass regions of the rare
earth elements 150 < A < 190 and the actinides A >. 230 have this form. For
non-axial forms, such as fissile actinide nuclei may have at the top of the

barrrier, the rotational enhancement of the level density becomes even
greater [15];

The level density vibrational enhancement coefficient for the
microscopic approach [13] is defined by the relationship

vibr . n l izjïpî* M- i*v>(-w,
(17)

where o>, is the energy of vibrational modes in the excited (heated) atom,
u? is the quasi-particle excitation energy corresponding to these
modes, and g, is the degeneracy of the collective modes. The presence of
quasi-particle excitation energies in expression (17)
tend to unity, and so only coherent collective excitations with a significant
difference w? - w^ make a major contribution to K j^ . Note that
in the microscopic approach, the symmetry conditions of the nuclear
Hamiltonian impose particular relations on the vibrational and rotational
excitations, and as a result the adjusted microscopic calculations of K
may differ from the adiabatic evaluation.

rot

In the case of sufficiently heated nuclei, evaluation of K .. isvior
quite simple using the formula obtained for the liquid drop model

vibr (18)

where a is the surface tension coefficient, and p is the density ofo 2nuclear matter. If in (18) we put o = 1.2 MeV/fm , corresponding to the
phenomenological surface energy parameters of the mass formula [9], then for
the level density in the region of neutron resonances we obtain



Using the model described above, the number of parameters
characterizing the excited nucleus remains practically the same as for the
Fermi-gas model. In Ref. [15] this approach was used to analyse experimental
data on neutron resonance density. The experimental values of the shell
corrections from Ref. [9) shown in Fig. 1 were used for 4Ç , and the
correlation function of the nuclei was taken as A = 12//A~MeV. Theo
optimum value of the parameter y = 0.064 MeV~ was determined by
minimizing the deviations of the calculated level density values from the
experimental values. The level density parameters a(B )/A thus obtained,
and also the corresponding asymptotic values of the parameters "57A, are shown
in Fig. 4.

For the nuclear mass regions 150 < A < 190 and A >_ 230, in which the
rotational sequences of low-lying levels are clearly expressed, and also for
spherical nuclei with A * 204-210 near to the doubly magic isotope of lead,
the values obtained for the parameter a cluster around the value
"a/A = 0.094 HeV"1. However, in the region of transition nuclei
190 < A x 20° there are systematic deviations from the expected asymptotic
values of a. To illustrate these deviations more clearly, the lower part of
Fig. 4 gives a comparison of the adiabatic evaluation of K . with thoserot
values of this parameter which would be required to obtain the observed
neutron resonance density on the assumption that "a/A = 0.094 MeV . In the
region of transition nuclei the required values of the coefficient K . arerot
2-3 times lower than the adiabatic evaluation, but significantly higher than
the liquid-drop evaluation of the coefficients K ,. . Thus, for transition
nuclei the level density parameter description obtained should be applied with
some care.
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Fig. 4. Systematization of the relation of the level density parameter
a(B ) to the mass number (above) and of the asymptotic values
of this relation (middle), obtained from analysis of neutron
resonance density (•) and on the basis of relationships (14)
with a single set of parameters (°). The lower part of the
diagram shows the values of Krot̂ B,) corresponding to the
experimental values for a/A (•) and the values for
a/A = 0.094 MeV"1̂ ).
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30 At first glance, it may seem that the systematization of level density
parameters established here is not very different from the neutron resonance
density systematization based on the Fermi-gas model relationships (Fig. 1).
But this is not the case: the lower values of the level density parameters
obtained when collective effects are taken into account represent a major
difference between these systems. These values agree well both with the
results of theoretical calculations of the parameters using the Woods-Saxon
potential levels scheme, and with experimental data derived from the spectra
of inelastically scattered neutrons with energies of up to 7 MeV [15]. This
agreement in the data is very important, as the evaporation spectra are
sensitive precisely to the magnitude of the level density parameter, and not
to the absolute value of the level density. Using the traditional Fermi-gas
model without taking into account collective effects, it is impossible to
explain the divergence between the values of the parameter a obtained from
resonance data and from evaporation spectra. Proper consideration of
collective effects is also very important if there is to be a consistent
description of the probability of fission of higly-excited nuclei [16].

To extend the above approach to the nuclear mass region A < 150, it is
necessary to obtain a more correct systematization than the liquid drop
evaluation (18) for the vibrational increase in the level density of
highly-excited nuclei. In Ref. [17] it was shown that, in analysing coherent
effects in heated nuclei, the collective excitations must be characterized not
only by their average energy, but also by a specific damping width. This
width is determined by the dispersion of the collective mode intensity over nearly
lying excitations of quasi-particle pairs, on the one hand, and by the
fragmentation of the intensity over multi-quasi-particle excitations on the
other hand. It is to be expected that collective excitation damping in nuclei

would, to some extent, be similar to zero mode sound damping in the
Fermi-liquid theory [18], i.e., that it can be described by the relationship:

(19)

Taking damping into account, the level density vibrational enhancement
coefficient can be written in the form:

Kvibr (20)

where û and w are the average energies of multipole
collective and incoherent two-quasi-particle excitations of the nucleus,
respectively.

For a phenomenological description of the temperature dependence of the
collective excitation energies we have used expressions from the simplest
schematic model (the two degenerate levels model [19])

(21)

where uexp represents the experimental values of the energy of the
A

lowest collective levels of the nuclei, 3° represents the mean\
energies of two-quasi-particle excitations in the shell model, and the
function f(t) = exp(-ct /«̂ Xp) is determined on the basis of
parametrization of theoretical calculations of the collective excitation
energies of heated nuclei [20]. The temperature variations in the average



energies of collective 2 and 3 excitations obtained in this
approximation, as well as the corresponding level density vibrational
enhancement coefficients for the nuclei Fe and Ni, are shown in
Fig. 5. The values obtained for the coefficients K .. are close both tovibr
the results of microscopic calculations of the collective level density
enhancement in the Fe nucleus [12, 13], and to the results of empirical
analysis of all experimental data available for this nucleus on the level
density at different excitation energies [20].

ibr

0 1
t.MeV
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Fig. 5. Temperature dependence of the averaged energies of quadrupole
(dashed curves) and actual excitations (dot-dashed curves) of
Fe and Ni nuclei (above) and the level density vibrational

enhancement coefficients corresponding to these excitations
(below).

Figure 6 shows a level density description for iron-group nuclei over a
broad range of excitation energies, and for comparison also the results of a
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Description of the level density energy dependence of nuclei in
the iron group in the superfluid nucleus model taking into account
collective effects (continuous curves) and for the backward
displacement Fermi-gas model (dashed curves).



32 level density description using the Fermi-gas model [7]. In making this
comparison, however, it is essential to bear in mind the fundamental
difference between the descriptions used with regard to their approaches to
the choice of parameters. In the Fermi-gas model the parameters a and 4 for
each nucleus examined are chosen independently on the basis of the available
experimental data for p(U). Consequently, these parameters serve purely for
adjustment and their physical meaning may be substantially distorted by
effects not considered in the Fermi-gas model. In the method we suggest, the
parameters are determined on the basis of a consistent analysis of shell,
superfluid and collective characteristics of nuclei and this gives a physical
basis to the parameters obtained and renders them to a considerable extent
distortion-free.

On the whole, it now seems almost obvious that, in systematical
analysis of the level density of nuclei, it is essential to use models which
are more consistent than the Fermi-gas model, yet inevitably also more
complex. The complexities of the analysis can be justified by the mutual
consistency of the parameters obtained to characterize the various types of
experimental information on the statistical properties of nuclei, and also by
the close interrelationship between the theoretical concepts used and the
models derived to describe the structure of low-lying nuclear states.
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FISSION CROSS-SECTION CALCULATION

S.A. EGOROV, V.A. RUBCHENYA
Khlopin Radium Institute,
Leningrad, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Abstract

A method based on the statistical Hauser-Feshbach theory for the
calculation of fission cross sections was described. The main values,
the level densities and the transmission coefficients in the different
reaction channels are discussed in detail. As an example, the results
of Cm(n,f) reaction calculations are presented.

of the particle absorbtion with the orbital moment 1, resulting in
the formation of the spin j nuclear state. Thus, fission cross
section may be written Tc (to) • TV*<£J clft e. , ,

• - - ' 5'(f ( '
where k is the wave number of the bombarding particle, g the sta-
tistical f actor, T, . the entrance channel c transmission caeffici-
ents,S the fluctuation v/idth correction factor, II the Hauser-Fesh-
bach denominator,!'̂ . the transmission coefficient in the fission
c' channel. The Kauser-Feshbach denominator includes the sum of
the transmission coefficients of all the open channels, satisfying
the angular momentum and the parity selection rules.

33

1.Introduction.

Fission is a collective process,which results in the forma-
tion 01 tv/o fragments. The statistical character of their kinetic
and exitation energy distributions points at the equilibrium of
the initial fission state. This idea is supported by the analysis
of the angular distribution of the fission fragments as v;ell as
by the systematics of fission half-lives and the experimental in-
formation about the induced low energy fission.

It makes it possible to use the statistical Hauser-Feshbach
theory for the calculation of fission characteristics. The fissi-
on probability P^ one of the main values of fission is connected
with the fission cross section

6V£h «'«(E)- Me) ( 1 )
where 6"<(E) is the compound nucleus formation cross section. The
existence of the direct reactions may be accounted by the intro-
duction of the multiplier qDre expressing the part of nuclei sur-
viving preequilibrium decay. It may be calculated in the different
approaches such as exiton model /I,2/,intranuclei cascade /3/,
coupled channel models /4/.

Por the compound nucleus formation cross section S'< the coup-
led channel model is appropriate,because it accounts the deforma-
tion of the nuclei,essential for the fissile nuclei. The transmis-
sion coefficients T-^.,given by the model,express the probability

4 ê
J-,,1- XL

where flAE) is the level density of the residual nucleus,T^theJ" -
ray transmission coefficient. It follows from (3;,that the main
values,necessary for Çj. calculation are the level densities and
the transmission coefi'iciens in the different reaction channels.

2. Level density.
For the level density calculation phenomenological ?ermi-gas

/5,6/ as well as semimicroscopical models are used, V.'ell knov/n
problems exist for the Fermi-gas models. They are connected with
the impossibility of superconductivity and shell effects correct
account. That is v/hy even the evaluation of the model paramètres
for every nuclei doesn't garantee the quality of the level densi-
ty discription for the wide enerey range/7/. Moreover,such evalu-
ation is possible only when the neutron resonance data exists.

The ?ermi-gao models are difficult to use in the fission cal-
culation,because of the lack of connection with the microscopical
quantities. It leads to some arbitrary suppositions for the calcu-
lation of the transitional states density. The model paramètres
are fixed -or the ground states deformations and can't be applied
for barrier ones.

The microscopical approach is free of all these disadvanta-
ges. In the various modifications it may be succesfully applied
for the whole energy region. The low energy region is specified



by the strong level density fluctuations caused by shell effects.
Here the combinatorial method of J>(E) calculation is appropriate
/8/. In this region the superconductivity model in the form of BCS
•fblocking formalism may be used. In the frame of this model the
quasiparticle energy is connected with the pairing gap as follows:

* « ' ; ~& • ' G~ ' . "' Wi! ,
£„•**:-£- (4'

v/here £; is the single-particle (s-p) energy, JlOthe chemical poten-
tial for the given set of quasiparticles,E° the ground state ener-
gy,II s the number particles not included in the superconductivity
model equations. The presence of the upper sign means the striking
off 0 definite states.

i'or the s-p spectra calculations the deiormed i.'oode-Sackson
potential was used. The shapesof the nucleus was described as pro-
posed by Pashkevich /10/ in the form of Cassini ovaloids,realised
in DIANA program. Paramètres of the potential were the same as in
/9/. The equilibrium deformations were calculated within Strutin-
ski /11/ method. The resulting quadrupole £ and hexadecapole J.^
deformations for for nuclei with 2=90-98 are presented in the
table 1. The constants of the pairing correlations used were Gn=
24.5/A,G =27.5/A. The rotational bands were built on the quasipar-

Zticle states.

where the values of A and B were taken corresponding the deforma-
tion of states under consideration. When regarding the transiti-
onal states on the first axially-asymmetric barrier, one must in-
crease the number of states with given I in (2*1+1) times for
even nuclei and in (2*1+1 )/2 for odd ones. For the external bar-
rier the number of the transitional states must be doubled becau-
se of the reflection symmetry violation:

Level density energy dependence is smooth for higher energi-
es, where statistical description is appropriate. For axially-sym-
metric nuclei it is written

where LU (E) is the intrinsic(quasiparticle) level density

Table 1 . The observed < D > and calculated
spacing. For details see the text.
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Here I is the nuclear spin.K its projection on the symmetry axis,
«•A , «"„ the spin cutoff paramètres -i~^ = — _ _l_ . For non-axial
symmetric states *•" °"" 5"J-

8

Contribution of the rotation may be accounted by the total and
intrinsic level densities comparison

with axial symmetry
without axial symmetry

Intrinsic level density a) (E) was calculated within semimi-
croscopical superconductive quantum-statistical model /13-15/

( 10 )

where 3(B) is the system entropy, eei S"the matrix second derivati-
ves determinant on B=y <U= ̂«U* ̂ S /^„ neutron and proton che-.r i T • T* ^ n j zmical potentials. For the nuclear temperature, less than T (cri-ertical temperature of superconductive-normal state transition)
entropy is

the pairing gap together with yv/rare found from the system of
equations

-r ( 12 )
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2f.-£p*t 11
E?.

2T ( 13 )

rom (12) v/hen4t=0,T=Tcr,
). System of equa-

The critical energy is determined
which ia found from (13) when ur nO,Etl =( ft;-
tions is the same for the temperatures T>Tcr,assuming £1-, «
In the level density calculation the same s-p spectrum was used.

For the quantum numbers I and K distributions superconducti-
vity model expressions /6/ were used. The moments of inertia,
suitable for ellipsoidal deformation £ were the following
F̂ l̂ r-.V'V'-eT"3 F,,'£-ßM«-cT* à-" *'" ( u )
v/here the mean square of the s-p spin was determined from combi-
natorial K-distributions. M was equal 0.19±0.2 for all the nuclei
investigated. Statistical expressions were used too for the eva-
luation of spin cutoff paramètres

ff,,1« Jî7 8-T ( 15 )
where g is the s-p level density near the Fermi-surface. The va-
lues g and were determined from the averaging of corresponding
characteristics of s-p spectra within 3-4T energy interval.

Combined combinatorial-statistical approach describes the
main features of level densities in the wide energy range. ?or
the low energy region energy and spin distributions are non-sta-
tistical. This is shown in fig. 1,2 for the nuclei of different
parity. In fig. 3 energy dependence of spin cutoff parameter is
presented. Analysis of fig. 1-3 shows that p tot becomes smoooh
quickly enough. That is not the case for the spin distributions,
in which shell effects can be seen up to the high energies.

The exact account of the superconductivity and shell effects
in the combined approach guarantees the quality of level density
description in the wide energy range. Fig.1 illustrates the agree-
ment with exsperimental data for low energies. However, supercon-
ductive model doesn't include residual interaction of multipole-
multipole type. This difficulty may be overcome by the introdu-
cing the vibration enhancement coefficient K, /6/.

T^ «xpfX r«'M ( 16 )
recieved from the study of small vibrations of liquid drop, v/here
GI(J is the coefficient of surface tension. The values X, deter-
mined from the comparison with neutron resonance data 111 are
presented in the table 1. It is evident, they are maximum for odd-
odd nuclei, because it accounts residual neutron-proton interaction.

It is seen from the comparison, the collectivization of states
leads to 2-3 times increase of the level density for neutron
binding energy Bn. This result coinsides with the conclusion of
/18/, recieved within exact account of residual interaction. Thus,
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Fig.1 The experimen-
tal̂  and calculated
level densities. The
histogram is the com-
binatorial, the full
line is the quantum-
statistical model and
the dotted curve is
the pheninenological
superconductivity
model /G/ calculation.

Pig.2 K-distributions of the des- Fig.3 The histogram and the
crete spectra (histogram; and full lino arc the conbinatori-
their approximation by the sta- al and the superconductivity
tistical formulae (fa) model calculations. The circles

and the triangles show the results of
the statistical approximation with
averaging in 3 and 4T intervals.

the values of vibration and rotation (fig.4) enhancement are
equal at the neutron binding energy for equilibrium deformation.

The transitional states level density has several peculari-
ties. First,s-p level density is known to be greater for barrier
deformations,than for ground state ones /16/. With the same pair-

Fig.4 Comparison of the internal le-
vel densities at the equilibrium de-
formation s' .at the first.x' and at
the second „'""berriers. Krot are sho-
wn at the equilibrium and second bar-
rier deformations.

EfrteV)

-10
-10

-to

0.1 0.6 S S.S

Fig. 5 Deformation dependence of the
fission barrier under consideration
a) and bj corresponding penetrabili-
ty Tf.

ing it leads to the increase of pairing gap A . For instance,in
the case of ^ U such increase reaches 20 and 40% for the first
and second barriers correspondingly. For the energies less VCT
it leads to the change of the level density energy dependence.
It is equivalent to 10-1555 increase of Fermi-gas parameter a in

p"5^the phenomenological models. Intrinsic level densities of U
at the deformations £ =0.55, <*4=0.08; £ =0.85, «(.=0.12 corresponding
approximately to the barrier ones are presented in fig.4 toge-
ther with (S) at the equilibrium deformation. Second,perpendi-
cular moment of inertia exeeds parallel one greatly,especially
for the second barrier. It leads to the increasing role of the
rotation in the level density formation (fig.4),that is enhanced
by the axial-symmetry violation too.



3. Fission transmission coefficients.
Transmission coefficients were calculated within the frames

of many-humped one dimentional barrier penetration. This model
made it possible to describe main effects regarded in the acti-
nide nuclei CS"̂ .:the existence of subbarrier resonances /16/ and
the plateau in the fission cross sections /17/.

Fission barrier may be approximated by several connected
parabolas /16/ characterised by the heights B^ and the curva-
tures tiiJ. The penetration of such barrier is calculated within
two main assumptions : the complete damping of the fission motion
in the first well and WKB approximation for the barrier pene-
tration calculation.

Fig.6 demonstrates the shape barrier dependence within
these assumtions. The fission barrier penetration,which can be
calculated for the connected parabolas and for the barrier,
given in the form of a table approximated by splains was calcu-
lated by code P3NBAR using numerical Schredinger equation solu-
tion. It permits to solve the equation by IJumerov,Cowell and
Runge-Kutt methods /18/.

The experimental resonances compared with the penetration
ones are more smooth and wide. ?or the description of damping
it was proposed to take into account the interaction between
fission and internal degrees of freedom. It may be done by the
introduction of the imaginary part iV/ to the potential in the
second well region /19/. But the proposed linear energy depen-
dence V.'(E) is unrealistic,that is evident from the following.

i5

10

2 3 1 2 3
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Fig.6 The results 01' the statistical
calculation oi" the neutron-induced
241 Pu (a; and 244Pu (b; fission
cross sections /20/.

The abaorbtion of the fission motion in the second well is pos-
sible only by means of internal states exitation and correspon-
dingly must be proportional the number of such states.

vi/(t.!.Kï7) - ae f>(E.l,K,n) ( 17 )
where 36 characterizes the interaction of the internal and fis-
sion degrees of freedom. The introduction of the imaginary
part leads to the widening of the even-even nuclei resonances
and nearly to the complete dissapiaring of them in the odd and
doubly odd nuclei. The level densityJ5(S) of the latter is
much greater,that causes earlier complete damping. In this
case barriers must be regarded independently with penetration
coefficient equal

T«. &J*
where T and T, are the penetrabilities of separate barriersa owhich may be calculated using the expression for the parabolic
barrier

To f«) '" J 77 exp 19

where the transitiohal states level density.

4. Calculated fission cross sections.
The knowledge of the level densities and transmission co-

efficients in all the channels allows one to calculate fission
cross sections. Reference /20/ may be regarded as the example
of the succesful 6"^ calculation. The exploitation of the pheno-
menological superconductivity model permitted authors to des-
cribe "plateaus" in the fission cross section. This required,
however,to fit the main model parameter pairing gap for every
nuclei. The use of the smooth level density formalism made it
impossible to describe the subbarrier dependence of S"~.

The semimicroscopical quanto-statistical model leaves no
freedom to the arbitrary choice of A »which is calculated exac-
tly. It makes it possible to describe <rf energy dependence
practically without paramètres. Moreover,the combined approach
allows us to explain the existence of the subbarrier irregula-
rities in €"f of some nuclei,and their difference for various
nuclei.



38 The results of Cm(n,f) reaction calculations are presented
in fig.7,8. The existence of the irregularities is connected
in our approach with the structure of the transitional states
on the one-humped internal fission barrier. The influence of
such spectrum on subbarrier energy dependence is demonstrated
in fig.7. It allows to conclude,that not only subbarrier beha-
viour,but also the fission barrier paramètres are dependant on

Î.O

10
2.0

1.0

2.0

Lu

6"j|(6arn.i)

7 V

.Hl11 I
I I

2 3

i'ig.7 Cm isotopes calculated
fission cross sections. Expe-
rimental data are taken from
references l-/2\/, Q-/22/, 9-
/23/,r-/24/,a-/25/.

2.0

1.0

ffiorni) AA A A

*/? X/> X

o.a

o.«,

Iv;- %

Fig.8 45Cin(n,-) cross section,
calculation was fulfilled with
two sets of transitional stetes
The full curve corresponds to
the set b).

the spectrum used in the calculation. Paramètres of the first
barrier,determined from the statistical analysis together with
the values from /16/ are placed in the table 2. Our barrier

heights are systematically lower.than
those of /l6/,that la caused by using
there Fermi-gas level density /5/ under-
estimating low energy level density.

Table 2. The paramètres of the first fis-
sion barrier from /16/ a) and this work.

Nucleus

«îr
Cm

i<.srLro
l<,)rLm

i<iVl/n

Bj t,u)
M«V a\

fi.ï O.Î

6.3 0.?

6 Z Qt

5.Ï 0.»

Bj t,u;
M«V «>

c i o«
£.0 ft*

£7 0.6
5.3 O.S

It leads to the decrease of T£ (2) that means overestimating of
the barriers. Our results allow to make an affirmation about the
lack of strong odd-even differences in Cm barrier heights,recie-
ved in /16/.
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NUCLEAR DATA FOR CALCULATION OF TRITIUM
PRODUCTION IN NUCLEAR POWER REACTORS

L.V. DRAPCHINSKU, S.V. KHLEBNIKOV, S.S. KOVALENKO
Khlopin Radium Institute,
Leningrad, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Abstract

The mechanisms of tritium production and the current status of
nuclear data for calculation of tritium production in nuclear power
reactors are described. It is concluded that the extended theoretical
and experimental investigations on the ternary fission and (n.̂ H)
reactions are needed.
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INTRODUCTION

At present attention to the problems connected with tri-
tium production in nuclear power reactors is growing. The sig-
nificance of these problems is caused by tritium emission into
environment which accompanies the operation of nuclear power
plants and reprocessing plants. Tritium is of particular in-
terest because of its direct incorporation into water and or-
ganic tissue. Tritium has a relatively small radiotoxicity.but
due to high exchange rate with hydrogen of organic com-
pounds, its behaviour in ecosystems is insufficiently examined.
Because of increase in tritium content in all environments the
problems dealing with the account of tritium production sources
in nuclear fuel and structural materials become of great impor-
tance.

TRITIUta AND ITS SOURCES

Tritium is an unstable isotope with a half-life of
12.35 yr:

3H—»-3He +ß~ + V .
In this case soft ß-rays with a continuous ß-spectrum are
emitted. The maximum electron energy is of 18.594 keV with the
mean one 5.57 keV.

Despite a negligible tritium half-life compared to the geo-
logical time, it is contained in the atmosphere and natural



40 water. i,:iain natural sources of continuous H production in thé
atmosphere are nuclear reactions caused by cosmic protons and
neutrons with oxygen and nitrogen: '% (n, •'H) C,
14W (n, -3H)3 4He e.a. A mean rate of ^H natural production is
of 0.14 - 0.9 at ^H/(cm2.s). Cosmic bombardment generates
0.5 - 1 kg H annually and its total amount in the environment
is about 7-14 kg /1/*. Main chemical forms of tritium are tri-
tiated water (HTO) and tritiated hydrogen (HT).

'The civilian and military use of nuclear energy resulted in
the appearance of additional intensive source of tritium. Until

Q
recently artificial H production was related mainly to nuclear
weapon tests in the atmosphere (6 - 30 IwCi per 1 tot thermonuclear
explosion) /2/. At present the operation of nuclear power plants
and reprocessing plants has become one of the most import-
ant sources of tritium production. The H production in nuclear
reactors is caused by the fuel-cycle nuclei ternary fission, the
neutron reactions with Li and B contained in structural materials

o
and absorber rods, the neutron interactions with H, Li, B in
the coolant, iiain tritium-producing reactions of that type are
schematically shown in Pig. 1. The H production rate in react-
ors of various types in the first three years of operation is

Fig. 1. Tritium production in nuclear reactor and the

ways of its acess into the coolant.

shown in Pig. 2 /2/. It appears that most of tritium is produced
in heavy-water reactors and fast breeders. Tritium production is
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mainly caused by ternary fission except that in heavy-water re-
actors. Greater H emission rate in pressuriaed-water reactors
compared to boiling-water reactors results from the formation of
tritium due to boron added to the water which was assumed to be
500 ppm. it should be noted that only small part of 3H formed in
fuel elements and absorber rods is released into the environment.
To get into the coolant 3H has to diffuse through zirconium or
steel canning, as shown in Pig. 1. Main part of 3H is retained
in a fixed state and is released in reprocessing plants. In the
Soviet power reactors due to ternary fission 0.37 - 0.74 TBq/
/Cm (e).yr) (in WER and RBMK-types) and 0.74 - 1.5 TBq/
AiW (e).yr) (in BN-type) of tritium is produced /3/.

TRITIUM PRODUCTION CAUSED BY TERNARY FISSION

In the middle 40-ies N.A. Perfilov (USSR) and L.V. Alvarez
(USA) discovered that in some cases long-range oC~Particle emis-
sion takes place in fission. This phenomenon called "ternary fis-
sion" draws constant attention because of its importance for nuc-
lear physics*. 23 U ternary fission is best studied. The long-
range oL-particles proved to be not the only light charged par-
ticles (LCP), emitted in the fission process. Emission of 3H,

He, H, H, He nuclei (according to probability decrease) and
Li, Be, B, G, N, O, P and other elements was also found. LOP
yields for thermal neutron induced 2*% fission are given in
Table 1. Considerable discrepancy of data, often above the er-
ror limits, is due to a small probability of phenomenon.

LCP energy distributions are usually by the gaussians rep-
resented. Main parameters of LCP energy distributions (most pro-
bable energy and PWHM) for the thermal neutron induced ternary
235U fission are given in Table 2 /5, 6/. LCP angular distribu-
tion is close to normal with small PWHM. The most probable emis-
sion angle is about 90° relative to the direction of flight of
fragments. This indicates that LCP are emitted from the region
between the nascent fragments and then accelerated by the Cou-
lomb field of fragments. Data analysis shows that LOP yield,

Table 1
LCP yields for thermal neutron induced 2^% fission
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* So-called "true" ternary fission with three gragments of com-
parable masses (probability 10~7 I/binary fission) is not con-
sidered here.

LCP

1H
2H
3H
5H
5He
4He
6He
8He

Li

(sum of isotopes
Be

(sum of isotopes
7Be
8Be
1°Be

B

(sum of isotopes]
C

N

0

P

Yield, LCP/fission

4.10-5

1.2.10"5

(0.8j;0.10)lO~4 to (2.4j0.7)lO~-

7.10'6

6.10~5

1.50+0. 01 )10~5 to (4.35i0.50)lu~:

1.5.10~5

1.8.10"7

5.10~7 to 1.9.10'6

9.10"8 to 6.8.10'6

3.10-9

(5±2)10~8 to 1.7 10~6

*.10'6

(5.1+0.7)10~8 to 2.10~7

(1.9±0.1)10-6

(8.9+2.0)lO"8

(6.1±1.2)10~7

(2.1iO.?)lO~8

dumber of
publications

1
1

7
1

1

26

2
1

2

2

1

2

2

1

1

1

1



42 Table 2

Parameters of LCP energy distributions for the thermal neutron

induced ternary 235U fission /6/

LCP
1H
2H
3H
4He
6He
8He
7Li
8Li
QBo
10Be
11Be
12Be

Most probable energy, MeV
8.6 + 0.3*
8.6 + 0.15
8.2 + 0.15
15.9 + 0.1
11.3 + 0.15
9.3 + 0.25
15.1 + 0.3
13.8 + 0.4
17.5 + 0.4
17.7 + 0.4
15.9 + 0.8
12.0 + 1.5

PWHM, MeV
6.9+0.5*
7.1+0.2
6.5+0.2
9.8+0.1
10.8+0.4
8.9+0.6
13.3+0.6
11.0+1.3
12.9+0.9
16.1+0.6
15.3+2.3
15.8+2.7

* - according to /5/.

energy and angular distributions are independent on the type of
nuclei and on the excitation energy up to 20 MeV at least.

Ternary fission is the main source of ^H production in nucle-
ar power reactors of most types. Though a main part of works
dealing with the ternary fission are devoted to ^He emission,
there are a number of works on ^H emission in 233»235Uf 239pu

thermal neutron fission and in 2^2Cf spontaneous fission. There
are only few works concerning a fast neutron induced fission.
Experimental 3H yield data are presented in Table 3.

Table 3
yield in U, U, >u thermal neutron induced ternary

fission and in ' Of spontaneous fission

Nuclei

252cf

233y

235u

239pu

Neutron

energy

—

thermal

reactor

slow
14 MeV

thermal

reactor

slow

14 MeV

thermal
reactor

5H yield
z

Number of ^H per
total number of
fissions

1. 9+0.06. 10"4 /4/

(2.21+0.05). 10~* /5/

(2. 13+0. 18). 10"4 /6/

(2.42+0.15). 10~5 /9/

(2. 25+0.07). 10~5 /9/

(2.46+0.18).lO~3 /9/

(0.95+0. 08). 10~4 /12/

(0.80+0. 10). 10~* /13/

(2.4+0.8). 10~5 /6/

(1. 35+0,13). 10"4 /16/

( 1.07+0. 08). 10"4 /14/

Number of ^H per
100 c< -particles

6.42 + 0.20 /7/

6.7 + 1.1 /7/

8.46 + 0.28 /7/

3.60 + 0.16 /10/

4.60 ± 0.20 /10/

8+1 /11/

11 + 2 /1V

6.2 + 0.5 /W

6.3 + 0.2 /15/

8+1 /11/

1 1 + 2 /11/

7.2 + 0.3 /17/

6.8 + 0 . 3 /14/

To determine ^H yields in fission two methods are uaea/IS-20/'.
radiochemical methods and method of LCF identification. Radio-
chemical method consists in H separation from a target and
measuring its activity. The number of fission events is deter-
mined via ö'-spectrometry of fission products ( Ba, *'Cs,
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144Ce e.a.). A main contribution into the total error gives er-
rors of *H activity determination and those arising because of
consideration of other channels of ^H production. The method of
LOP identification consists in registration and identification
of all the particles emitted and their kinetic energy determina-
tion. The LCP identification method is used at the Hadium Ins-
titute (Leningrad, USSR) where a number of ternary fission pro-
cess investigations have been performed since the phenomenon dis-
covery. Recently the experimental set-up was made and prelimin-
ary experiments on the 5H yields determination in fission were
performed. Measurements of ^H yield in fission induced by
14.5 MeV neutrons with heavy nuclei were carried out.

A scintillation CsI(Tl) detector, 1.4 mm thick, 40 mm in
diameter, was used for LCP registration. Fission fragments and
oL-particles were rejected by a tin foil. LCP identification was
carried out by a pulse shape discrimination method. LCP yield
measurements are bound up with great difficulties because of a
high background caused by (n, p) and (n,ot) reactions on CsI(Tl)
and structural materials. The use of LCP registration in coin-
cidence with fragments made it possible to decrease the back-
ground considerably. An ionization current pulse chamber was
used for fragment detection to ensure the minimal resolution
time of coincidence circuit. Experimental arrangement is shown
in Fig. 3. The results of first %-yield measurements for 11 nuc-
lei from 252Th to 2^2Pu are given in Table 4. The accuracy
achieved is better than 10 %. The measurements in other energy
ranges are planned.

At present different theoretical explanations of ternary
fission process are known. The dynamic ternary fission model
which includes dynamic characteristics of fissioning nucleus
/SJ-/ can be used as a base for further development of theoretic-
al approaches. This model makes it possible to achieve satisfac-
tory description of LCP yields by the use of only two fitted
parameters.

TRITIUM PRODUCTION IN NEUTRON-INDUCED REACTIONS

To get data concerning ^H production under neutron bombard-
ment it is necessary to measure the amount of reaction products.
For this purpose the post-irradiation high-sensitive mass spec-

Fig. 3a. Detector unit
1. Photomultiplier; 2. Body;
3. CsJ (Tl); 4. Sn-foil 13.3 mg/cm2 thick;
5. Collecting electrode of fission chamber,
Al-foil 2.2 mg/cm2 thick; 6. Target backing;
7. Fissionable material layer.
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Fig. Jb. Experimental set-up.

trometry is used sometimes. Using this method helium production
when boron is irradiated in a fast breeder reactor was investi-
gated. /£2/. In general one may say that the sensitivity of the
method is not sufficient to obtain the gas production cross sec-



44 Table 4

H yields for 14.6 MeV neutron induced fission

Nucleus

^h

2330

23\
235u
236y

238u

239Pu

240Pu
241Pu

3H yields
per 100 o< -particles

8.5 + 0.9

6.3 + 0.6

1 0 + 1
6.9 + 0.7
6.6 + 0.7

12.3 + 1.2

5.3 i 0.5
1 0 + 1

9.0 + 0.9
12.8 + 1.3

8.5 + 0.9

number of
number of

(0.51 ± 0.

(1.47 + 0.
_

(1.33 ± o.
_

(1.54 + 0.

(1.35 i 0.

-
-

''H per total
fissions*

34). 10"4

19). 10"4

ISMO-4

21).10~4

17).10~*

* Ratios of oC -particle yields in 14 MeV neutron fission to
255those in '-"W thermal neutron fission were used for

determination of d -particle yields.

tions in the whole neutron energy range of interest with the
neutron sources available.

Much higher sensitivity can be obtained if reaction products
are radioactive with suitable half-lifes. In this case mass spec-
trometric measurements are replaced by radioactivity determina-
tions. The (n, %) reaction cross sections are determined by us-
ing low-level counting either of extracted tritium or produced
residual nuclei. In many cases the application of radiochemical
separation methods increases the sensitivity of the activation
method considerably /<33/. This technique has been applied e.g.

in the determination of 'Li (n, n'o( )*H cross section /35/. In
this case Li^CO, enriched to 99.97 % in 'Li was used as a tar-
get. Tritium produced in the reaction has been converted to HTO
and measured by ß -counting after mixing with a liquid scintil-
lator.

A direct registration of the charged particles is used in
(n, ^H) cross section measurements. Difficulties in perform-
ing such experiments are as follows: low count rates (1) and the
problems of background caused by other charged particles which
may be produced by neutrons in the target (2). Most of the mea-
surements were performed with 14 MeV-neutrons, where an intense
neutron sources are available.

The vast majority of experimental data refer to thermal
neutron region. Experimental thermal cross section data can be
divided into three groups:

i) fission cross sections measured with 0.0253 ev-neutrons;
ii) Maxwellian spectrum averaged fission cross sections;

iii) reactor spectrum averaged fission cross sections,
If the energy dependence of the reaction cross sections obeys
the 1/v law in the thermal region, the cross section value
averaged over the Maxwellian spectrum:

N(E)dE ( - & - ) • dB

is equal to the cross section<o0 for 0.0253 eV neutrons. In
other case:

where gw - parameter representing the deviation of the cross
section from the 1/v law in the thermal region. It can be cal-
culated from the expression:

_.2
«w = f£ (E)-E.exp (- dE

,A vast information on (n, -'H) cross sections in thermal
region is available now. Tha data in the fast neutron region are
rather poor:

1. Experimental data obtained up to 1970 demonstrate a
great spread. The maximum discrepancy reached 3 orders of magni-
tude (^ S, Ca). This may be caused by contaminations in a tar-



rison of data. Except light (Z
model is used for H emission calculations /<35/.

get material. In many cases - if activati«"3 method is uaed ~
high cross section (n, 2n) or other reactions leading to the
same product nuclei can distort the experimental data.

2. iuost of the experiments were performed with the light
nuclei (Li, Be, B). For other elements the experimental data are
very scarce. More than half the elements are not investigated
at all.

3. Most data refer to the region 14.2 ̂  En $ 14.9 MeV. The
excitation functions of (n, H) reactions are inadequately in-
vestigated.

The theoretical methods are of great importance in the
evaluation of (n, JH) reactions cross sections especially in
the case of lack of experimental information and in intercompa-

20) nuclei, the statistical
There are some

indications on an increase in the direct reaction contribution
as the mass number grows /26/. The neutron interactions with
light nuclei are usually described using the distorted waves
method / Ü7 /, The particle emission during the equilibration
process is described using various models or preequilibrium de-
cay / Z8 /.

Together with the successive theoretical approaches, the
values of (n, H) reaction cross sections may be estimated using
the semiempirical expressions of different types. The empirical
formula for En a 14 MeV is known /£9/ :-»iv.
The agreement with the experimental data is believed to be less
than 70 % for 20 ̂  Z $ 44. For the odd nuclei this formula may
underestimate the cross section values down to one order. For
Z > 44 modified formula of this type is given in / 30 /:

6(n;
3H)=?:684(Ay3-M)exp-13j!——-, fib.

An analytical method of (n, 3H) reaction cross sections
calculations for the nuclei with Z ^- 20 at En - 13-20 Mev is
proposed in /3i/:

,2
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where x = Cjréï" En + Q); En - neutron energy; Q - reaction energy;
a, b, c - parameters fitted for every nucleus. The use of this
expression permits both to describe the excitation func-
tions and to take into account the even-odd cross-section dif-
ferences. The procedure of analytical approximation for the ex-
citation functions of (n, charged particle) reactions is propos-
ed /32/ for nuclei with 23 < A £ 197 at En < 20 MeV. The set
of semiempirical parameters based on the evaporation model en-
abled to achieve a satisfactory agreement in the excitation fun-
ction values of (n, p), (n, oi. ) and (n, H) reactions more than
for 50 nuclei.

Data recommended for the most important H-producing re-
actions in thermal power reactors are given in Table 5.

The 2K (n. ff )3H reaction

Experimental data are available only for the thermal neut-
rons and at Kn c^ 14 i.ieV. The cross section values between the

-3 pareas v/ere obtained from the inverse reaction H(5', n) H by
taking into account the detailed balancing principle /33/ '.

The recommended data from the JENDL-2 are shown in Fig. W. It
should be noted that at 14 MeV the recommended value is one
third from the experimental one measured using a counter tele-
scope.

The 6li (n .oC) 3H reaction

High cross sections and Q values, as well as simplicity of
the fast H and ct -particles registration resulted in utilizing
Li (n, öl) H reaction for neutron monitoring. It is used as a

standard for neutron energies from the thermal region up to
100 keV where the cross section follows the 1/v law. The non-
1/v behaviour at greater energies is caused by the existence of
the resonance when En is about 240 keV, A lot of data on this
reaction are available. The data spread is 0.5 '/° in the thermal
region, and it is equal to 1 %, 2 %, 4 % and 5 % when En is
about 10 keV, 30 keV, 450 keV, and 750 keV, respectively.
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Table 5

Data recommended for the most important reactions leading to

H production in nuclear reactors

Q - nuclear reaction energy; <~, - 0.0255 eV neutron cross-sec-
tion; ë *n - 14 MeV neutron cross-section

Nucleus
(abundance
ratio, %)

1H
(99.985)

2H
(0.015)

6Li
(7.5)

(92.5)

^

10B

(20)

Nuclear
reaction

1 H ( n , J T j

2H(n ,ï)

6Li(Dlt<)

7Li(n,DV

1°B(D,.)

1°B(n,rf0)
1°B(n,o(1)
10B(n,2,)

Residual
Ducleus

2H

3H

?H

) 3H

?L1

7Li
7Li
3H

Q,
MeV

2.224

6.257

4.782

-2.47

2.790

2.790

2.312

0.2305

é 0
b

0.3326(7)

0.519(7)

935. 9a)

941. 3b)

3838(6)b)

3836. 6a)

244.25

3592.3

b

3.08.10"5

9.5.10'6

25(3). 10~3

0.340c)

0.335d)

0.286f)

94(20). 10~3

a) - ENDF/B-V

d) - ENDF/B-IV

b) - /3V
e) - JENDL-2

o) -

f) - JENDL-3

The 7Li (n. n'ai )3H reaction.

The contribution of this reaction in ri production in power
reactors is negligible because of high threshold. But this re-
action would play a prominent role in energetics based on ^H-^H
fusion. The first excited level of 7Li(E* = 0.478 keV) decays
by Remission, the second one (E* = 4.63 MeV) by the channel
'Li- 4 3>• He + H. The available dats accuracy varies from 15 X> to

25 % being insufficient for practical purposes. The recommended
cross-section data from various data libraries are shown in
Pig. 4- The disagreement of data shows that the new cross-sec-
tion measurements are needed.

.^uj.-i-.-i I . . . H ! . . . . i .ul__/ l f.im! l I . . H . . 1 I I . . .Mil——I I ijj^t l l IH. . . I

uF io^ To1 UP io* (O*1 »o5 io*
_

I07

'O .SO-

0.40

8.2Û

0.10 -

0 o»o.o 10.0 io.o

Fig. 4. Recommended cross-section data for some
H-producing reactions in nuclear reactor



The 10B(n, reaction

The cross-sections of two main channels - B(n,ot0) Li and
B(n,o(..) Li* - are well known. They are often used as standard

in neutron flux monitoring at En ;e 200 keV by means of o(- oro'-
counting. The first channel corresponds to the formation of Li
in the ground state. The second one corresponds to the first ex-
cited state (E* = 0.478 MeV) . The available <Onolo and Onoli data
accuracy is better than 2 /» at En $ 10 keV; 3 ô in the region
up to 1 00 keV and about 7 ,« at E ^ 1

CONCLUSION
The ecological safety of the nuclear power plants greatly

depends on the results of the investigations of H production
in nuclear power plants. For further increase of the H produc-
tion cross-section data accuracy the extended theoretical
and experimental investigations on the ternary fission and (n,
H)-reactions are needed.
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NUCLEAR DATA MEASUREMENT

N.V. KORNILOV, V.M. PIKSAJKIN
Institute of Physics and Power Engineering,
Obninsk, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Abstract

Precision neutron flux measurement is one of the most important
requirements in nuclear data measurements. The paper concentrates on
questions to do with measuring neutron flux and determining the various
corrections, using the H(n,n), 235U(n,f), 238U(n,f), 27Al(n,cO and
*' Au(n,7) standard nuclear reactions as examples.

The business of nuclear data includes working out requirements, making
precision measurements, carrying out theoretical calculations using various
models, evaluating the data and building up libraries. Of these activities,
nuclear data measurement is the most costly and time-consuming; the need to
achieve a given degree of accuracy makes its own demands on the way the
experiment has to be set up and run.

Nuclear data evaluation is an indispensable part of the experiment.
Nowadays, when there are experimental data available for many reactions, the
evaluation has to precede the experiment; at this compilation stage,
analysing the data enables us to establish what degree of accuracy has been
attained and Whether it meets our requirements. Carrying out the evaluation
beforehand allows us to pinpoint the systematic errors and select a type of
experiment which is unrelated to ones which have already been done, and to
determine the degree of accuracy needed to ensure that the information content
from the new experiment will be sufficient. Once the experiment is over,
recommendations are formulated and new sets of evaluated data are compiled.

Because of the fact that a nuclear datum is not just a measured value,
but also the error in that value, it becomes particularly urgent for that
error to be defined and the correlations between the various values
established [1]. In carrying out the experiment, we give serious attention to



studing the characteristics of neutron sources. For "monoenergetic" sources
we determine, by calculation and by experiment, the neutron distribution
functions, mean energy and energy dispersion [2, 31; the background
components are studied and various methods are used to determine the neutron
flux [4]. The various correction factors are studied in detail; as a rule,
we use not only the calculated values, we also do special research in order to
define the corrections experimentally. Standard reactions play an important
role in nuclear data measurement (IAEA Technical Report Series No. 227, IAEA,
Vienna, 1983); these include reactions with well-known characteristics which
make it possible to develop reliable detection systems. Using standard
reactions makes it easier to compare results from different laboratories and
makes data analysis simpler.

The features of nuclear data measurement listed above take in such a
wide circle of problems that even a brief overview of what progress has been
made in the last few years would take much more than one lecture. Bearing in
mind the practical orientation of this course, we will concentrate from now on
on questions to do with measuring neutron flux and determining the various
corrections, using the H(n,n), U(n,f), U(n,f), Al(N,a)
and Au(n,y) standard nuclear reactions as examples. This enables us,
firstly, to familiarize ourselves with the methods for using the standard
reactions, and, secondly, enables us to use that experience to measure other
nuclear reactions. In Ref. [25], a 4T(ß--y) coincidence system was used to
measure the activity of samples of gold. A 4-ir proportional counter was used
as a detector to measure ß-particles; a high (70-80%) counting efficiency
was obtained, and a double extrapolation method can be used [26]. N. inP
expression (4) is equal to:

which tends towards E. when x •> 1, although the correspondence is much
more complex than a linear function. N„(l) and A'(l) give the absoluteP
activity, and their divergence A = N„(l) - A'(l) can be used as a
measure of how accurately they have been determined. In Ref. [25], it is
established that when the functions A'(x) and N.(x) are used, A is aP
function of the thickness of the sample (which indicates that the method is
incorrect) and can reach 4% (for samples = 30 mg/cm*). As Ref. [25]
shows, function A' becomes linear in variable x~l, and A then decreases
by a factor of about ten.

In Ref. [27], a 2ir(p-f) system was used to measure the activity of
samples of aluminium. The ß-particle detector was made of a plastic
scintillator 0.5-2 mm thick. The advantages of this kind of detector are
faster response, ease of manufacture and reliability, and its disadvantages
are low E0 values of $30%, which means that the method described abovePcannot be used. The model developed to calculate K was checked using a
6°Co source, which has a similar decay scheme to 2*Na; the lower
energy of the ß-particles leads to an increase in how far K differs from
unity: 1.02 < A'/A < 1.09. Experiments using detectors of various
thicknesses showed that A'/A was a linear function of the calculated value
of K; A'(K = 1) coincides with the "passport" activity, although the slope of
the function, at 0.92, differs from unity. For samples of aluminium up to
130 mg/cm2, the method used gives a value for K of 1 < K i 1.011. In
experiments to accuracies of within =0.5% with aluminium samples of various
thicknesses, no variation in activity as a function of thickness could be
detected, which shows how little K differs from unity and indirectly confirms
the evaluation given above.

= A(Ep + (1 - Eß)f),

where E is the ß-counting efficiency, and f is a factor dependent on
the Y-counting efficiency of the ß-channel.

We can see from this that N. •» A when E0 -» 1 in accordance withP ß
.. the linear law. The experiment measures the value x = N /M = E-,

We conclude with a list of references which examine the various
questions of nuclear data measurement in detail. The features of various
neutron sources and how they were used are gone into thoroughly in the
collection edited by Tsereyaks [28], and the latest developments in the field
were presented at the IAEA meeting on neutron source properties in Leningrad,
[9-13 June] 1986. A review of methods of using "standard" nuclear reactions
is given if Ref. [29], There is much useful information to be found in



ou Ref. [4] on the characteristics of the "standard" reactions, the degrees of
accuracy achieved to date and the various detectors used.

1. The H(n,n) reaction

The hydrogen nucleus neutron scattering reaction is traditionally
regarded as the best standard, first and foremost because of the great
accuracy with which the cross-section is known. However, achieving that high
accuracy entails a number of difficulties with the methods used:

(1) Recoil protons with energies from 0 to E must be detected;

(2) Multiple interaction processes are important, and the smaller the
detector the greater the loss of events due to edge effects.

When using this reaction, the process of interaction between neutrons
and the detector material is typically modelled as invariant. At neutron
energies of < 1 MeV, proportional counters containing hydrogen are effective.
Ref. [5] (see also the bibliographies given in these references) give detailed
analyses of various questions concerning the use of proportional counters to
determine neutron flux at energies from 0.3 to 1 MeV. The fact is
demonstrated that a suitable choice of model for the counter successfully
eliminates systematic error, and good agreement is achieved between the
calculated and experimental recoil proton distributions; the total error in
the flux measurement is from 1.8 to 2.1%. At higher neutron energies
of > 1 MeV, organic scintillators containing hydrogen are used. The 1 Mev
limit is a relative one and has to do with the noise limit of the
photomultiplier. Typical values for the discrimination thresholds of organic
detectors are about 200 keV. The efficiency of a medium-sized (< 10 cm)
detector can be measured to within about 2 to 3%, and within these limits a
Monte Carlo calculation can be carried out [4, 6]. The main difficulties with
nuclear flux measurements using these types of detector arises in defining the
significant proportion of the events which are lost below the discrimination
threshold and in allowing for the (n.n) and (n,a) processes in the hydrogen
nuclei at high energies.

These difficulties are eliminated in "black" detectors, so-called [7].
The detector design (diameter and height > 10 cm) emphasizes multiple neutron
interactions, which leads to a redistribution of recoil proton energies
(Fig. 1). The efficiency of these detectors at neutron energies between
0.5 and 3 MeV is about 90%, and their main advantages are the low proportion
of events lost beneath the discrimination threshold and a significantly
reduced effect on the results of the calculation due to partial cross-section
errors. Amongst the disadvantages are a high y-quanta background because
events cannot be identified from the form of the pulse, and relatively poor
temporal resolution. The efficiency of "black" detectors can be determined
with an accuracy of about 1.4*. In these "black" detectors, the H(n,n)
reaction plays a decisive role in forming the spectra of the reaction
products, although the accuracy requirement for the cross-section is
significantly less; the principal condition is that all the neutrons entering
the detector should interact completely and be counted.

Z 3z
io
Z 1
ou

En = 540 keV
« EXPERIMENT

CALCULATION

20 40 60 80
CHANNEL NUMBER

100

Fig. 1. Proton spectrum in DBS "black" neutron detector at E = 540 keV.
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The role of (n,p) scattering is more important as a standard in "thin"
detectors, so-called. A proton recoil telescope is described in Ref. [81
(other variants are described in the works given as references in Refs [4] and
16]), Which consists of two proportional counters and a surface barrier
detector; these were used in experiments using neutrons with energies from
6 to 14 Mev. The calculation programme included all the parts of the
experiment from the neutron source to the detector. Fig. 2 shows the
measured and the calculated recoil proton spectra for E = 6 MeV. The
reason for the divergence at low energies is unclear. A detailed analysis of
the partial errors shows that an accuracy of about 2% can be attained using
this detector, and the authors stress that the error in using this method is
comparable with the accuracy of the (n,p) scattering process and its angular
distribution. The use of "thin" detectors reduces the uncertainty due to
multiple interactions, but increases recoil proton escape from the sensitive
material.

10" 0 1.0 5JÛ MeV 7.0

Fig. 2
Proton recoil spectrum of telescope from [8].
Solid line-results of calculation.

An original solution to this problem is suggested in Ref. [9], Two
thin, optically isolated plastic scintillators (4 = 0.2565 [missing text])
are optically coupled to two pairs of photomultipliers. The second
scintillator (along the beam path) registers recoil protons escaping from the
first scintillator (Fig. 3). The calculated efficiency (301 of E ) wasn
determined using the Monte Carlo method in experiments with accompanying
particles at 2.45 MeV and 14 Mev. Despite the small size of the detector, the
multiple scattering components were 11% (2.45 Mev) and = 4% (14 MeV). In
order to take multiple scattering into account, the counting efficiency of the
detector is described using the expression:

E„= U.O MeV
Spectrum A

Spectrum B

His at 30X ol max tntrgy
Spectrum C

40 sa
Channel

60 90

Fig. 3
Proton recoil spectra of double thin detector [9],
A - spectrum of the first scintilator
B - total spectrum of the I and II in coincidence
C - A+B response function of ideally thin detector



52 where o and a are the interaction cross-sections with hydrogen andH C
carbon respectively, and a, are the fitting parameters.

E
The detector efficiency is determined to an accuracy of 0.7% at

14 MeV and increases to - 1.5% at = 2 MeV.

The idea of using a grid ionization chamber with a radiator containing
hydrogen was put into practice in Ref. [10]. The chamber and grid provide
information on the total proton energy and angle of escape. Comparison of the
measured and the calculated values showed a systematic absence of recoil
protons in the low-energy part of the spectrum, which the authors link to the
non-homogeneity of the radiator and a deviation from the cosine law for the
determination of proton free path in the the radiator.

Another important area in which the H(n,n) reaction is used is in
determining neutron flux in experiments for studying elastic and inelastic
scattering [11, 12]. The sample of the material being studied is replaced by
a sample containing hydrogen. Neutrons scattered at a certain angle have a
given energy E cos 6; because of the connection between neutrono
energy and angle of scattering, the multiple scattering correction is small
and the most important thing is the reduction in the input and output neutron
fluxes, which can be calculated analytically using the formulas shown in
Refs [12] and [13]. In Ref. [12], neutron scattering in the scintillator
containing hydrogen (detector-scatterer) is used to determine the efficiency
of neutron detectors. With only a monoenergetic neutron source of about
14 MeV, detector efficiencies at energies from 1 to 10 Mev were successfully
measured. In Ref. [12], corrections for the edge effect, flux reduction and
energy resolution of the detector-scatterer are analytically calculated.

2. Fission reactions

The 238U(n,f) and 235U(n,f) fission cross-sections are known to
within 2 to 3% for a wide range of neutron energies, and to all appearances
within about 1% for 23*U at about 14 MeV [14]. This wide range was
obtained with ionization chambers for fission in 2* geometry [4, 15, 16].

For this kind of experiment, the most important correction is for the loss of
fragments below the discrimination threshold. There is enough of this kind of
information for us to determine the total number of interactions if we can
compare the discrimination level with the residual fragment free path; in
practice, two independent corrections are made: for self-absorption in the
layer and loss below the discrimination threshold down to zero amplitude.

Self-absorption in the layer is analysed in detail in Ref. [17].
Without showing the complete calculation, we shall show just the final
correlations.

The probability I(t ) that a fragment will not be recorded iso
equivalent to:

I(t ) = (to/R - n)2 ̂ f- (1 - 82/2), (1)o zto

when the angle ß between the direction of the beam and the normal to the
layer is 0; and

I(t ) = (to/2R + n) (1 - 82/2) (1)o

when 0 = *;
t , R are the thickness of the layer and the mean fragment free path;oa is the coefficient of the second Legendre polynomial describing thex

angular distributions of the fragments relative to the neutron
flux; and

n is the ratio of the velocity of the centre of inertia of the
neutron-fissioning nucleus system and the mean velocity of the
fission fragments;

(E = 0.005(E

where A is the mean mass number of the fragments and their kinetic energy
T = 85 MeV. In working out the formulae, the following simplifying
assumptions were made:
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(1) The neutron flux is perpendicular to the layer;

(2) The fissile material is taken to be an ideal plane parallel layer;

(3) The angular distribution of the fragments is described by a second
Legendre polynomial alone;

(4) The effect of movement in the centre of gravity can be allowed for by
altering the limits of the integration

± S = ± t/R to ± (S - n) for 0=0, and ± (S + n) for ß = »;

(5) The values of t /R and n are small and can be defined usingo
first-order terms;

(6) Where ß = 0, all fragments formed at a depth t < nR will be
detected.

Self-absorption of fragments is determined experimentally in Ref. [18]
(Fig. 4). The primary influence on the measured value is the quality of the
layer, i.e., its homogeneity. For UF layers deposited by vacuum
evaporation, the measured value is

A = 1/2R = (0.105 + 0.07)cm /mg (2)

From this we can derive the mean free path of the fragments
R = (4.76 ± 0.32) mg/cm . The value obtained is less than the
experimental mean free path data. Ref. [19] gives the free paths in uranium
for various neutron energies from thermal to = 14 MeV as R» of between
10 and 11 mg/cm and R. between 8 and 9 mg/cm for light and heavy
fragments respectively. The lower value of R obtained from expression (2) is
evidently due to the fact that the method used to find the formula takes into
account the inhomogeneity of the layer (see Fig. 4, for a more friable layer
of U 0 ). This value should therefore be the one used in defining

i.oo-
• EVAPORATED UF4

A SUSPENSION SPRAYED U30.

0.93
200 400 600

THICKNESS t (lg.em-»]

Fig. 4
Part of fission fragments lost
under the threshold of dis-
crimination in 27T - ionization
chamber versus upon thickness
of the layer.

fragment loss in accordance with formulae (1). As Fig. 4 shows, the accuracy
of the self-absorption determination depends on the quality of the layer. In
the best case, with t < 0.2 mg/cm2, an accuracy of 0.5% can be
attained.

To determine the proportion of the fragments lost through the
discrimination amplitude, the form of the energy distribution must be known.
A simple evaluation can be obtained as follows:

f(E.t) dE dt = W (S) dS dt



54 Where f(E)
W(S)

S = t/R(Ex)

E = E - Ex max

is the energy distribution of the fragments;
is their angular distribution;
is the cosine of the angle of escape of the fragment
relative the normal; and
is the energy of the fragments left in the layer.

Taking into account that

3(S,t)/3(E.t)

we can write:

250 N*

We can evaluate the possible alteration in f(E) where E -» 0 for
W(S) - const. The minimum error or detection threshold is determined by the
maximum energy of the a-partlcles and protons from the (n,p) and (n,a)
reactions in the substrate material. For E = 14 MeV, Ethr = 10 MeV.
With the help of data about the ionlzation losses and free paths of heavy
ions [20], we can obtain the following result:

f(0)/f(10 MeV) = 0.8

The extrapolation in the form of constants from the area of the depression in
the fragment spectrum (Fig. 5) is thus a competent one. If the number of
fragments lost below the discrimination threshold is between 1 and 3%, this
extrapolation may lead to a systematic increase in the number of events by
from 0.2 to 0.6%.

The calculations above are more qualitative in nature than otherwise, and
indicate possible errors in determining detection efficiency. In the absence
of additional research, the accuracy is in reality « 1%.

Fig. 5
Spectrum of fission fragments in 2 T - fission ionization chamber.
Thickness of the 238UF4 layer - 0.27 rag/cm2, En~ 14 MeV
Numerically indicated: 1 - zero ADC, 2 - threshold of the discriminator

The degree of accuracy obtained in "weighing" layers was studied during
international checking of U samples prepared in various laboratories.
No deviation greater than 0.35% was found in the given values. This value
evidently gives an idea of how accurately the number of nuclei can be
determined.

3. The Al(n,<x) and Au(n,Y) reactions

The radiation capture cross-section is used as a standard at energies
between 0.2 and 1 MeV, accuracy = 4%, and as a rule at E * 14 MeV
(accuracy « 1%). The use of this reaction at energies between 6 and 10 MeV
is made problematical because of the resonance structure of the cross-
section [221. The reaction is used in an activation method, and the
determining accuracy is thus that of the measurement of sample activity (for
(n,t)i how accurately the slowed neutron background is allowed for is of



primary Importance). We shall go more deeply Into two methods of measuring
activity: Y~quanta counting using a calibrated detector and the (ß-Y)
coincidence method. The measuring accuracy of Ge(Ll) detectors is determined
by the accuracy of the standard Y-quanta sources (1 to 1.5%) and by the
accuracy with which the various corrections are made: for dead time, pile-up
effect and Y-quar>ta cascade coincidence. All these effects can be
determined with an accuracy of from 0.5 toll 123], As Fig. 6 shows, at
Y-quanta energies of between 800 and 1500 keV, accuracies of = 1% can be
achieved, at transitional energies of 300 to 80 keV it is from 2 to 31 and at
energies of < 300 keV it is = 2X. The following expression is used for the
interpolation:

0, I, 2 (3)

where a, are coefficients determined using the method of least squares.

100 500 1000 1500 £,.
KiB
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Fig. 6
Efficiency of Ge(Li) detector and its description with
expression 3.

Thus, B - 1.39 and 2.75 HeV for the (n,o) reaction. The
absolute efficiency of the detector can be determined with an accuracy of
« 1%.

For the capture reaction, the situation is not so good. In Ref. (24],
the efficiency of a Ge(Li) detector at E = 412 keV and with a correction for
self-absorption was determined with an accuracy of = 0.5% for samples
measured using the (ß-Y) coincidence method.

When measuring the activity of samples of aluminium, the primary
uncertainty is the correction for cascade Y~1uanta coincidence. For
E (1.39) = 0.24%, this correction is from 5 to 6%, and can be correctly
determined only by measuring total efficiency/photoabsorption, vapour
formation and Compton scattering/detection of 2.75 MeV Y-quanta. When
samples with compact geometries are activated, the specific activity varies
with sample thickness; in this case, there may be a noticeable correlation
between specific activity and attenuation of Y-quanta in the sample, and the
efficiency of the detector may depend on the distance between it and the
sample.

The decay scheme of the reaction products in this case and others makes
(ß-Y) detection possible. An idea that is simple in principle is
complicated by the fact that there are no ß-detectors that are Insensitive
to Y~particles. The measured activity A' is correspondingly related to the
true activity A by the equation

ÜLJ-Jb. A.K, (4)

where N„, N and N are the counting rates in the ß- and Y-detectors and the
coincidence channel and K is a coefficient which is a is a complex function of
the efficiency of Y-quanta detection in the ß-channel, the thickness of
the foil, the decay scheme and the design of the unit. A calculation of K
allowing for all these results in an unwieldy expression, in which it is
difficult to establish how well the model of the experimental set-up
corresponds to the real situation. For that reason, the value for K must be



56 found by experiment and based on experiment. An important criterion for the
correctness of the method used to define A is the lack of any correlation
between it and sample thickness.
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Abstract

The paper presents the principles of constructing the systematics
of transuranium nuclei fission probability characteristics based on the
current model of fission barrier and statistical approach. Fission
probability energy dependence was investigated. The results of systematics
were shown in comparison with the experimental data.
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INTRODUCTION

The Lecture suggested to your consideration aims at demonst-
rating an importance and practical use of aystematics of experi-
mental data on heavy nuclei fission probability. The material will
be presented schematically ao as to save time. This problem ia gi-
ven in more detail in Refs. /1-5/.

Characteristics of heavy nuclei fission probability are of
great interest from the standpoint of valuable practical and sci-
entific aspects of the information contained in them. In a wide
range of excitation energy values the nuclear fission and neutron
emission processes are dominating modes of compound nucleus decay.
Probability of these conçurent reactions is determined by the cor-
responding mean widths: the fission f f and neutron P n ones.

The feature of heavy nuclei fission in the (n.f)-reaction is
availability of the "plateau" region in the fission cross-section
61 as a function of neutron energy. This property of fission

cross-sections 6 f « ̂  c fj /̂ .+Q is explained by a weak dependen-
ce on E for the values figured in this expression: a compound nu-
cleus formation cross-section <j c and a ratio rn/Pf • A concept
of "plateau" in the dependence 6,,(En) is approximated as well as
the assumption <^ «= const and f „/f.» = const. However these ap-
proximations are often made use of not only for the sake of simp-
licity, but due to insufficient knowledge of the energy of these



58 values, particularly rn/Pj « This situation exist in reality re-
gardless of high practical requirements to the accuracy of experi-
mental measurements and theoretical description nuclear physics
constants, the dependence uf(^D) being among the most important.

In spite of the volume of experimental information on fission
cross-sections and nuclei fissility of recent years being essent-
ially increased, the scientific and practical needs are often be-
yond its scope. In this context we may observe auch problems as
e.g. neutron-excessive fusion in multiple neutron-capture reacti-
ons in high fuel burn-up reactors, in nuclear explosions, in ast-
ropbysical media, or alternatively, the formation of neutron-de-
ficient nuclei as a result of multiple neutron emission by excited
nuclei, particularly in heavy ion reactions.

The urgency of creating systematics, that allow the fission
cross-sections to be evaluated fairly accurately in the region Z-
(nuclear charges) and N-(neutron numbers) inaccessible nowadays
for experimental study is identified by the following reasons:

1. Nuclides, whose fission probability was studied in (n,f̂ re-
actions or in direct with charged particles are concentrated in
the vicinity of stability valley and experimental possibilities to
extand this area is essentially exhausted.

2. For the time being the theory does not allow the fairly ac-
curate prediction of fission process characteristics of interest,
that is why the phenomenological approach predominates in the des-
cription of these characteristics.

3. Systematics of fission cross-sections and P n/Pf values,
which have been well-spread and used up to now, are purely empiri-
cal, they do not take into account the basic physical regularities,
that imposes severe restrictions on their applicability.

In the present lecture I am going to deal with three problems.
First, I shall present the principles of constructing the systema-
tics of transuranium nuclei fission probability characteristics
based on the current model of fission barrier and statistical ap-
proach in the description of excited nuclei decay widths. The re-
sults of systematics will be shown in comparison with the experi-
mental data, some of empirical systematics.

Second, I shall demonstrate the effectiveness of practical
employment of the developed systematics with the realistic evalu-
ations of understudied curium isotopes fission cross-sections ta-
ken as an example.

Third, I shall show, how certain regularities in the descrip-
tion of fission probability energy dependence can be established
on the basis of experimental data analysis. The forthcoming detai-
led study of this dependence is the next step in the investigation
region under study and is essential for the concordant description
of partial cross-sections in the wide range of neutron energy.

I. Systematics of Nuclear Fission Probability Characteristics.
(Fission Barriers, [~ n/Pf values, Nuclear Fissilities, Fis-
sion Cross-sections).
Systematics is based on the analysis of the strength of all

the experimental evidence. The principal sources of data were ne-
utron fission cross-sections in the first "plateau" region (E =
2-4 MeV) and excitation function (i.e. fissility Pf= 6f/<j ) for
the fission process following the direct reactions (•3He,df),
(̂ He.tf), (t,pf) etc. at the identical excitation energies (E =
E + B ). In our analysis we have classified and descriminated then n .É
data by the excitation energy. The data on value Pn/Pjf = ̂ 7 1

obtained from the multiple neutron emission reactions correspond
to higher energies E and are omitted in the analysis.

The term "plateau" actually expresses the basic property of
the fissibility or fission cross-section, that is a weak energy
dependence. This "rule" in addition to being approximated is sui-
table only in the restricted energy range depending on the ratio
of fission threshold Ef and neutron emission Bn. However, with
high variation of P̂ /Pf ̂  a wider energy range being tafcen into
account, the constancy of the F^/Pf value in the "plateau" regi-
on should be admitted nontrivial. It is this favorable circumstan-
ce that allowed the fission cross-section systematics to be const-
ructed in the "plateau" region depending on the nucléon compositi-
on of fissile nucleus A and Z.

To proceed with our discussion let us give a btief considera-
tion of separate aspects of Pn/Pf value theoretical description.
In the excitation energy region of interest the statistical appro-
ach is applicable to the description of compound-nucleus decay
widths. We attempted to obtain simple analytical ratioes, that is
why we adopted level density model with a constant temperature wi-
dely and effictively used for experimental data description in the
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low-excitation region J5(U) = oexp(U'/T), which enabled us to ob-
tain a simple ratio for P „/F fn f Eir_ /rf « G-expC-
where G = const, mentioned below, T = const = 0,5 MeV, E£ and BQ
are effective values of fission and neutron emission thresholds
respectively. A close consideration of corrections for even-odd
variations to the thresholds and level density shows, that they
are mutually compensating and the last ratio is transformed to
the form:

rn/rf =
where Ef-is the real fission barrier, and the value On> -is the
compound-nucleus binding energy averaged by the adjacent isotopes.
The resulting expression is easily generalised for the case of do-
uble-humped fission barrier, where two transient systems associa-
ted with inner and outer humps A and B must be taken into ac-
count:

,4 -_< v\~——n——— ) 4- (- ) ( * )

The top section of fig.t illustrates experimental values of
n/Ff), which were taken as a basis when constructing the sy-

stematics, the bottom one - a totality of <£ B y values calculated
by the nuclear mass tables. Fig.t shows that whereas the lines Z =
const, If = const for < B^ form a regular structure, i.e. a grid
in all the nuclear range under consideration, i a ( f /ff) has this
property only on a relatively narrow segment. Hence, the only con-
clusion can be drawn: the dependence of the fiasion barrier value
E* and E^ on the 2 and N essentially affects the ?o ( Tr
value dependence on the nucléon nuclear composition.

That is why it is required to develop a fairly simple, but at
the same time correct description of fission barrier heights E£

T3 Xand Ef in a wide range of values Z and H so as to construct
the rn/f~f value systematica and, therefore, the 6 f fission
cross-section systematics. The potential energy V(<X ) can be re-
presented as a sum of two components: liquid-drop model energy
V (»0- and that of a shell correction $W (d. ), according to

which the barrier heights E and E can be expressed as

<Bn>

ss\.

225 230 Î15 240 2(5 250

Fig.1. The correlation of the dependences of
and < B > on the mass number of A. The lines
connect points with fixed values of Z and N.

where i - A or B, £ V/ - is the shell correction for the ground
state of nuclear equilibrium deformation counted from the V (0)»
0 ground liquid-drop model state, 5W^ - is the shell correction
for the i-th maximum V («<) counted from the potential liquid-
drop model energy at the appropriate deformation V (ô i).

Here we have no opportunity to dwell upon the details of the
barrier calculation /3/. Hote, that the liquid-drop component of
barrier was calculated within the Cohen-Swiatecki parametrization.
/6/ using the Myers-Swiatecki parameters /7/. The shell correcti-
on of the ground state 6WA(Z,N) was calculated as a difference



60 between the experimental nuclear masses and the masses calculated
by the liquid-drop model. The variation low of shell corrections
SW« and &W f with nucléon number was established empirically
in the form a universal weak dependence.

The barrier values RJ and Ej obtained as a result of cal-
culations within the unified description for a wide complex of nu-
clei from uranium to fermium in the best way corresponded to the
values known from the experiment. The root-mean-square deviation
of calculated barrier values from the experimental onea was A EJ=»
A Ef = 0,26 MeV that is comparable with the spread of values by
different authors and the barrier determination error presented
by them.

Prom ratio (*) it follows, that there are only constant GA
and GB left to be determined for the universal description of
the value Pn/rf over the whole tranauranium nuclear range. We
determined them by the adjustment for the experimental values
|~ n/\~ f known from fission croaa-aection measurements with the
beat accuracy. They turned out to be equal to: GA=0,37; G.g=1,00.
In the course of adjustment for P /f * value extraction from
(^ according to the ratio J~ / rf = 6c/<j>f ~ 1 tlle m£&°- value
//" = 3,1 barn waa adopted for -̂ TJ in the "plateau" region (EQ=
2-4 MeV) evaluated from the calculation by the coupled-channel mo-
del.

The valuea Pn/Pf calculated with the resulting constants
enabled us to obtain the fission cross-section value <j f for the
whole complex of nuclei shown by a line in Pig. 2 and are compared
with the experimental values of fission cross-sections for all the
nuclei studied by the present time as well as with the empirical
ayatematics /8/ (dashed line). The dark sings show neutron data,
the light ones - the fission croas-aections "derived" from nuclear
fissility measurements in direct reactions. The relative root-mean-
square error of the present ayatematics for experimental points
n = 63 in the uranium-einsteinium nuclear range waa 15/6, that met
the requirements for "exotic" isotope fisaion cross-section accu-
racy.

Comparison of experimental data with the empirical Behrena
systematics ignoring any physical regularities is shown to give a
good description of the data in the uranium-neptunium-plutonium
nuclear range. The agreement is violated when removing from it to

6,
Barn

U

226 230 234 238 242

Np

Pu

212 236 240 244

Am

Cm

234 Z» 242 246 2: 2« M 2<i8 252

228 232 236 240 M 234 238 24Z 2« 250 238 2<i2 2« 250 254 240 244 2« 252 fl

Pig.2. The comparison of the neutron fission cross-sections
values calculated according to the present systema-
tics with the experimental ones. The black points are
the data measured in the (n,f)-reaction: the light po-
ints are the results "similated" from the fission pro-
bability measurements in direct reactions. The solid
line is the present systematics (calculation), the
dashed line is the systematics by Behrena /8/ (calcu-
lation).

the region of small H as well as large Z. At sufficient shortage
of neutrons the Behrens systematica gives a physically aensleaa
result: the fission cross-section is more, than the compound-nuc-
leus formation cross-section. A disagreement of the Behrens syste-
matica with the experimental data in the region Z £,96, where it
can be rejected as that being out of keeping with the test is still
more essential.



II. Curium Isotopes Fission Cross-Section Evaluation
by Fast Heutrona

We shall show, in which way the developed systematics of fis-
sion cross-sections in the first "plateau" range can be employed
for curium isotopes fission cross-section evaluation. An unsatis-
factory state of experimental data results in great disagreements
in evaluated values of fission cross-sections. Our opinion is, that
none of the existing curium isotope fission cross-section evalua-
tions can be recommended for application in the whole range EJJ «
0.1-20 MeV.

Nowadays satisfactory data are available only for the isoto-
pe 'Cm /9/. In order to obtain a realistic evaluations of other
isotopes the following steps were undertaken:
- consideration was given not only to the neutron data, but the
fission probability results studied in the direct reactions by
Britt et al /10/;
- an unified approach to the selection and inter correlation of
the experimental data wag realized;
- the fission cross-section aystematics described above was ado-
pted as a basis.

The basic experimental data for curium isotopes are concent-
rated in the low energy range EH £ 1-2 MeV. Alternatively, a sta-
tistical approach is applicable above this energy, that is why we
applied the systematics as reference values for the range En^2MeV
for fission cross-section description, that enabled us to avoid
gross error when analysing the few and inconsistent data.

Information of the compound-nucleus formation cross-section
^, permiting the data P - and ^> . to be intercompared is requi-
red for the joint consideration and description of the data on fis-
sion cross-section <4 ,(E ) and fission probability in the direct
reactions P f(E):

In our work we used the results of ) calculations by the
.coupled-channel model with the parameters for Cm according to

/11/. For other nuclei-targets with a mass number A it was as-
sumed, that

The analysis of fission probability energy dependence for
curium isotopes shows, that in a wider neutron energy range E =
2-20 MeV it can be considered constant with a reasonable accuracy.
This value was taken from the systematics:

p£(En) = P° = const 3n > 2 MeV
The fission probability energy dependence Pf(E) below this energy
(EQ < 2 MeV) based on the available complex of experimental data
normalized to the value P| in the interval EQ «= 2-4 MeV. The expe-
rimental data displacement in the course of normalization as a ru-
le did not exceed the experimental errors.

The complex of normalized experimental data waa approximated
by the rational function (code FADE 2). A set of functions Pf(E)
was obtained as a result of approximation for all curium compound-
nuclei with A o 241-249 from the fission threshold up to the "pla-
teau" region (EQ = 2-4 MeV). The value Pf(E) below this energy is
based on the smoothed experimental dependence and for higher ener-
gies (En = 2-20 MeV) the value P̂ (E) was assumed equal to Pf »
const.

The reaction (n,nf) is initiated at the compound-nucleus A
fission in the energy range above EQ=i 6 MeV, and above E =z12 MeV
the reaction (n,2nf) is started where the nuclei A-1 and A-2 res-
pectively are fissioned. If the data on the fission probability
Pf(E) are known in the excitation energy range from the fission
threshold up to the "plateau" for chain isotopes A, A-1, A-2, the
total fission cross-section can be calculated over the whole neu-
tron energy range above the thresholds of reactions (n,nf) and
(n,2nf):

where
6f1<V + A4A-2<Ea)

En

&.-1

61



62 For the spectrum of emitted neutrons

) exp(-

the value T^TgMT-0,5 MeV close to data /12/ was accepted.
The curium isotopes fission cross-section evaluation was per-

formed using this approach, the result of this evaluation are
shown in Pig. 3-9 together with other evaluations and experimental
data /13-23/. Figure captions: x-axis-neutron energy E (MeV), y-
axis- fission cross-section (barn),. , ———— present evaluation,
- - - evaluation INDL/A (Italy. Bologna), - • - evaluation
JENDL 2 (Japan), --•- evaluation KEDAK (FRO, Israel), -•••- evalu-
ation ENDF/B-5 (USA), ^ - present systematics, signs - experi-
mental data.

An algorithm of experimental data description and their pre-
diction in the energy range where the data are missing is realized
in the present evaluation, that is common for all curium isotopes
considered and physically consistent. Regardless of the essential
forced renormal izat ion of inconsistent data and simplification of
the model for high-energy fission cross-section description this
step enables us to go ahead in the evaluation of curium isotope
fission cross-section by fast neutrons.

The recommended curves uncertainty in the range E < 6 MeV
was estimated as 10-15% (for 242Cm,
E > 6 MeV the uncertainty increases

Cm - 2096). In the region
.~ 1,5 times»

Pig.3. 242Cm.
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III. On Fission Probability Energy Dependence of Trans-
uranium Nuclei.

The previous two sections of the lecture have shown, that ap-
plication of fission probability constancy approximation in the
first "plateau" region allowed the useful conclusions on mean fis-
sion cross-section dependence on a nucléon composition to be drawn
in a wide range of Z and H.

The next step of data systematization should consist in tak-
ing into account a fission probability energy dependence
over the whole energy range En ^; 20 MeV. unfortunately, the state
of experimental data today does not allow the final conclusions
on the nature of this dependence to be drawn. That is why we shall
confine ourselves to individual considerations based on the analy-
sis of the experimental data available.

Fig. 10 (top section) shows fission cross-sections in the
first "plateau" range measured by us /23/. The bottom section of

- .*
20 ,'

oarn
10 *

<;-
-v-

fV----

~i———r
2*W flcf

Fig.10. Heutron fission cross-section (top section) and fission
probability (bottom section) in the first "plateau" region.

the figure presents fission probability P of these nuclei. As
E grows a monotonous approximately linear variation of P(EQ) is
established for all nuclei. The various fission probabilities dif-
fering a few times, the energy dependence P(E ) can be convenient-
ly featured by a relative value

dP
n

llflP

Pig. 11 presents the values evaluated at the interval E =B
3-5 MeV from the experimental data in Fig. 10 as depending on the
mass number A-1 of the nucleus-target. The values p obtained in
the similar way from a series of other Refs. /9,24/ are presented
ibid. The following conclusions can be drawn on the basis of the
above data:



1. Even-odd differences are Inherent to fission probability
energy dependences at the "plateau" region: N-even nuclei-targets
are specified as having larger values jî in comparison with N-odd
nuclei-targets.

O)
2

«0.

+ s

_/

232 236 24O 248

Fig,11. Value p as a function of nucleus-target mass
number (A-1). Dark points - N-even targets,light one-

H-odd targets: V P»! *tO U; ̂ Mp;A»A ̂ 5 •• D Am; D>Cm; <]Cf.

2. The value ß grows as N increases for the same parity of
uranium isotopes, but it drops for plutonium and americium.

3. The value p £ 5-1 CT̂ eV""1 specifies the scale of the real
pattern deviation of the systematics based on the constancy of fis-
sion probability in the first "plateau" range.

In the region of higher energies En the fission becomes emis-
sive resulting in energy dependences of fission cross-section
(̂  f(^) and fission probability P̂ ) assuaing the shape of step-
ped curves. Each elevation followed by the second, third,... "pla-
teau" are associated with the new possibility of fission after 1,

2,... neutron emission of residual nuclei A-1, A-2,... . A neut-
ron extracts (on an average) the energy ~ 7 MeV, that is why the
incident neutron energy value for the centres of the first, second
and third "plateau" is ED = 3, 10 and 1? MeV.

In Fig.12 the total fission probabilities P (taking into ac-
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Pig.12. The total fission probability in the center of 1,2,3
"plateau". 2no - 3 MeV (bottom section), En1= 10 MeV,
EĴ E 17 MeV (top section). Dashed line - calculations
according present systematics, O-experimental data /24/.

count all possibilities of the fission process) are compared in
the 1s , 211 and 3 "plateau", which are obtained from experimen-
tal fission cross-section /24/ and calculated by the systematics
suggesting fission probability in dependence on energy. An agree-
ment of the experimental data (points) with the calculated curves
(dashed line) on the bottom section is trivial - it specifies the
degree of experimental fissility adjustment in the present syste-
matics. In the top section of Pig.12 (the third "plateau") the to-



66 tal fissility demonstrates deviations correlated with the behavio-
ur of the value ß for the first "plateau" in Pig.10:

a) The lower is the value of iß in Pig.10, the higher is the
deviation for light U isotopes and heavy Pu isotopes;

b) The deviation is missing within the error limit for Am iso-
topes.

Prom these considerations a conclu ion can be drawn, that the
energy dependence of fission probability P. (E) in the energy ran-
ge above the first "plateau" (EQ > 6 MeV) acquires the new featu-
res: for all nuclei except Am the parameter ß with the growth
of the energy E decreasea so, that in the case being positive in
the first "plateau", it changes its sign at a higher energy. Thus,
the dependence p̂ (En) f°r "the nuclei U-Pu acquires a decreasing
manner as Eß grows.

An isotopes as opposed to a group of nuclei U-Pu demonstrate
a non-decreasing energy dependence of fission probability P.(E )„A U
In this case a more specific conclusion is hindered, the total
fission probability actually reching the limit (P+ — 1 ), thus lo-
sing a sensitivity to the energy dependency of initial nucleus
fission probability ̂(Ê ). Should the information of transuranium
nuclei (Cm-Cf) fission probability by neutrons with energy ^^
14 MeV be adopted in the analysis, we can see the fission probabi-
lities of these nuclei will be P^— 1 aa for Am. Thus, the second
group of the transplutonium nuclei is united by an indication of
non-decreasing dependence F̂ (En)»

The result of this consideration can be supported by the ana-
lysis being beyond the possibilities of our brief talk in the fact,
that transuranium nuclei are devided into two groups. The first
(Z<£ 94) is with the decreasing fission probability dependences on
the neutron energy P̂ (En) and the second with the increasing one.

The detail investigation of given dependence should yet been
made. It is needed more comprehensive and systematic experimental
data and it also requires application of more sophisticated theo-
retical approach.
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INELASTIC NEUTRON SCATTERING
(NEUTRON SPECTROMETRY)

S.P. SIMAKOV
Institute of Physics and Power Engineering,
Obninsk, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Abstract

Consideration is given to experimental methods
of inelastic neutron interaction differential cross-section
measurement, with a neutron or $ -quantum detected in the exit
channel. In this case the principal emphasis is placed on the
method of time-of-flight neutron spectrometry. The paper deals
with the physical and methodological aspects of the method as-
sociated with neutron generation, detector shielding and deter-
mination of its performance, final scatterer dimensions correc-
tion control, separation of elastic end inelastic neutron scat-
tering. Presentation is given to a correlation experiment tech-
nique, which allow a neutron spectrum from the (n,n') reaction
to be detected when the cnannel is open for the (n, 2 n) reac-
tion aswell.

Possibilities of the methods are illustrated by the expe-
rimental data on cross-sections of the processes.
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For the interaction of 1-20 MeV energy neutrons v/ith nuc-
lei the nonelastic processes, i.e. inelastic scattering, (n, 2n),
(n, 3n) reactions, (n,f), (n.n'f) etc. in the case of fissile
nuclei, account for approximately 50̂ 5 of the total cross-sec-
tion. The spectra of secondary neutrons from these reactions,
having discrete or continuous energy distribution and a certain
dependence on the angle of emission (differential cross-secti-
ons), contain information on the interaction mechanism and the
excitation state structure in the residual nuclei. Prom this
point of view the experimental and theoretical investigation

of inelastic scattering differential cross-sections is an es-
sential task, an interest to which, is supported for a few de-
cades. For the time being the technique of neutron experiments
has been essentially developed, a great amount of experimental
data has been obtained, our insight into physics of these pro-
cesses has been intersified on the basis of their analysis.
Recently a new advancement has been observed-correlation ex-
periments have appeared, which permit detection of neutron
spectra only from the reaction (n,n') or (n,2n) with both chan-
nels open.

Inelastic interaction differential cross-sections can be
measured in various methods characterized by individual scopes
of application, the type and accuracy of the resulting data and
requires a specific set of experimental devices, iiithet: prompt
%-radiation as a result of the final nucleus excited state

de-excitation, or directly secondary neutrons, or mutual cor-
relation of J-quanta and neutrons can be detected in these ex-
periments as a reaction product.

Though we do not aim at comprehensive analysis, we shall
consider only the principal features of widely-used methods, in
this case the methodical problems associated with a time-of-
flight fast-neutron spectrometry method will be discussed in
more detail.

Methods of measuring differential cross-section of inelas-
tic neutron interactions. The method based on prompt ^-quanta
spectra detection originated as a result of final nucleus ex-
cited state de-excitation provides information on partial cross-
sections of (n,n'), (n,2n) reactions etc.Utilization of Ge(Li)
detectors in advanced spectrometers enables us to obtain ener-
gy resolution 3-5 keV and to measure excitation functions for
individual levels in heavy and odd nuclei. However, when the
energy of incident neutrons exceeded above the reaction thres-
hold by 1-3 HeV, the number of simultaneous excited le-
vels grows, the scheme of ^-transitions becomes more compli-
cated and as a consequence the partial reaction cross-sections
are extracted with great errors. This method is inapplicable



68 for ^-transitions detection between close-lying levels
( •£ 100 keV), since the process of ^ -quanta inner conversion
on the atomic electron shell progresses et these energies with
higher probability.

Partial cross-sections of (n.n'j and (n,2n) reactions with
excitation of levels in the excitation energy range 0.1-2.0 ÈieV
for a great number of nuclei were measured at #-quanta spectro-
meters functioning in various laboratories of the world /1-6/.
The accuracy of the resulting cross-sections ( ~ 10/5) allows the
conclusions to be dravm on the probability of population, spin
and parity of the excited level, on the contribution of different
reaction mechanisms. However, with this method employed, valu-
able information on angular neutron distributions leaving the
nucleus in the present excited state. These data can be obtained
only in the techniques permitting the direct detection of secon-
dary neutrons.

ïo detect energy and angular distributions of secondary
neutrons the recoil- proton spectrometrs and most widely the time-
-of-flight spectrometers are used.

The method of recoil-nuclei neutron spectrometry is based
on the following property of elastic neutron scattering on
protons: recoil protons ±n ~cne laboratory coordinate system are
uniformly energy distributed from zero to the energy equal to
the incident neutron energy. The detector response function
appears to be more complicated in a real detector (hydrogenous
scintillator with a photomultiplier or proportional coujiter fil-
led with hydrogen or methane) due to final energy resolution,
recoil proton escape out the sensitive volume, multiple scatte-
ring and others. The spectrometer response function measurement
or calculation with the required accuracy is a prominent task
of this method, for :ts being employed for neutron spectrum re-
generation from the instrumentation spectrum of recoil protons.
The unfolding procedure consists in solving an integral equa-
tion, that is, generally speaking an incorrect task. In the ca-
se of continuous energy distributions an accuracy of the data
being regenerated is rather low (25-100°$, e.g. as in Ref./7/).
The scope of application for spectrometers on the basis of hyd-

rogen proportional counters is approximately froir 0.01 to 1
their energy resolution in this region 10-5',e. Recoil proton
scintillation spectrometers are adopted for neutron detection
in the range 0.1-20 MeV, with a resolution 40-4>o.

To all appearances the portion of inelastic neutron scat-
tering differential cross-sections measured by the recoil pro-
ton method is comparatively insignificant due to mathematical
problems and great errors concerned with the need of investi-
gating and introducing a correction for response function.

The tiae-of-flight method most commonly used in spectro-
metry is based on neutron fi energy determination by time-of-
flight t of the registered distance (flight path) L : û(UeV) =o(72.3*1 WA [nsecl ) . Relative energy resolution of the spec-
trometer A E/A is determined by the overall tune resolution A t
and the path length uncertainty &L: AE/ri = 2« \ (jt/t) + (iL/L) .

Table I shows flight times and energy resolutions in the
energy range from 0.1 up to 10 iieV for a spectrometer with ty-
pical parameters A.t= 3 nsec, A L= 3 cm for two path lengths 2
and 10 ra. An energy resolution comparable with the recoil pro-
ton method can be obtained as can be seen in measuring fast
neutron spectra by time-of-flight method with the pathlength 2 m,
and we can approach the resolution obtained in the y-spectro-
nietry method with the path length 10 m. Note, that the increase
of path length from 2 up to 10 m results in the decrease of
spectrometer aperture by a factor of 25.

TABLE 1

2,
UeV

0.1
1.0
10.0

L = 2
t, nsec

457
72
46

m
aB, t/>
lj

3
9
13

L = 1C
t, nsec

2287
729
229

) m

TT ' ''"

0.7
1.0
2.7



The main technical components of the time-of-flight neutron
spectrometer are: a pulsed neutron source (target), a sample
under investigation (scatterer), a background-radiation-pro-
tected neutron detector, a system of monitors for control of
the neutron yield from the target as well as electronic devices
for processing and accumulating signals from the detect or.Pig. 1
shows a digram of this spectrometer taken as an example /8,9/.
V/e shall consider some of its components in more detail.
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Pig I. Experimental diagram
for measuring secondary
neutron spectra by the time-
-of-flight method.

Neutron source« Pulsed neutron sources v/ith the specific
requirements on the yield rate, laonoenergy, contribution of
background neutrons /10/ are employed in time-of-flight neut-
ron spectrometry. Reactions between hydrogen isotopes and ligh-
test nuclei are most suitable for this purpose. Charged partic-

les are accelerated in electrostatic (recharged) accelerators,
cascade generators and cyclotrons operating in the pulsed con-
ditions and giving the pulses of the width 1-5 nsec , pulse-re-
petition interval T= 200-1000 nsec and average current on the
target 1-10 /»kA. Numerous factors of physical and engineering
nature effect the choice of a neutron source in the prescribed
energy range. Pig.2 illustrates a comparison of neutron yields
from various reactions at an angle 0° to the incident beam, in
this case the target thickness provides neutron energy spead
10 keV at all energies /11/. Thick lines in Pig.2 correspond to

En|Miv]

Pig.2. Dependence of neutron
yield at an angle 0° as a
function of neutron energy
(energy resolution 10 KeV);
thick lines denote monoener-
getic regions (the figure is
taken from Ref. /11/).



70 the energy region, where the present reaction is a monoenergetic
source of neutrons. Emphasis is placed on the fact that the so• 3 7 7called "inverse" reactions H(t,nKHe and H('Li,n)'Be provide
significantly greater yield at an angle 0° than the correspon-
ding "direct" reaction H(p,n) and 'Li(p,n). However, in addi-
tion to the value of neutron yied the factors like a type, ener-
gy and current of ions,accelerated at a given accelerators, ener-
gy release, straggling and background neutron yield in structu-
ral materials of the target greatly effect the choice of a neut-
ron source. This results in the fact, that nowadays the
reaction T(p,n) and u(d,n) are most frequently used to obtain
1-10 lieV neutrons, and T(d,n)- neutrons with energies 14 UeV
and grater 20 LleV. The difficulties related to radioactive tri-
tium or litium acceleration restrict a wide application of prom-
ising sources on the basis of "reverse" reactions /12,13/.

A gas target is the most optimal engineering design of the
target to yield neutrons with the energies above 5 MeV from the
standpoint of yield rate and background neutron contribution.
Pig.3 shows a diagram of this target as an example /H,15/. A

Pig.3. Diagram of gaseous
tritium target layout:
1,2- tritium and helium volu-
mes; 3-foils; 4-laminas; 5-
-uranium tritide bottle; 6-
-vaives; 7-pressure sensors;
fi- "ùicrocompr essor; S-purap;
10- inert material volumes.

thin-walled cylinder is filled with tritium at uranium trithide
decomposition at a temperature 400-500°C. A beam of protons or
deutrons penetrates the target space through thin foils of ^^S±
or Mo, where the (p,n) or (d,n) reaction threshold is relatively
large. A cooling helium flow circulates over the closed loop
between two foils. Pulsed neutron-fluxes with the parameters
useful for time-of-flight neutron investigations can be obtai-
ned at the electrostatic recharging accelerator SGP-10U with
a use of this target (see table 2).

TABLE 2.

Reaction

Neutron energy, MeV
Yield at 0°,

D10 n/sr.sec
Energy resolution, HeV
Contribution of back-
ground neutrons, >5

T(p,n)

5-8

2-1
0.07-O.OS

0.03-1.0

T(d,n)

21

0.8
0.2
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Shielding. Heutron emission into the total solid angle 4n
( strong forward anisotropy is observed only in "reverse" re-
actions) is characteristic of the above mentioned neutron sour-
ces. That is why the flux of neutrons scattered by the sample
located at a certain distance from the target is essentially
less, than the neutron flux going into the detector directly
from the target. This results in the need of creating massive
shielding around the source or detector with a collimating
aperture yielding sample-incident or scattered neutrons flux.

Geometry of the experiment with a shielded neutron source
(behind the wall") with the collimating aperture available, v/hich
creates a narrov/ neutron beam in the direction towards the scat-
terer ( the so-called closed geometry) was widely used in the
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experiments v/ith H-MeV neutrons /6,16/. Here, the decrease of
neutron flux in the sample due to the increase of a source-
sample distance can be balanced out by the growth of deutron
flux from the accelerator. Hone the less, we fail to obtain a
path length more than 3 m /16/ in these experiments, and conse-
quently, a high energy resolution of the spectrometer.

Proin this point of view the open experimental geometry is
more adequate, when the scatterer is located at a distance 10-15 cm
from the unprotected neutron source and the detector is in the
massive shielding (Pig.1). The shielding should provide the re-
quired attenuation coefficients for the direct neutron flux from
the target ( /v10 ) and the test- room induced neutron backgro-
und ( •*• 10 ) so ae to obtain the required relation between the
effect and the background. When investigating interaction of
neutrons v/ith the initial energy of several UeY the most appropria-
te materials—iron, copper . ïhe spectrum of neutrons scattered
by the room is shifted to the region of smaller energies with
hydrogeneous materials (polyethelene, water, paraffin) as most
premising for protection. For jf-shielding in the course of neu-
tron moderation and capture the neutron detector is installed in
a lead housing. An effective means of %-background reduction is
inclusion of lithium-6 (in the form of LiH-compound) with its
large cross-section of none-radiative neutron absorption with
the energies below 1 MeV.

Detector shielding represents a massive structure weighting
a few tons. It rotates around the scatterer by the special qui-
des for measuring the spectra of scattered neutrons. In some la-
boratories siultidetector systems wore engineered v.'ith the number
of detectors from 4 to 16 /17-20/. Ho doubt, that these systems
allow the experimental data set rate to be increased.

Scatterer. In the experimental geometry shown in Fig.1,
when the detector rotates around the sample, a cylinder or a
hallow cylinder with a vertically-oriented axis is the most re-
asonable form of scatterer. The dimensions and weight of the
scatterer are selected from the condition of compromise betwe-
en the reasonable scattered-neutron count rate in the detector

and the value of correction for multiple interactions and neut-
ron flux attenuation in the sample, ïhe neutron flux density
and energy variation taking place within the limit of a solid
angle at which the sample is visible from the target, should
also be taken into account, i'roa this point of view the hallow
scatterer is the most optimum one because with the same correc-
tion value a greater mass of the material under study can be ob-
tained.

All these effect related to the final dimensions of the
scatterer must be taken into account when extracting neutron

c{ c» 'cross-sections from the experimental data. E.g. if -r~x~dj3d«t-is an experimental cross-section of neutron scattering on the
sample normalized to the flux in its centre, then the double-
differential cross-section of neutron interaction with the pre-
sent nucleus to be found is determined from the ratio -T?V?-=— =d<£' -1 did. Ad"E53ï~ * ̂ ~ (K»6)j where f(S,0) is the correction function for
the effects related to the final dimensions of the scatterer.

Analytic and numeral methods have been developed for f (JS,6)-
function calculation. Analytic methods /21,22/ based on a series
of approximations are comparatively simple, convenient for cal-
culation and demonstrate the sample-processes physics in a form
easy to grasp. Thus according to the recommendation of the author
of Ref./22/

f(u,0) = f(lS) = Si(K0).'i'~1. Sf(H)
where Si(KQ) and Sf(S) are functions of incident and dispersed
neutron flux attenuation and T(SQE) - is a function taking into
account multiple scattering contribution.

For comparison Pig.4 shows the correction value calculated
according to this recommendation, as well as in the Monte-Carlo
method /23/. The calculations were performed for a niobium hal-
low scatterer ( 4.5 cm in height, o/i diameters 4.5 and 2.0 cm,
weight 432 g) for neutrons v/ith the initial energy 8 UeV. The
results of the both calculations can be seen to be close, though
in the energy range below 1 KeV where they disagree the Honte-
Carlo method should be favoured due to its ability to take into
account the experiment geometry and cross-section of neutron
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Fig.4» Dependence of correctior
for final dimensions of nio-
bium sample on secondary neut-
ron energy :
_ _ _ _ _ analytical calcula-
tion /22/;
————— - l.Ionte-Ck-lo calcula-
tion ( 1 and 2 -contribution
of single- and multiple inter-
actions).

interaction with niobium with greater accuracy. This figure al-
so demonstrates the relation between single- and multiple inter-
actions in the sample of the indicated sizes. The total correc-
tion value is 15% at the secondary neutron energy above 2 MeV,
an accuracy of this value is about 3/i. The calculations perfor-
med in the Monte-Cerlo method also show f(E) to vary for this
sample by +5% with the transition from scattering angle 30° to
the angle 150°.

Detector. To measure a neutron spectrum in the time-of-
flight method we need a detector with good energy resolution
and high neutron detection efficiency. Scintillation detecti-
on the basis of a crystalline (stilbene), plastic (O110) or
liquid scintillator (IK 213, 218) and a fast photomultiplier
meet these requirements. Special-purpose electronic circuits
with a constant-fraction discrimination enable us to compensa-
te the effect of output signals amplitude spread for this de-
tector and to ob bain time narking of the detector moment. In ad-
dition to this the electronic circuits identifying neutrons from

£ -quanta by the pulse shape, that allows the tens'thousands-
fold suppression of the events related to ^-quanta /24/ were
widely spread. The detector of the described design with the scin-
tillator thickness 4-5 cm provides resolution 1-3 nsec, its de-
tection efficiency is 30-50̂ , and it permits the threshold to be
reached for the neutron energy 50 keV.

One of the most essential features of the detector in neutron
spectrometry responsible for the accuracy of the data being mea-
sured is the dependence of detector efficiency on neutron energy.

252Measurement of Cf spontaneous fission neutron spectrum by the
time-of-flight method is a convenient means of its determination.
For this purpose a light ionisation chamber with a layer of ca-
lifornium is used, the signal indicative of the fission event
and neutron emission moment is picked off thischamber. The fis-
sion neutron spectrum shape is currently known with the accuracy
2-4/j /26/. Pig.5 shows an efficiency curve of the detector made
of stilbene crystal 6.3 cm in diameter and 3,9 cm in height and
FEU-30 determined in this method /9/. In efficiency curve deter-
mined in the alternative method - by the neutron yield from the

5,0 6,0 ?,0
HEUTPOHOB,M3B

8,0

Fig.5. 252rlleutron detector efficiency determined by Cf
neutron fission spectrum (•), by T(p,n) reaction
neutron yield (°) and calculated by the Monte-
Carlo method (-).
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reaction T(p,n) is shovm ibid. If the energy of neutrons from the
reaction used for neutron generation essentially varies from an
angle and this reaction cross-section is well-known (in the case
of ï(p,n) y;ith an accuracy 2-10/'i /11/), then the neutron source
itself can be adopted for detector efficiency calibration.

The physics of the processes occurring at neutron interac-
tion with the detector scintillator are fairly \vell known, that
is why efficiency of this detector can be calculated. A solid
curve in Fig.5 shows the efficiency calculation performed by the
Konte-Carlo method using code /2?/. You can see that various
experimental and calculated methods of efficiency determination
are in adequate agreement. Deviation of the calculated curve
from the experimental one in the range 1-1.5 can be explained
by the n-'jf discrimination circuit effect which is hard to be
taken into account in the calculation.

Separation of elastic and inelastic scattering. In the ti-
me-of-flight neutron spectrometry there is a unique and rather
complicated methodological problem that is separation of inelas-
tically-scattered neutrons from elastically-scattered ones. In
most cases the neutrons scattered elasticûlly and with the ex-
citation of the first nuclei levels have similar energies, so
the spectrometer resolution appears insufficient for their time-
of-flight separation. The result is a complex overall spectrum
particularly at small angles of scattering, where the elastic
scattering contribution is great. A fraction of neutron time
spectrum with the initial energy 6.5 MeV scattered on the nuc-
leus '̂ In at an angle 30° is shown in Fig.6 as an example.

The task consists in finding elastically-scattered neut-
rons line form (i.e. spectrometer response function) in the re-
gion where the neutron spectra of the two processes overlap. As
a rule, the following factors made the leading contribution to
its shaping: spectrometer time resolution (including pulae du-
ration and detector resolution) in general defining the top
section of the elastically -scattered neutrons peak; and neut-
ron interaction with a detector shielding collimator shaping
a peak tail drawn in the range of small energies.

WEPfUfl HEWTPOHOb , Msh
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Fig.6. Instrument spectra
of neutrons scattered on
113In sample (•) and 12C (x)
and spectrum of direct neut-
ron flux from the target(—);
_ _ _ - calculated spectrum
of neutrons scattered on
sample.
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The method of measuring the direct neutron flux from the
target is convenient for spectrometer response function deter-
mination. In this case the above-mentioned factors are experi-
mentally taken into account. The response function measured in
this manner is shown in Pig.6 by a solid line /28/. If a samp-
le of 12C, 4°Ca or 208Pb is located on the place of the scat-
rerer, then the spectrometer response function con be determi-
ned by the elastically-scattered neutrons peulc by these nuclei
at fairly good spectrometer resolution, becouse the first exci-1 pted level is comparatively high. C,where U^= 4.4 HeV, seems to
be the most suitable one. However, in Fig.6 you can see, the
spectrum of neutrons inelastically scattered on carbon appreci-
ably differ from the direct flux spectrum from the target. Ana-
lysis of this disagreement have shown, that it is associated
with the contribution of multiple interactions in the carbon
sample /28/. This is confirmed by the calculations performed by
the ÎJonte-Carlo method and giving a good description of the spec-
trum of neutrons scattered on the C-sample.



74 We dwelt upon certain though, of course, far from all
aspects of the method of time-of-flight neutron spectrometry.The
method was extremely widespread in the task of secondary neutron
energy - and angular distributions investigation in a wide ran-
ge of initial neutron energies (1-25 MeV). Investigation is car-
ried out for the excitation functions of individial levels from
the reactions (n,n'), (n,2n), (n,3n) /32-3Ö/ etc. Ac an example,
Pig.7 shows energy and angular distributions of neutrons from
the reaction In (n,n') at the energies from 5 up to 8 KeV,as
well as the results of theoretical calculations performed with
take into account equilibrium and direct processes demonstrating
the degree of our insight into this reaction mechanism.

Correlational experiments. When the incident neutron energy
exceedes the (n,2n) reaction threshold, the spectrum of seconda-
ry neutrons detected in the above-mentioned methods represents
an overall (inclusive) spectrum of neutrons from the reactions
(n,n') and (n,2n). The study of mechanisms of each of these
reactions and their mutual competition with the both channels
open is indeed of great interest. The corresponding experimen-
tal methods have been developed to measure differential neut-
ron spectra of only one reaction (exclusive spectra). Their spe-
cific feature is neutron detection (by the time-of-flight met-
hod) in coincidence with the detection either of the second
neutron (measurement of neutron spectra from (n,2n) reaction
/3S-49/), or y-quantum with the prescribed energy (correspon-
ding to excited states discharge after (n,n') reaction /41-44/)-
These experiments are still unique, the rate of data acquisiti-
on being a few orders of magnetude less; there is also a re-
quirement of the correct consideration of accidental (spurious)
coincidences.
The procedure and results of this experiment will be illustra-
ted on the example of Pe (n.n'fl ) reaction neutron spectra, me-
asurement at the energy 14 MeV /44/« The measurement techinique
is based on the following property of this reaction. All Pe
nucleus states excited in the reaction (n,n') are discharged
through the lowest state 2~ with the energy 847 keV. As far as

Pig.7. Energy and angular distributions of neutron from
In (n,n') reaction.

Curves - theoretical calculations of cross-sections
within the framework of equilibrium (——), direct
(-•-) mechanisms and their total (———).



the nucleus "Fe formed in the (n,2n) rection is free of ^ -
transitions with this energy,it is the reaction 56Pe (n,n'),thc.t
the secondary neutron spectrum measured in the coincidence with
^ -quanta \vith the energy 847 keV corresponds to.

The experimental diagram is shovm in Pig.8. The T(d,n) re-
action neutron with the energy 14.1 HeV interact with the sample
located directly on the target. The scattered neutrons are detec-
ted by the scintillation detector by the time-of-flight method,
and jf-quanta - by the Ge(Li) detector. Electronic circuit of
fast-slow coincidences executes the y -quanta selection by two
parameters: by time-of-flight (a window 16 nsec in width is
cut-off) for the purpose of isolation of tf -quanta produced in
the sample and the target, and by energy (a window 20 keV in
width) aimed at isolation of Jf -quanta with the energy 847 keV.
In the case of event recording in this window the neutron detec-
tion by the scintillation detector is resolved.

The specific corrections related to accidental coincidences,
that can essentially distort the (n,n') reaction neutron spect-
rum are typical of this type of experiment. One type of acciden-
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Pig.8. Diagram of cor-
relation experiment for
measuring neutron spec-
tra from 56Pe(n,n'X )
reaction at energy 14MeV

tal coincidences is due to the probability of occurrence of two
or more interaction events of 14 ileV neutrons with the sample for
the period of time under analysis (coincidence time). These events
can be taken into account in the experimental way-through subtrac-
tion of the inclusive neutron spectrum from the neutron spectrum
measured for coincidence with ^-quanta; through normalizing them
in the elastic scattering range. Accidental coincidences can also
appear as a result of multiple interaction of one neutron with
the sample. Contribution of these spurious events is calculated
by the Ktonte-Carlo method /45/.

Fig. 9 shows the expiremental results of the overall •* Pe
(n,n'+2n) reaction neutron spectrum at the energy 14 MeV, measu-
red by the time-of -flight method /46/, and the Pe(n,n') reac-
tion neutron spectrum (with and without the correction for mul-
tiple interactions), measured by the correlation method.

Comparison of these spectra with the theoretical calcula-
tions results allows our ideas about these reaction mechanisms
to be refined and the parameters of exited nuclei states to be
determined. In particular, the evaluation of mean radiative i+idth
of unbound nucleus state

•*
Pe = 1.5 i 1 eV /45/ «as

found from the •* Pe(n,n') reaction neutron spectrum.

1(fr

cu£10

10

0 6 8 10 12E, Maß

Pig.9« Experimental neu-
tron spectra from
Fe(n,n'+2n) reaction

(•) and 56Pe(n,n')
(o - without correcti-
on for multiple inter-
action, ® - with cor-
rection).
Curves-theoretical cal-
culations of these pro-
cesses cross-section
with the indicated
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REACTION CROSS-SECTIONS FOR REACTOR
DOSIMETRY AND ACTIVATION CALCULATION

A.B. PASHCHENKO
Institute of Physics and Power Engineering,
Obninsk, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Abstract

The current status of threshold reaction cross-section data for
reactor dosimetry and activation calculation was reviewed. Systematic
(n,p) and (n,2n) reaction cross sections at A/ 14 MeV were presented.
The analytical representation of energy dependence of cross sections
was discussed. Comparison of evaluated cross sections with integral
experimental data has shown that in the whole, a good agreement of
recommended cross-section averaged over the neutron spectrum of "5^
thermal neutron fission with the integral experiment results is observed.

I. Introduction.
Activation cross-sections affected by neutrons should be

known to calculate afterheat in cores, to assess radiological
situation when dealing with irradiated fuel, coolant, equipment.
They are required for the development of nuclear fuel accumula-
tion safe-guard means, for the assessment of valuable radioiso-
tope yield, for the analysis of environment contamination and
neutron detector efficiency calculation ̂ 1) . The requirements
for the accuracy of reactor dosimetry and activation calculati-
on differential cross-sections are defined by the specific fea-
tures of the problems to be solved. The required accuracy for
differential cross-sections in the most cases is 10-15S6 [2], ho-
wever, e.g. for the reactions used as references [3] » it should
be much better, about several percents.



The state - of - the - art nuclear data for activation cal-
culation is yet incapable of meeting the growing requirements
for the accuracy and amount of cross-sections to the full extent
[4» 5J » the consumers as a rule wanting information on wide
neutron energy range cross-sections. The situation when the user
can obtained what is known as recommended data in most cases su-
its him; under the recommended data we understand not purely ex-
perimental results of cross-sections measurements, but the data
subjected to a certain intermediate procedure of their analysis
and processing, when the measurement data by various authors are
compared, the cross-sections are renormalized if required to bring
them in agreement with the available standards, the data are ana-
lysed within the framework of theoretical models, the microscopic
cross-sections are corrected within the errors assigned to them
by the integral measurement data. In the last years this procès -
sing has been commonly called nuclear data evaluation.

An International Programme of coordinated evaluation of mic-
roscopic cross-sections has been developed and is under way [6, 7J
for reactor dosimetry and integral experiments in "bench-mark"
neutron fields taking into account a significance of neutron da -
ta for reactor dosimetry. As a result of this long and goal - di-
rected work under the aegis of the Nuclear Data Section of IAEA
initiation was given to the International Radiation Dosimetry File-
IRDF, consisting of two data libraries prepared in the ENDF/B-V
format: the library of evaluated reaction cross-sections most com-
monly used in reactor dosimetry and "bench-mark" neutron spectra
library.

The cross-section library include the whole dosimetry file
ENDP/B-V, as well as the croe--<'-ctions evaluated in some other

laboratories of the world. The main result of generating this fi-
le consists in the scientific world's being provided with a uni -
fied set of recommended cross-sections for reactor dosimetry and
this enables us to predict the measurement results on the basis
of the unified dosimetry file. In their turn the intercomparison
results of the measurement data and their predictions make it possib-
le to update the recommended cross-section so as to obtain the re-
quired accuracies not yet reached in a number of cases.

2. Some Notes Concerning Neutron Spectrum Determination
Activation Method.

Since long ago the activation methods were employed for mea-
suring neutron fluxes. Recently more advanced methods of neutron
flux and spectrum measurement have been developed, e.g. those using
helium and hydrogen proportional counters, scintillation and semi-
conductor detectors, but it is the activation methods that make it
possible to work in the complex radiation intensive fields.

The task of differential neutron spectrum unfolding y(E)
by the results of activation measurements is reduced to solving a
set of Fredholm's equations of the I — type:

where <S>;(eJ is an energy dependence of the i's threshold reac-
tion cross-section,

^.j - is a reaction rate (activity under saturation referred to
a single isotope - detector nucleus).

Rigorously mathematical solution to this equation is incorrect,
i.e. there are numerous solutions satisfying equation (1). Certain
additional assumptions are required to obtain physically validated



results. There are applicable computer programmes for the solution
of these equations.

The success of the neutron spectrometry activation method app-
lication is dependent on the accuracy of the cross-sections employ-
ed. The cross-section knowledge level can be unequal in the energy
range under consideration. The most accurate knowledge of the reac-
tion cross-section is required for the energy range, where the sub-
integral function, called a detector response function, has its
maximum. It is usually observed at the energies 3-4 Mev more,than
the detection threshold.

The neutron spectrum determination accuracy is also depen -
dent on other nuclear data, such as half - lives and decay-sche-
mes of activation nuclei reaction products. The methods of spect-
ra unfolding can be discussed as well as detector fabrication en-
gineering, measurement error correlation and reliability évalua -
tion of results. Here we won't dwell upon these specific problems.
They are mentioned so as to emphasize the fast of the cross secti-
on uncertainties not being a single source of errors as the spect-
ra were unfolded in the activation method, and taking this into
account some reasonable requirements should be imposed on the cross-
section accuracy.

3. About CJD Threshold Reaction Evaluated Cross-Section
L i b r a r y .

The threshold reaction cross-sections were evaluated on the
basis of experimental data compilation 9 . The measurement re-
sult analysis for a wide range of nuclei confirms some conclusions
given in 4 , which are concerned with the general situation on
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the availability and quality of experimental information on the
threshold reaction cross-sections:

1/ The measurements were basically performed in the activati-
on method, which suggests a formation of a residual radioactive
nucleus with a half-life suitable for the analysis. Not so often,
usually in the case of reactions with charged particle emission
the method of the direct outgoing particle monitoring is employed.
But these measurements as a rule are performed with less accuracy.
That is why the experimental information in the most cases exists
for the reactions with "comfortable" half-life.

2/ A lot of measurements, basically earlier ones were perfor-
med with monoenerge'tic neutrons at cascade and electrostatic gene-
rators with the maximum energy of accelerated protons or deuterons
up to 3Mev, using reaction D(d,n)-Hte, T(d,n)*He and T(p,npHe. Note
the following as a result of applying neutron sources of the abo-
ve type:

a) Ab sense of experimental data in the neutron energy range
6 •» 12 Mev for the most of isotopes important in applied tasks;

b) insignificant amount and generally bad quality of the data
in the vicinity of reaction thresholds, where high monoenergetic
neutrons intensity is required due to low values of the cross-sec-
tions ;

c) there are relatively many measurements of alternate quality
between 13 and 15 Mev.

3/ Recently a number of laboratories have acquired accéléra -
tor permitting 6 * 12 Mev neutron generation for neutron measure -
ments. Measurements covering the total energy range of interest
have been performed e.g. at Chalk River (D.C.Santry, J.B.Butler),



CBNM Geel (H.Liskien, A.Paulsen), Los Alamos (R.S.Prestwood, B.P.
Bayhurst et al.) and more recently at AÏÏL (D.L.Smith, J.N.Mea-
dows), and Bruyenes - Le - Chatel (J. Frehaut G. Mosinski).

As a result of the critical analysis of the experimental data
the most reliable from our point of view values of the measured
cross-sections were selected. This implies, that the studies per -
formed with enriched isotopes, semiconductor detectors and yielding
the results, which agree within an experiment errors are given pre-
ference to. The data essentially differing from the same results by
the other authors were not taken into account.

The calculations of excitation functions of all the compe-
titive reactions and those analysed were made within the opti -
cal - statistic approach taking into account the integral cont-
ribution of non-equilibrium mechanisms of the reaction by an
exiton model to obtain the recommended cross-sections.

The basis pre-condition of the development and employment
of this method of threshold reaction excitation function evalua-
tion was the fact that the experimental data for the reliable
cross-section evaluation in the energy range up to 20 Mev was me-
rely insufficient. In addition to this the data by different au -
thors are often in more essential disagreement, that the above
measurement errors.

A characteristic situation with experimental data is shown
in fig. 1.

Due to incompleteness and inconsistency of experimental in-
formation in these cases the reliable evaluation of cross-sections
is difficult to be performed as well as it is hard to obtain the
recommended excitation functions of threshold reactions over the
whole incident neutron energy of interest.

1m
e

"Hn(!U)*V

A——2T

Mg.1. 74Se(np)74Aa, 55Mn(n«O52V
O*7 f^f\and (Rb(n2n) Rb reaction cross-

sections measured by various
authors. The experimental data
are designated according to [9]

The microscopic cross-sections analysis employing calcula -
tions by the theoretical models of nuclear reactions enables us to
compare the results of the experiments performed at alternative
energies and with varying resolution allows the total supplementa-
ry information recovered from a wider range of nuclear data to be
applied in the analysis of the particular cross-section using the
known theoretical relations.



This makes it possible first, to exclude obviously erroneous
data from the totality of nuclear data and, second, to evaluate
the reaction cross-sections for the energy ranges of incident par-
ticles and mass numbers of nuclear targets lacking the experimen -
tal data.

A great importance at threshold reaction excitation function
evaluation was attached to the cross-sections at the energy of
incident neutrons 14-15 MeV. As it was already noted the (n,p), (n,a)
and (n,2n) reaction cross-section measurements were performed either
at this energy only or the experimental data for this energy essen-
tially exceeded those for all other energy ranges. When classifying
extensive experimental data one can observe the trends and find a
dependence in the behaviour of 14 MeV neutron reaction cross-sections.

Various authors make note of the fact of systematic (n,p) reaction cross-
section reduction at neutron energies ~ 14 Mev as the isotope ato-
mic weight of each element grows. Pig.2 illustrates the dependence

• \
• • • *••• • • • ̂  •

-fa-

Pig.2. Dependence of experimental (n,p) reaction cross-sections
at bombarding neutron energies ~ 14-15 Mev on the pa-
rameter ( N - Z ) / A.

O/Tyo at En~ 14-15 Mev on the parameter ( N - Z )/A in the
logarithmic scale. In a wide interval of mass numbers this depen
dence can be seen to be fairly accurate described by a straight
line. It was first indicated by V.N.Levkovsky fllj who had sugge-
sted the empirical relation application for (n,p) reaction cross-
section calculation at EQ ~ 14-15 Mev.

(2)

The similar dependence of (n,p) reaction cross-section on
the number of neutrons and protons in a nucleus at the incident
neutron energy ~ 14,5 Mev was obtained in Ref.[lOj on the ba -
sis of normal statistical relations for the nuclear reaction
cross-section and Weitzsftcker's formula for nuclear binding ener-
gy:

dv-0.706.fc aba
where

The observed dependence of (n,p) reaction cross-section
on parameter (N-Z)̂ is shown to be caused by the exponential re -
action cross-section dependence on the proton binding energy in
the nucleus.

The fig. 3 show, that relation (3) gives a more accurate
reflection of the isotopic cross-section dependence ( a solid li
ne), that (2), that is particularly noticeable on heavy nuclei.
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Pig.3- Isotopic dependence of (np) reaction cross-sections
at bombarding neutron energy KQ ~ 14,5 Mev.

Refs. [l2, 13] indicate an existence of the empirical (n,2n)
reaction cross-section dependence at incident neutron energy
~ 14-15 Mev:

A simple dependence of the (n2n) reaction cross-section on
the number of protons and neutrons in the nucleus at the incident
neutron energy ~ 1455 Mev was obtained in Ref.[loj on the basis
of the sequential particles emission taking into account non-equ-
ilibrium neutron emission in the first reaction stage and Weitzsa-
cker's formula for the nucleus binding energy. The isotopic cross-
section dependence is shown to be associated with the neutron bin-
ding energy dependence in the nucleus on the parameter (N-Z)/A. In
fig. 4 the experimental data are compared with the predictions
by the resulting formula ( a solid line ).

The statistic analysis of the cross-section prediction re -
liability as well aa & „ and en2n calculations accuracy eva-
luation showed the derived formulas are suitable for predicting

•jc
1C-

10
025

Q02S 0.09 0.10 0.15 0.20
Fig. 4. Comparison of experimental data with predictions on

(n,2n) reaction cross-section systematic at EQ~14,5 Mev.

the (n,p) and (n,2n) reaction cross-sections at Bn~ 14-15 Mev for
the nuclei lacking the experimental data. Simplifications and appro-
ximations employed at derivation of the formulas for calculating

(~>np and nSn. at E ~ 14 * 15 Mev enable us to see the boun -
daries of their applicability and to explain the cases of disagree-
ment for the results of comparing the experimental cross-sections
with the predictions by empirical systematics.

Prom the standpoint of the present - day user the information
on nuclear data for certain elements is considered existing only
in the case when it is represented on a certain data unit in the
particular format as a library of evaluated cross-sections with
the computer connection and permits computer treatment. The recom-



mended excitation functions of threshold reaction obtained as a re-
sults of the evaluation are arranged in the computer Library of
Evaluated Threshold Reaction Cross-S ection-BOSPOR-80 and are inclu-
ded into the INDL/V - file of the Nuarlear Data Section of IAEA in
the format EHDF/B. The Library incorporates 142 recommended exita-
tion functions of (n,p), (n,«£) and (n,2n) reactions for 99 stable
isotopes of 59 elements.

Energy dependences of cross-sections from BOSPOR are presented
also in the unified analytical form [H] . In this case two princi-
pal aims were pursued:

a) to employ the appropriate formulae for è (E) in analyti-
cal calculations thus providing the possibility of fast calculati-
on of the required cross-sectionat any value of the energy E ̂  20
Mev;

b) to reduce the volume of numerical infor mation to be sto -
red without an essential decrease of evaluated data accuracy.

The analytical representation was performed on the basis of
PADE second - type approximation. This approximation is the ratio-

rttl o , \ /r, / \ nnal function J(E) = I~Vu; / y M(ey , where Pjj(E) and G//*(E) - are
polynomials of powers N and M, respectively, and L = N+M+1 is the
total number of parameters. It can be parametrized in various ways.
One of the most convenient ones is polar expansion (at N<M):/ (E) = y

Under the first total sign there are the terms corresponding
to actual poles of the approximant, under the second sign - the
terms corresponding to complex poles.

In the search of the lest approximation the functional repre-
senting an average relative accuracy of approximation was minimi -
zed: t \'t - TO.;; (6)

where Nex - is the total number of points;
fj,, ffî  - are the values of approximated function and approxima -
tion in the î  point.

The average relative accuracy of approximation was: for 81
curves - less than 156, for 43 curves - from 1 56 to 2#, for the rest
- from 256 to 556.

The code HELP can be utilized so as to reproduce the cross -
section energy dependence using the expansion parameters, arran -
ged in the computer in the form of a library.

4. Approximation of Reaction Cross-Sections with Charged
Particle Emission near threshold.

The recommended excitation functions of threshold reactions
with a charged particle emission in BOSPOR have one common disad -
vantage. All of them begin with a certain threshold value of inci-
dent neutron energy called an efficient reaction threshold, and
its value is always slightly more, than the corresponding energy
threshold, whereas it follows from the correct understanding of the
nuclear reaction mechanism, that the threshold reaction excitation
function should have very small (though non-zero) values in the in-
terval from the energy reaction threshold up to the efficient one
as well. The cross-section evaluation method employing theoretical
models that is applied at the BOSPOR arrangement did not make it
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84 possible to determine correctly a cross-section below the effi -
oient reaction threshold. In most cases this phenomenon is of in-
significant concern, because according to our evaluations the cont-
ribution of the earlier ignored " tail " the averaged over
reactor neutron spectrum cross - section is of a per -
cent (see Table 5-2). However, in a number of neutron metrology
tasks (e.g. at neutron spectra unfolding by the reaction rate mea-
sured) the proper way of talcing into account the near-threshold
energy range cross-sections is up to the energy reaction threshold.
This also enables us to obtain physically correct representation of
recommended reaction cross-section energy dependence with an émis -
sion of charged particles over the whole interval of incident neu -
tron energies.

That is why for the (n,p) and (n,«£ ) reaction cross-sections
BOSPOR, corrected with allowance for the recent data for differen-
tial and integral experiments, their energy - dependence was ana -
lytically approximated to the reaction cross-section threshold [l5J•
The approximation method employed allows the reaction cross-secti -
ons with charged particle emission deep below the barrier to bp
calculated. In this case the general features typical of tne thre-
shold reaction cross-section energy dependence were applied and cer-
tain physical assumptions were made.

A section [Q, Q + BJ (for exothermal reactions - [o, B] )
was chosen as a section of approximation, where Q - is the reac -
tion threshold, B - is the Coulomb barrier height. When determi -
ning the form of approximation and the section of approximation the
following factors were taken into account:

a) Availability of reliable evaluated data on the cross-section
energy dependence over the most part of the section jQ,Q+BJ , in the
interval [Q̂ Q̂ ßJjQ < Q-, < B.

b) Nuclear reaction excitation function progression due to
the Coulomb barrier effect at the section [Q, Q^J where it was re-
quired to calculate the cross-section.

cjAsymptotic cross-section behaviour in the vicinity of the
threshold (endothermal reactions) or at neutron energies close to
zero (exothermal reactions). The endothermal reaction cross-sec -
tion is known [16J to vary in the mentioned region by the law:

Ô(E)~ VF^r • «up £- v^iZs^eAv^y//F^?y (7)
whereas the exothermal reaction cross-section varies by the law:

Taking into account the above - mentioned the reaction
cross-section in the interval under investigation is represented
in the form :

-gee) (<3)

(10)
taking into account an effect of the basis physical factors, that
is the availability of the reaction threshold and Coulomb barrier.
The function g(E) describes an effect of the ignored factors, and
TQ(E) - the Coulomb barrier factor for protons and oL -particles
with an angular momentum 1 = 0.

Then in the interval [Q.. , Q + BJ the function g(E) is repro -
duced taking into account the recommended energy dependence of the
cross-section and is approximated by a rational function g (E)

a,

using the code PADE2 [l7J . Hereupon the ga(E) approximation functi-
on is extrapolated in the region [Q, Q..J and the near - threshold re-
action cross-section is calculated via formulae (9) and (iO } .



5. Comparison of Evaluated Cross-Sections with Integral
Experimental Data and Discussion of Results.

The integral experiment results are usually utilized for veri-
fication of evaluated microscopic nuclear data. This is due to the
accuracy of the latter being higher as a rule. The integral mea-
surements in the neutron spectra of various forms differing in "the
degree of hardness" must be for analysis of a wide range of microsco
pic cross-section dependence on the interactive neutron energy.

The decisive requirement for the integral test result to be ap-
plied for differential croas-section verification consists in the
fact, that the neutron field, where the measurement is being made
should be qualified fairly well.

The most studied neutron spectra are U-235 thermal fission and
Cf-252 spontaneous fission ones,

5.1. Fission Neutron Spectrum Representations.

Spectrum average cross-section will be considered those calcu-
lated via the formula

where 0(E)is the reaction cross-section and JL (£) is the normali-
zed neutron spectrum ( Ĵ Ĉ OX-̂ ' )•

A few analytical expression have been recently used to repre -
sent the neutron spectrum of U-235 thermal fission [18J , where E
is the neutron spectrum energy in Mev.
X<E) - 0. 48395. exp(-E). SINH\/2E #2/Watt« formula
•Xi(E) = 0. 45274. exp(-E/0. 965). SINK S/2.29E (15) Kranberg formula
Y(E) = 0. 76985. exp(-0.775E)VE~ (Mj Leachman formula-3

0. 5827. exp(-0.992E).SINH(1. 27v/E" ) fö/Wood formula

Magurno and Ozer [19] also adopted the Maxwellian form of spe-
ctrum to verify the dosimetry file ENDF/B-IV when calculating fis-
sion - spectrum - average cross - sections:
,y5(E) = 0.770 . v/Ë" . exp ( - E/ T )

with the values T = 1.29 Mev and T = 1.32 Mev.
later on Grundl and Eisenhauer performed a new evaluation of

neutron spectra of U-235 thermal fission and Cf-252 spontaneous fis-
sion. The results are given in the form of a Maxwellian spectrum with
corrections in five energy ranges.
For U-235 : .Yg(E) = /<(E). ,X6(E); )̂ (E)=0.7501v/Ë.exp(-1 .50.E/1 .97) ;
For Cf-252: ̂(E) =/( (E). .X?(E>; .X?(E)=0.6672x/E.exp(-1.50.E/2,13) ;
Below 6 Mev the correction functions for two spectra are given in
Table 5.1.

Table 5.1
Correction functions for two spectra.

Energy rangeMev (E) for U-235 (E) for Cf-252

0 - 0.25
0.25- 0.8
0.8 - Î.5
1.5 - 6.0

I + 0.800 E - 0.153
I - 0.140 E + 0.082
I + 0.040 E - 0.062
1 + 0.010 E - 0.017

I + I.200E - 0.237
I - 0.140E + 0.098
I + 0.024E - 0.0332
I + 0.0006E- 0.0037

6.0 -oo 1.043 exp£o.06(E-6.0)/I.043ll.Oexp/-0.03(E-0.60)/I.OJ

Selection of representation for the fission spectrum is of in -
significant for activation croae-section with low reaction thresholds,
but for the reactions with a high threshold (say, about 10 Mev) it is
of great importance. The uncertainty in neutron spectrum description
reflects the status of experimental data. The greatest error occurs
in the region of very soft and hard segments of the spectrum. In the
energy range above 8 Mev the fission neutron spectrum is known with



an accuracy about 2556. For neutron field investigation using activa-
tion detectors with high - threshold reaction cross-sections and for
calculations of helium yield from the (n,«O reaction, the accurace
of fission neutron spectra knowledge should be higher.

5.2. Comparison with Integral Data.
When comparing the recommended values of integral cross-sec -

tions in the U-235 fission neutron spectrum we basically rely on
Refs.[21, 22J and the most recent issue by these authors [zj]. In
addition to this the results of integral cross-sections evaluation
published in Refs. [24 - 26J were used.

Ref. [21J deals with the evaluation of integral microscopic cross-
sections measured at the neutron spectrum of U-235 thermal neutrons
fission for 29 threshold reactions most essential in reactor dosi -
metry and fast reactor engineering.

Most of the integral measurements were performed by the rela-
tive method that is why their results were renormalized in Ref.[2lJ.

The recommended values of spectrum-average cross-sections in
[21J were obtained through the least-square method averaging by the
renormalized authors of the experimental data available, taken
"with the weight" equal to the mentioned experimental error.

The recommended data in Ref.[24J include the results of evalua-
tion £21] being unaffected except the cross-section error, which
now takes into account an uncertainty of the standard. Besides, all
the available measurements of integral cross-sections at the spect-
rum of U-235 fission neutrons published up to 1974 are analyzed in
Ref.[24j, and these cross-sections were evaluated by the method si-
milar to that accepted in Ref.(2l] , the same values of standards ha-
ving been used at cross-section renormalization.

Recently published Ref.[23_j gives the results of new measure-
ments of U-235 spectrum-averaged cross-sections for 17 threshold
reactions. Upon the introduction of appropriate corrections for
multiple scattering, sample thickness, the measurement résulte ap-
peared to be in a good agreement with the results of the earlier
integral cross-section evaluation by these authors for most of the
elements.

The results of calculated and experimental data comparison
for the integral cross-sections are shown in Table 5.2. In the
whole, a good agreement of recommended cross-section averaged over-

the neutron spectrum of U-235 thermal neutron fission with the
integral experiment results is observed.



Table 5.2. Comparison of recommended excitation functions of threshold reactions with the emis-
sion of charged particles, averaged over U-235 fission neutron spectrum with experi-
mental data.
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Reaction

24Mg(np)24Na
27AI(n<*024Na
27Al(np)27Mg
31P (np)31Si
32S (np)32P
46Ti(np)46Sc
47Ti(np)47Sc
48Ti(np)48Sc

54ïe(np)54Mn
56Pe(np)56Mn
59Co(n<£)56Mh
58Ni(np)58Co
60Ni(np)60Co
63Cu(n«£)6°Co
64Zn(np)64Cu

9°Zr(np)90Y

Note: 1.

2.

tt{ Evaluated
1t
1 Experiment

1.50*0.06
0.706*0,028
3.95*0.20
35.5*2.7
66.8*3.7
11.6*0.4

17.7*0.6

0.302*0.010

80.5*2.3
1 .09*0.04
0.161*0.007

105.1*1.1
2.3*0.4
0.500*0.056
30.2*0.5

0.38*0.02

The post-correction
hesis.

Averaged cross-section, mb
* BOSPOR-80 | Cross-section's post-correctionj and post-approximation results.

Z1(E) I
1.52
0.698
3.99
32.5
65.62
12.81
(11.15)
22.2
(17.35)
0.262

(0.282)
82.2
1.078
0.147

103.0
2.57
0.482
36.8
(32.02)
0.33
(0.36)

results for

(̂E)
1.40
0.638
3.82
32.0
64.47
12.28
(10.67)
21.8
(17.06)
0.241

(0.260)
80.4
1.004
0.135

101.0
2.42
0.452
36.0
(31.25)
0.31
(0.33)

j Ï3(E)
1.56
0.724
3.83
30.6
61.94
12.25
(10.69)
21.0
(16.48)
0.269

(0.289)
77.7
1.078
0.151
97.9
2.53
0.478
34.8
(30.25)
0.33
(0.35)

the cross-sections on

The sign "plus" denotes the cross-section

I 1,00
1.51*
0.738
4.06
32.34*
65.54*

11.23

17.36

0.285
82.7
1.07 6*
0.158

103.52
2.59
0.506

32.24

0.36

j VE)
1.39*
0.677
3.89
31.84*
64.38+

10.74

17.12

0.263
80.94
1.002+
0.146

101.46
2.43
0.475

31.46

0.33

j JCjCE)
1.55*
0.762
3.90
30.53*
61.85+

10.77

16.57

0.292
78.2
1.076*
0.161
97.97
2.54
0.500

30.48

0.35
integral data are given in parent-

values, which are less
averaged cross-sections BOSPOR-80. The deviations are
on accuracy.

within the
than the
limits of

core spending
approximati-
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE TIME CORRELATED ASSOCIATED
PARTICLE METHOD FOR ABSOLUTE MEASUREMENTS OF
REACTION CROSS-SECTIONS

V.I. SHPAKOV, V.N. KUZMIN
Khlopin Radium Institute,
Leningrad, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Abstract

A new modification of the TCAP method which enables to avoid some
drawbacks of the former techniques has been developed at the Khlopin
Radium Institute, The magnetic analysis of the accompanying particles
was first introduced. The magnetic separation excluded completely
background components due to prêtons and tritons from the D(d,p)3R
associated reaction and reduced the background of scattered beam
deuterons by a factor of 2-3 orders of magnitude. The modified technique
was used to perform neutron induced fission cross section measurements.
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Introduction

following effects are to be determined with absolute measu-
rements of any neutron induced reaction cross section:

- Neutron flux through the sample under investigation,
- Number of reaction events in the sample,
- Mass of investigated nuclide in the sample.

If one omits the question of sample mass determination the main
problems which arise in this case can be summarized as follows:

i. Determination of solid angles subtended by both the sample
and the neutron flux monitor as well as other geometrical
factors.

ii. Account of both angular and spatial distribution of the
neutron flux as well aa its, scattering and attenuation,

iii. Determination of the flux monitor total counting rate, the
background contribution and the counting loss due to the
amplitude discrimination being carefully determined and
taken into- account,

iv. Either experimental determination or calculation of the
flux monitor efficiency as well as its energy dependence,

v. Determination of the reaction events counting rate in the
presence of background induced by both scattered neutrons
and those from side reactions.

An absolute method of cross section measurements has been de-
veloped at the V.G. Khlopin Radium Institute, USSR, and independ-
ently at the Research Center Bruyeres-le-Chatel, France, which is
called the Time Correlated Associated Particle method (TCAPM) 1 f 2 ^
The TCAPH allows to carry out cross-section measurements only at
some fixed spot points of neutron energy but enables to exclude
a majority of problems mentioned.

The TCAP method.

The basic idea of the TCAI1 method is illustrated in J?ig. 1.
An accelerator using the T(d,n) He or D(d,n)'He reaction is a

AP-deteetor

apperture
vAP-cone

deuteron
beam

D or T accelera-
tor target

targetj
of nuclide
measured reactioi

detector
Pig. 1. Main principle of the TCAP method

3 4sourse of neutrons. The He- or He-yarticles associated with
neutrons (AP) are detected by an associated particle detector
within a cone, fixed by the detector entrance apperture. The neu-
trons corresponding to these hélions, which also fly inside some
cone, hit the sample of investigated nuclide. The reaction events
are registered in coincidence with the associated particles (AP).

Provided the neutron cone is insured to be entirely situated
within the sample the reaction cross section is determined by
the expression . N

where NQ is the number of recorded coincidences
H is the number of recorded associated particles
n is the sample areal density (number of nuclei per cm )



90 is the efficiency of the reaction events registration.
On the basis of this expression the main advantages oX the

TCAP method can be summarized as follows!
i. There is no need to determine any solid angles and other geo-

metrical factors as well as to take into account angular and
spatial distribution of the neutron flux. Only small cor-
rection for neutron flux attenuation on the target backings
and chamber windows is to be introduced. By a proper choice
of material thickness this correction can be reduced to a
value of about 1 fi.

11. There is no need to determine either the AP-detector effici-
ency or the entire number of the AP-counts as the AP counting
losses lead to the similar coincidence losses and are equi-
valent to the neutron flux reduction. Therefore, only a part
of the AP pulae-height spectrum can be choosen which includes
a minimal background contribution,

111. All the background components at the reaction events registra-
ration are practically completely suppressed.
To provide the main geometrical constrainsi the neutron cone

should be entirely situated within the target under investigation
both neutron cone profile and its spatial position are to be accu-
rately determined and continuously checked during the measurements
by means of either position sensitive detector or a detector of
small dimencion in coincidence with the AP-detector. Besides, it
is necessary to use in measurements samples of high thickness
uniformity as the expression mentioned above includes the areal
density value. Correction for layer nonuniformity can be calcula-
ted by forming a convolution of cone and sample layer profiles,
but it results in some additional error.

There is a general belief now that the TGAP method is the
most accurate one for absolute measurements. In tact, at piesent
there are no evident origins of systematic errors limiting its
accesible accuracy in principle. Moreover, results of five inde-

2 ̂ Spendent measurements of the J U fission cross section performed
by the TCAP technique at the neutron energy of about 14 UeV agree
within the range of 1 # 1 5'.

On the basis of these circumstances the IAÏ.A Consultants'
Meeting, held at Smolenice, CzSSK, in 1983 has recommended perfor-
mance of absolute measurements by the TCAP method at as many
neutron energy spot points, as possible . However, further at
the Advisory Group Meeting on Standard Reference Uata,Geel,

1984, the question of conclusive confirmation of the TGAPM reli-
ability in connection with possible unknown origins of systema-
tical errors nas been discussed '. As a way of such confirma-
tion it WPS proposed to perform comparisons of calculated effi-
ciency values for neutron monitors based on the (n-p )-scattenng
with those obtained by the TCAPM-calibration. High precision of

the value was supposed to provide high accurate efficiecy
calculations. Such comparison has been performed in tne National

o \
Bureau of Standards, USA ' and the agreement within of 0.2 %
was found.

In spite of simplicity in principle of the TCAP method its
practical relization in most cases is connected with significant
difficulties because of high background in tne AP-cnannel due to
scattered primary bean and charged particles emitted in the pri-
mary beam interactions with the target materials. To eliminate

this background specific AP-channels are to be constructed for
measurements at each neutron energy spot point. The description
of a number of such channels is presented below.

Measurements et 14 jeV and 2.6 MeV Neutron Energy

Measurements at }4 MeV neutron energy are the simpliest
realization of the TCAP method. The T(d ,n ) He reaction and the
150 - 300 keV deuteron beams are used to produce neutrons. The
investigated samples are situated in tne front hemisphere relative
to the beam direction. The AP are registered in the rear semi-
sphere. Due to the high Q-value o± the T ( d , n ) He reaction asso-
ciated alpnas have energies of about 4 MeV. Therefore, the AP-
detector can be easily protected from the scattered primary beam
by means of a rather thick (up to 1 mg/cm ) foil, the foil tnick-
ness being not crucial.

Either a thin plastic scintillator or a silicon SB-detector1 ? -x
can be used to register the AV. The H-, H- , vH-particles which
are produced by the D ( d , p r H and l)(d,n) 'He background reactions
can be the background origin. However, tne yield of these parti-
cles is small and their background components can be easily eli-
minated by a pulse-height spectium discrimination. By means of
properly chosen amplitude window background contribution can be
reduced to a value of 0.1 5». At present time due to the simplicity
tnere are a number of measurements at tne neutron energy of 14 -
15 MeV using the TÜA^M. ( for example 1 - 5)



It is rather more difficult to realise the TCAPM at tne neu-
tron energy of 2.6 lieV. The D ( d , n ) He reaction low energy deute-
ron beams are used in this case. As in the previous case, neutrons
and heliona are utilised, flying forward and backward correspon-
dingly. However, the AJf energy amounts in tnis case to about 700 -
800 keV because ofessentially less the reaction Q-value. ihouga
the AP-detector can also be protected from tne scattered beam by
means of a foil, the foil thickness as well as its quality become
crucial.

o oIn practice 250 mg/cm thick foils with the 5 mg/cm spread
were used to provide both efficient separation of scattered deu-
terons and sufficient spectrometric quality of AP pulse-height
spectra. The foil quality is to be caretully checked as a presen-
ce of some microscopic holes can result in a large and uncertain
background of scattered beam deuterons. Silicon SB detectors can
be used to detect tne AF. 'ihe background piotons and tritons from
the D(d,p) H associated reaction can be separated by an amplitude
window. Sufficiently high spetrometric quality of the electronic
cirquits is required to minimize the H and ^H background compo-
nents while the time resolution must be at the level of 100 nsec
to allow high AP counting rate.

Two difficulties are to be mentioned connected with tnese
measurements. The first one 13 a possibility of '"parasitic" tar-
gets in the vicinity of tha conventional deuteron target due to
absorption of deuterons on structural materials. Therefore the
primary beam must be carefully collimated by means of distant col-
limator to a 2 - 3 am diameter. The second one is connected with
the neutron cone broadening because the AP low energy causes an
an increase of tne Coulomb scattering effect. In spite of the
difficulties mentioned this TCAPM modification has been success-
fully used at absolute measurements performed in the Khlopin Ra-
dium Institute "', in the Technical University of Dresden, GÜR 10'
and the Natiomal Hureau of Standard, USA ',

Measurements at 4.5, 8.5 and 19 MeV Neutron tnergy

The AP-cnannel realization and measurement performance have
some peculiarities which are common for all the three eases. The
D(d,n)5He (for 4.5 and 8.5 MeV) and T(d,n)4He (lor 19 UeV) reac-
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tions are used to produce neutrons. The deuteron beam energy
amounts to 6 - 9 MeV in thia case. Because of rather momentum
brought in by neutrons both reaction products - neutrons and
hélions fly forward. Therefore thin selfsupporting deuterium
and tritium targets are to be used to provide the possibility of
the AP detection. Thin films of deuterated polyethilene and self-
supporting titan-tritium targets were used in the absolute fission
cross section measurements performed in collaboration of the
Khlopin Kadium Institute and the Technical Onivercity of Dresden
(for example ' '). It is impossible in this case to protect
the AP- detector by eny foil. Deuterons of tne scattered primary
beam c-ause the background in the AP-channel which is 2 - 3 orders
higher than the AP-counting rate. Besides, another background
origin arises in this case which is alpnas produced by (d,o£ )-
reactions in the target materials (titan, carbon, etc.) , having
energy approximately the same as the AP.

The background of scattered deuterons can be suppresoeà by
means of application of thin silicon SB detectors using the dif-
ference of helion and deuteron ranges but to separate the AP he-
lions from the background alphas it is necessary to apply the
^E-Er telescope comprising the 8-12 mm and 30-70 mm thick com-
pletely depleted detectors. The detector parameters are to be ca-
refully chosen for each neutron energy spot point to get the best
AP separation. An example of twodiraensional spectrum in the AE,E
coordinates is presented in Fig. 2.

Separation of the AP on the basis of this spectrum is an es-
sential problem as conventional methods (computer processing or
application of electronic cirquits forming the A E x Er products)
are inapplicable because of tne 100 nsec time resolution is nece-
ssary, .therefore a new method was developed foi the fast analysis
of twodimensional spectra based on linear approximation in a nar-
row energy range. Linear combinations U.^ = ».^AE + bjEj. are for-
med ay means of proper electronic cirquits. The a. and b^^ coeffi-
cients are obtained by attenuation of the A E and Er signal ampli-
tudes. Two parallel spectrometric channels are used to form simul-
taneously two such combinations with different values of the coef-
ficients. Coincidences of the signals from both channels within
the pulse-neight windows A U1 and A U„ correspond to a separation
of some region in the twodimensional spectrum. Proper choise of
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i'lg. 2. Twodiraensional spectrum in the AP-channel at measurements
for 8.5 MeV-neutrons

botn the coefficients and the window width nennits to set the op-
t vu il snape and size of such region including a minimal background
contribution. This region is represented in Fig. 2 by the dashed
lines. j?ig. 3 shows an example of tne pulse-heifht spectrum ob-
tained in one channel in coincidence with the amplitude window in
the other channel. This me-
thod enables to reduce the
background contribution to
a 1 - 3 # level. The back-
ground value can be accura-
tely determined by means of
replaaement of deuterated
polyethilene with conventi-
onal one. An accesible value
of the proper uncertainty
component does not exceed a
value of 0.1 - 0.3 i*.

Measurements by the
TGAP technique at the listed
neutron energies werw per-
formed only in the dollabora-
tion of the Knlopin Radium

10

40 60
channels

Institute and tiie Teennical
University of Dresden 5 » 1 1 ) .

fig. 3. Pulse-height spectrum in
the U. amplitude window
in coincidence with the

U amplitude window

Measurements at 1.9 - 2.4 MeV Neutron Energy

A new modification of the TCAP-method has been developed in
the Khlopin Hadium Institute which enables to avoid some drawbacks
in the former modification, to rise the measurements reliability
and to check possible unknown origins of systematic errors.

The D(d,n) He reaction and tne deuteron beam with energy of
3 - 3 . 5 MeV were used to produce neutrons. Thin foils of deutera-
ted polyethilene were applied as accelerator targets. Associated
hélions were registered at small angles with respect to the beam
direction. Corresponding neutrons flew backward, buch configurati-
on has the following advantages:

1. Associated heliona have rather hign energy (about 4 MeV)
what fasilitates their registration and separation.

2. As it can be sepn in l?ig. 4 the neutron energy weakly depends
on the deuteron energy and consequently is weakly influenced by
the deuteron energy losses in the target. This fact permits to
improve the neutron energy_
fixation as well as to mi-
nimize the energy spread.

However the background
of scattered beam deuterons
is extremely high at this
configuration due to the
fast increase of the Coulomb
scattering cross section at
low angles with respect to
the beam axis. Therefore the
former modifications of the
TCAPM are inapplicable. To
suppress the deuteron back-
ground a separation of char-
ged particle trajectories in
an uniform magnetic field was
applied.

Fig. 4. Dependence of neutron ener-
gy on deuteron energy for
various neutron flightangles



The schematic drawing
of the experimental arran-
gement is presented in Pig. 5.
The target cnainber was situ-
ated outside trie mag-
netic field. The AP-
cone v/as formed by a
collimator and got into
the magnetic analyser
which was a 4 mm depth
flat chamber with co-
vers of magnetic iron,
situated between mag-
netic poles. The tra-
jectory lengths were
about 40 - 60 cm. The
magnetic field induct-
ion was about 0.5 T.
A3 the Aï-cône colli-
mator was situated out-
side the magnetic field

any magnetic: field vari-
ations did not changed
the neutron cone posi-
tion but resulted only
in variation of the
neutron intensity,
ihe magnetic field in-
duction was nevertheless
stabilized (by means of

winding current stabili-
zation) within 0.1 ?».

The magnetic separation
excluded completely background components due to the protons and
tritons from the D ( d , p ) H associated reaction and reduced the back
ground of scattered beam douterons by a factor of 2 - 3 orders.
However, a low energy pert of scattered deuterons could reach the
AP-detector as well aa protons of residual hydrogen in the target

J?ig. 5. Schematic drawing of the experi-
mental set-up with magnetic ana-
lysis.
1. deuteron beam; 2. accelerator
target; 3. beam collimator; 4. neu-
tron cone; 5. investigated samplej
6. AP-cone apperture; 7. magnetic
analyser; 8. Aï-detector.

1 2knocked out by the beam and those from the C(d,p/-reaction, the-
refore, an additional separation based on difference of tne helion
and other particle ranges was used together witn the magnetic one
by means of a silicon SB-detector with small depth of depleted zone.

The AP-cnannel pulse-height spectrum thus obtained is snown
in Fig. 6. Kxoelent separation of the peak can be seen. A small
background contribution de-
trmined by the replasement
of deuterated polyethilene
with conventional one did
not exceed the value of 0.1- „
0.3 %. In general, in the
case of magnetic analysis an
essential problem is to em-
brace the whole neutron cone
by the AP-detector, as the
cone cross section at the
magnetic field output becom-
es large because of the long
flight path inside the analy-
ser chamber. However, at the
experimental conditions cho-
sen the AP-cone was compres-
sed in tne horizontal plane
relative to the neutron cone
due to the reaction cinematics.
It permitted to decrease ho-
rizontal 3176 of the AP-detector. To compress the Af-cone in the
vertical plane a vertical focusing was introduced. It was provided
by the effect of tne AP olique flight angles relative to the mag-
netic field bolder. As a result the 2 x 4.5 cm large AP-detector
was sufficient to provide complete covering of the investigated
sample by the neutron cone, the neutron cone cross section being
round. The background suppression by means of simultaneous appli-
cation of the magnetic separation and the SB detector witn low
depth of depleted zone was efficient enough and did not put any
requirements to spectrometric quality of the electronic circuits.

10

10"

10

10
20 ,_40 60 80channels

i'lg. 6. Pulse-height spectrum
in the AP-channel
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94 A fast current amplifier was used in the AP channel, amplitude dis-
crimination in the fast channel being sufficient. Some proolein
was to detect current pulses from tue detector which had rather
intrinsic capacity (about 10 riP). A current preamplifier with 4
parallel input channels was used to meet the goal.

The TCAPM modification described was used in tae Khlopin ra-
dium Institute to perform neutron induced fission cross section
measurements for a numoer of heavy nuclides. o.'he results obtained
are in excellent agreement with thoae, obtained in measurements
performed oefore oy means of iormei modification ol the iKJAPM.
This agreement seems to confirm both the i'CAtU reliability and
absence of some unknown origins of systematic errors.

The last modification employing the magnetic separation seems
to be the most promising one and though being used at the 2 MeV
neutron energy, can be applied lor set of neutron energies in a
large energy region.

The i'CAP technique was used in all the works cited for fission
cross section measurements. However it is obviously that this tecn-
nique can be successfully applied for precise absolute measurements
of other reaction cross sections in all cases wnen the reaction
product can be directly registered.
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NEUTRON YIELD FROM REACTIONS PRODUCED BY
ALPHA PARTICLES WITH ENERGffiS UP TO 10 MeV

V.A. VUKOLOV, F.E. CHUKREEV
I.V. Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy,
Moscow, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Abstract

Basing on the estimated values of the crosa sections of
the (a,ii) reactions for lithium, beryllium, boron, carbon, flu-
orine and oxygen the neutron yields have been calculated for
targets prepared of these materials. The yields for chemical co-
mpounds of actinides with light nuclei have been also calcula-
ted. The general approach in performing such calculations with
charged particles and the evalution method are discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

Wide application of charged-particle beams in various fields
of science and technology has made to create the data library in
the exchange format (EXFOH; for charged-particle reactions. The
library contains mainly experimental values of cross sections and
yields. Its volume is continuously increasing but at the same ti-
me the range of requests is also expanding. Typical examples of
arising situations are:

- the library contains experimental cross sections and yields
are required;

- yields are available and yields of the same reactions but
for different target compositions are required;

- experimental cross sections are contained and more reliab-
le data are necessary, etc.

Use of the calculation methods enables, to a great extent,
solution of these problems.

The present lecture describes the calculation method for nu-
clear reaction yields. Its algorithm has been partly realized
in the Center for Nuclear and Atomic Data of the Kurchatov Insti-
tute. (CAJaD). As an example the data on neutron yields from the
(oL, n ) reactions for energies of o<. -particles up to 10 UeV are
presented.
Structural scheme of the calculation complex

To solve the problem to have been set the calculation com-
plex must have a sofware package which permits to carry out the
following basic operations;

1. Formation of the experimental data file including:
- retrieval of information relevant to the demand on the

KXl'OR library;
- translation of the graphical information into numeral

type and its entering into the file or entering of the tabular
information from the literature sources lacking in the library.

2. Analysis of experimental data including possibilities of:
- correction of the data for refined values of physical or

normalization constants used in the experiment ;
- data approximation by polynom class functions for smooth

dependences, splain polynomials for piecewise smooth dependences
and rational fraction expressions for resonance dependences;

- integration of the function over specified ranges.

3. Formation of the output data file including:



96 - calculation of the evaluated values ana their uncertain-
ties;

- calculation of the stopping-powers;
- calculation of the reaction yields or, on the contrary,

determination of the cross sections by efatimated yields;
- description of the evaluated values in terms of a suppo-

sed theoretical model for the purpose not only to compare bu
also to calculate the reaction charactenstices other than the
initial ones.

Calculation of the neutron yields in the (oi- , /7 ) reactions

Here we shall consider application of the scheme proposed
for evaluation of the (<*•,'' ) reaction cross sections on lithium,
beryllium, boron, carbon, fluorine and oxygen targets and calcu-
lation of yields from these targets as well as from targets of
chemical compounds of light elements with actinides. Similar
calculations were carried out earlier /1-5/ but mainly using
cross section measurement results obtained in individual works.
The analysis of experimental data on reaction cross sections re-
veals that the discrepancy between the results of individual me-
asurements exceeds the accuracy reported by the authors and
reaches (30 - 6oY/a . From the analysis /6/ it also follows that
because of difficulties preparing isotopically pure targets with
a known number of nuclei investigated, attainment of an accuracy
better than ÎQ% in measurements with thin targets remains proble-
matic. Aprogress in reducing the calculation data uncertainty
could be reached on the basis of joint analysis and estimation of
both the (o£ , /? ) reaction cross sections and the neutron yield me-
asurements.

Peculiarity of the cross-section evaluation for («• , ft ) - re-
action consists in that for all elements considered the excitati-
on function has the resonance character, is usually presented in
the picture form and, with the rare exception /12,13/ its values
were lacking in the ßXFOil library. That is why the experimental
data file is mainly constructed by means translation of the pic-
ture information to numeral type using the computer-aided system
SKOLKA; the translation accuracy is 3$«

The evaluation method has been described in more detail in
Kef. /?/. The present paper gives a brief list of the main sta-
ges.

1 . The experimental data were reduced to comparable energy
ranges by matching an approximating curve in the form of a polyno-
mial and its integrating within the range from 250 to 500 lieV.

2. Within eacn energy range the weight-average value of the
cross section was determined:

and errors :
inner -

outer - - v {+ - s
- is the weight of the experimental value.

3. The Berdge criterion was calculated:

If K< 2 then ao the estimated value is taken <T with an er-
ror equal to t ne larger of f̂lo" and àT values. If K > 2 and
there are no justified reasons for its reducing then as the esti-



mated value is taken the arithmetic average one from the set of
experimental data (n) with an error:

where Lpf*) is the student's coefficient for (n-1 ) degrees of
freedom and probability of finding the true value beyond the er-
ror range P. P was normally taken as 0.3.

On the basis of the analysis of the whole set of experimen-
tal data the estimated values of cross sections were obtained in
the region of o£ - particle energies from the reaction threshold
to 10 1-iieV and their uncertainties for Li - 5%, °Be - 5#, ^C -

170 and 180 -
The neutron, yield was calculated using the common formula:

o

where C is the number of isotope nuclei in one gram of the tar-
get material on which the (oC , /? ) reaction proceeds; ö (E) ia
the estimated value of the reaction cross section at the ot-- par-
ticle energy K; (a.£/d* ) is the stopping-power of the target
material. The stopping-power values for the compound targets we-
re calculated in accordance with the Bragg rule:

where /fj' is the isotope mass number, fy ' is the number of
this isotope nuclei in the substance molecule.

In the algorithm of the yield calculation (dK/dx) are repre-
sented as: v-

C,. - coefficients are tabulated in Ref, /11/.
In the calculations for the actinides heavier than uranium

the stopping-power were taken the same as for uranium.
The yield calculation data are presented in S"ig.1 in compa-

rison with the recommended values /14/. A significant discrepan-
cy is observed between them, particularly, in the reactions with
carbon and oxygen. This discrepancy is mainly due to use of the
recent results /8-10/ in our estimate. Table I shows an example
of calculation of neutron yield from the beryllium target.

Table 2 lists the calculated neutron yields for some compo-
unds being used in nuclear technology. Also in this table are
presented the published measured yield values. A reasonable agre-
ement between the experiment and calculation is observed practi-

241 2*58cally for all materials. Exceptions for this are ^ Am-ï1 and J Pu-
C compounds. Such a large discrepancy between the experiment

and calculation data for these compounds cannot be explained by
inaccurately known (.oi. , * ) reaction cross sections or stopping-
power, 'i'he difference seems to be connected with the circumstan-
ce that the homogeneous targets used in the experiment /3/ dif-
fer from the chemical compounds AmP and PuC and, as shown by
the calculation, are closer to the compounds AmP., and PuC-j in
their composition.
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Pig.1. Neutron yields on the thick targets:lithium -x,beryl-
lium -0,boron -•,fluorine - ———.carbon -0,oxygen ~x;solid lines indicate the data ~

TABLE 1. EVALUATED (a,n) CROSS-SECTIONS AND NEUTRON YIELD
FOR Be-9 TARGET

r * * * ^ ^ . ( i ^ * * - * ^ * * * * * A + * * * * ^ A * ) k A * E * * * f t # # * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ^ * * * * * * * * * ^ * '

NEUTRONS FROM (ALPHA.N) REACTION

F.
»FV

STCMB GSIfi STO*
EV/F+'SIT/CK««?

Z
Ktf

Y
H/A

r. fr*«

?. P5fl
?]. OSfi

'S'. ! •>«

J . ^ S o
3J. SSn
Ï^Si

3°. "5'i

u '. i •; A

« . L S T
ö'. SSr
u'. fS"
c'. 7V.
1>5'

O'. P5n
5'. l5"

•i .«1?/«

ü.r,5n
5.«Sn
6.250
6.750
7.250
7.750
8.250
8.750
9.250
9.750

+ 0.969F.+01

t p . ja f i f+03
•H1.J3?? + 03

• P.Qb'nt + O?

« P . o a O t + 0 2
+ P. 1 0 n E"+ 0 3

«C.200E+03
+O.T16E+03

+ P.376F. + 03

+n!3"OE+93

<P.'î?!F + (!3
'03

4-0.560E+O3
+0.574E+03
•1-0.576E4-03
+0.649E4-03
+-0.6S3E4-03
+O.716E+03
40.747E4-03
+O.708E+03

+ 0 . 7 n n F + - o l

+ 0 . 1 0 0 E + 0 ?

+ 0 . ? " > O F t n ?

+ B . » 9 0 F t r 2
+0.280E+02
4-0.290E+02
4-0.290E4-02
-I-0.320E+02
4-0.330E+-02
4-0.360E4-02
4-0.370E+02
+0.350E4-02

tO.lHh4F.4ft?

»0. ISC'öF

+ 0.

+ O .H75F + "?
t « . l l 5 ° F < r ?

t n . i i l ? F » n ?
+ n.t 0 9 7 C < 0?
+ 0. 1 D ? 3 f t O ?

+ 0. t f ) i6F- in2

4 P .9M1 Î P t « )
4-0.9700E4O1
4-0.917SE+O1
4-0.8708E4O1
4-0.8291E4-01
4-0.7914E+O1
4-0.7573E4-01
4-0.7263E4-01
4-0.6979E4-01

l'.Son

l.i"«i.
) ."»11
2 .«IP'Î

. a n o

y, 7'o«»
2 . « P C
3.U10

slam
3. .*••">

siblO

3^710
î . w n o

u. ii.in
u. |no

t. u 19

" . t i O C
0 . 7 0 0
t. 8«0
«.«0"
S. 0(10
5. l n u

5.30«
5.«no
5.bPQ
5.hP"
S.7iO
S.»PO
5.910
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6.500
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7.500
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9.000
9.500

»1.523U.-07
tP.M SCF-'nn

+PCI017F-OÛ

40.lt99F.-1ll
+ 0.. 1«2e.F-'!a
ta.t9ROF.-OI!

40.2767F-0"
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TABLE 2. THE NEUTRON YIELD IN SEC PER GRAM ALPHA-EMITTER OF VARIOUS COMPOUNDS

Compound

1

Intensity of
06- particles

2

Average
energy
(MeV)

3

Calculated yield
*calc.

4

Experimental yield
"exp

5

References

6

(1_ _Ï£EE__)*100
Ycalc

7

234,
«"

PuO?

238Pu13C
239

PuBe 13
239

PuF

239

241AmBe ,
241AmO

241

242CmO

244,CmO

82.299x10

7.98xl04

2.388xl06

1.241x10^

6.321x10

6.321x10

2.29lxl09

2.29lxl09

2.291xl09

11

11

1.267x1011

1.267x1011

111.267x10

1.222xl014

2.987xl012

4.761

4.393

4.484

4.185

5.487

5.487

5.148

5.148

5.148

5.479

5.479

508+51

(9.0+0.9)xlO~2

3.2+0.3

(10+l)xlO~3

U.52+0.15)xlO*

(9.61+0.67)xlOS

(9.33+0.46)xlO^

(6.1+0.6)xl03

(7.2+0.7)xl03

(65.2+3.2)xlO"

(3.0+0.3)xl03

Am-F 1.267x10" 5.479 (2.2+0.2)xlO"

6.102 (4.2+0.4)xlOE

2 i.^,*^« 5.795 (8.7+0.9)xlO

* - recommended values from work /17/.

576+20

(12.2+0.9)xlO

(3.95+0.29)*

(12.9+0.9)xlO

~2*

~3

(1.435+0.21)xlO

(4.61+0.19)xl06

(8.43+0.44)xl04

(5.3+0.4)xl03

(6.1+0.5)xl03

(7.1+0.7)xl03

(70.1-fl.9)xl05

(2.78+0.41)xl03

(3.17+0.18)xl03

(4.36+0.16)xl05

17

17

17

17

19

3

15
16

16
20

3
18
3

-12
-25
-19
-22
+6
-379
+11
+15
+18
+2
—7

+8
-5
-50
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MEASUREMENT OF ACTIVATION INTEGRALS IN NEUTRON FIELDS

V.S. TROSHIN
Institute of Physics and Engineering,
Moscow, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Abstract

The most widespread methods of activation integral measurements
by (3 and y counting conversion electron detection, ß- 7coincidences are
discussed in detail. Possible sources of errors are underlined and the
necessary correction factors are calculated.

In experiments in neutron fields with high flux density the
most suitable and often the single method of field characte-
ristic definition is the method of activated detectors, based
on radioactive measurement which appeared as a result of neu-
tron and neutron sensitive nuclide interaction.

Radioactivity (or activity) of activated detectors depends
on neutron spectrum and reaction cross sections. The rate of
radioactive nuclei formation of i-type is defined as the
following ratio: t^

where T (E) is differential energy density of neutron flux
(neutron spectrum), Oj(E)-' is reaction cross section. , fl0 -
the number of nuclei of neutron sensitive nuclide, Tp(B) is
the function of neutron pass by filter, which is used in detec-
tor irradiation, Q -is coefficient taking account of neutron
spectra distortion inside and outside of a sample because of
interaction with detector material. The quantity
tyl - I~TF(E) 6-L (B) <f (E) <L E is called activated

integral?

The purpose of activated measurements is getting Q/i by
experimental way and the following information obtaining about
neutron spectrum in known reaction cross section (or vice ver-
sa).

Consider the process of detector activation.In common
case the active nuclei can be formed by both direct activation
and through the intermediate neuclei state.The most widespread
case of intermediate state is the formation of isomers.Neutrons
interact with the nuclei formed and this reduces the directed
activity.Taking into account the decay the formed activity A
is connected with neutron spectrum by the following equations:

where Ag and Am are activities of the basic and intermediate
states, 6«(E), 6U,(B) &re reaction cross-sections of correspon-« , ,
ding processes of activation , » are decay constants,

€>q (B), 6̂ (B) are reaction cross-sections bringing to "burn-
ing down" of nuclei being formed, pn is a part of conversion
of intermidiate state into basic one.

After stopping the irradiation by neutrons:

(3)

For time independent neutrons fields at the exposition ' and
at time t after irradiation,the activities are equal tot
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In a case of absence of essential neutrons interactions with
the nuclei formed and intermediate states the formula (4) is
considerably simplified • -*-T\er)' (5)
The radioactive nuclides formed as a result of activation,inclu-
ding the isomers, can emit fr -photons, X-rays, A-particles,
positrons and conversion electrons .Activity is defined by pho-
ton registration or by charged particles registration.Various
methods of tool activity definition,lots of which are of high
accuracy,have been developed.However,not all of them can be
applied in neutron activated measurements because of specific
peculiarities of activated method»
-presence of "background" reactions;
-time-limit of activity measurements in a reaction for products
with relatively small period of life-time»
-considerable number of reactions being used;
-insufficient activity for applying destriction detectors
methods and so on.
In view of it the most widespread methods of activity defini-
tion are methods ß -particles count and conversion electrons,

T-spectrometrv and $-% -coincidences.
The simpliest settings for measuring the activity are

ß -counters .In applying 43T*-eounters the least error is
acheived.In defining the activity by fi -particles count it is
necessary to measure the count rate/exposure time dependence.
The analysis of this dependence allows to take into account
the influence of "Background" reactions or reveal possible
pollution of detector.

The quantity of counter rate is defined at the moment of
irradiation stop for the reaction being considered

<=i ri

where IV -is the count rate of ß-counter, TM is "dead" time
of setting.

If the nuclide being of interest has decay time much more
than other nuclides, the dependence of count rate is measured
for times of after irradiation at which the influence of other
nuclides is unessential.In any case the method of the least
squares can be applied for analysing this dependence.To achi-
eve high accuracy in this case it's necessary to have depen-
dence plot where the contribution of reaction being considered
is significant.

The activity is connected with count rate of 4*3T:*counter
by following equation:

(7)

where x^ , & and \ - are corrections to selfabsorption,
absorption in a film,holder of a detector, and the effective-
ness of registration of j3 -particles correspondingly.

The absorption of C> -particles can be described approxi-
mately by exponential law. This law is for nuclides, having
simple decay scheme (one £-junction) and thin absorbers.For
nuclides,having compound decay scheme,it is necessary to take
into account the relaxation for each j3 -junction.



The quantities of mass absorption coefficient of ß-partic-
les can be defined out of empiric expressions,obtained in
analysing absorption and selfabsorption.A number of such depen-
dences which often differ are given in literature

« 17B"1'43 15. 2E!-1.51 (8)

where lu is average mass absorption coefficient in cm /g
E* is max energy of spectrum in MeV.

Author suggests the dependence of absorption coefficient
on mean energy of ß -junction (£[)

M. K (8.6± 0.6) -J - ET1'25 (8a)j f\ *-

where -j- is effective ratio charge to atomic mass.
In such approximations the corresponding corrections can

be defined as

n.
It*/

-1 (9)

where A-(Et) is absorption coefficient of £-radiation for £
junction,fa is a part of decay realizing i -junction, c^, d
are film thickness of holder and detector.

The absorption of ß -particles in a film holder doesn't
exceed 3$ for spectra with the highest energy 0,4 r 0,7 MeV
and "\% at E.̂ .0,8 MaV for metallized organic films with thick-
ness 0,5 r I mg/om .If necessary the correction can be defined
experimentally out of count rates of ft-particles of nuolide
being measured for a single (Ĵ ) and double film of holder (̂ )
ratio.

»2 -

The correction to selfabsorption can be defined out of ana-
lysis of count rate and detector thickness dependence at con-
stant specific activity.

The correction to effectiveness of registration takes into
account the difference of counter effectiveness from factor of
one and registration -photons nuclide (in most oases with
the error of \% it can be adopted as factor of one).
In using the experimental corrections to selfabsorption the
error of activity definition by 4 ITT -oount method is 2-~l%»

In defining activity according to photon radiation a single-
crystal scintillation or semiconducting spectrometer is often
used« For increasing the electoral!ty the peak of complete ab-
sorption (photopeak) is usually regiatrated. The detector ac-
tivity is defined by the number of pulses»registered in photo-
peak.

Two methods of activity defining can be used - relative
(substitution method) and absolute.

The substitution method is based on comparison the oount
rates from a detector being measured and reference photon
source which is closed by form to a detector and has the same
photon energy. In applying it,one can use both multyohannal
and monoohannal amplitude analyser. The advantage of substi-
tution method is the absence of necessity to define the effect-
iveness of photon registration.The method is applied in measu-
rements with detectors of the same type,one of which is measu-
red by absolute method.
The possibility of using the method in other oases is limited
by presence of continuous distribution in apparatus spectra
and choice of suitable reference photon source.

In view of it the absolute method of activity definition
with the use of multichannel analyser is more universal.In
order to define the number of pulses in photopeak a part of
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104 apparatus spectrum,containing the photopeak being considered,
is presented as a sum of continuous distribution,being made by
compton interaction and background and by full absorption peak.
A computer is usually used for processing apparatus spectra.

The continuous part of apparatus spectra is presented by
following descriptions:linear,parabolic,cubic,spline or poly-
nomial of higher-degree. Photopeak is presented by either
gauss distribution (scintillation spectrometer), or gauss dis-
tribution with addition of photopeaks being considered the
asymmetry (semiconducting spectrometers).

For example, in program AUTOS, the chosen part of appara-
tus spectrum,containing photopeaks is described as follows

1 ;

where 5^ , CA ,£},,, A^, , Q , e> , C , a are parameters being de-
fined.

The activity of detector is connected with the number of
pulses in photopeaks from -photons with energy E by the
following ratio:

(10)

where K^ , XA£ , , are the corrections to selfabsorption
-photons, the decay in time of measurement and summing upö-photons cascades; x«/ is the correction, taking into account

the difference of detectors dimensions from reference sources
dimensions ; A k. , in are time of measurement and dead-time of
analyser; /X(E) is the output of -photons with energy E to
a decay; £(E) is the effectiveness of -photons registration
with energy E.

The effectiveness of registration
The effectiveness of registration is the ratio of the num-

ber of pulses registered in photopeaks to the number of -pho-
tons emitted by a source (detector). As the experiments and
calculations show, in energy range 0,3-3,0 IteV the effectiveness
is well described by a following energy function of incident
quanta

Eft) = a
where 0. and fc are coefficients, depending on material and sizes
of spectrometer crystal and mutual disposition source-crystal,
£̂ (E) is photoeffectiveness, J2 is relative solid angle. The
dependence of effectiveness on energy is defined experimentally
with the help of reference Isotropie sources. In the USSR a set
of sources of OC01 being registered according to activity end
output of V -radiation with error of 2,5% in being produced.
The set involves the sources with radionuclides 2*Mm,"Co ,
139 Ot ,2°3%,113&, 22Afe, W ft,5**,6**, **Y >Co .
It is useful to add isotopes 198JJti , 95Jlß , 24/fa , the activity of
which can be defined with high accuracy on installation £- ̂  -
coincidences and ->1 Gk. to the set .In applying the sour-
ces (detectors), the diameter of which is much less than the
diameter (3> ) of a crystal, coefficient ê doesn't depend on
the distance crystal source-surface of spectrometer ( ft. ).
The dependence of coefficient d en this distance is usually
as follows

(11)
where TJ„-is the distance from spectrometer surface to effec-
tive centre of registration.
The position of effective registration centre is defined by
measurement of count rate in photopeak from reference sources
at different distances and plotting the dependence



(12)

The dependence (12) is linearized according to"- under the
condition (11). The cross point of straight line with absciss
axis defines quantity ne .If the dependences made for sources
the -photons energies of which include the whole range, cross
in the same point it confirms the independence of coefficient
o on - photon energy and the possibility of definition ÛU
for distances analyzed by formula (11).

Correction to aelfabsorption
The strict registration of "̂-rays seifabsorption on a source
by calculation is rather difficult. However, when the self abso-
rption quantities are not large (20-25/6) one can use the me-
thod described below, which gives a small error in defining a
part of absorbed quanta ( KQ,- 1 ) approximately 5-10#.The
approximation is based on a suggestion that the radiation of
each elementary layer of detector material can attenuate as
point source radiation, having the same activity and being on
an axis of crystal. The integration over detector thickness
gives the expression

(13)__
. (f. (W V. j -

where JH», is mass attenuation coefficient of "̂ "-radiation
(all types of interactions are taken into account except co-
herent scattering) .When quantity J*M</ is small (less 0,1) the
suitable approximation for (13) is expression

(14)
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where 3 is crystal diameter.
Correction to summing up. If V-quanta are emitted in

cascades, there is a possibility to registrate them as sums
of amplitudes being created by each quantum. It results in
loss of pulses out of photopeaks.

In registrating -photon with energy Ej, being emitted in
cascad with -photon energy Eo» the correction to summing up
is

V- (15)
where JV(E2) is a ^&r^ °* -photon with energy Eg for a
decay; v (Eg) is the ratio of the number of pulses in full ab-
sorption peak to all registered pulses of a spectra; W is a
factor taking into account angle correlation of -photons as
the effectiveness reduces with the distance it is necessary to
increase the source-crystal distance of spectrometer (̂ /̂ (Eg)
depends slightly on this distance) for reducing of corrections
to summing up effect. Experimentally the correction to summing
up effect can be defined by comparison the registered count
rate with count rate of the aame source at such distances when
correction to summing up is practically equal to factor of one
or by the number of pulses in the peak of sum.

(16)

where is the number of pulses is the peak of sum.
Corrections TZj^. and fc/ . In case of absence of

"background" reactions corrections to isotop decay during
measuremen and dead time are introduced simultaneously:

(17)



106 Generally the second comultiplier of formula (17) differs from
unit for isotopes with time-decay 2-5 min and having great ac-
tivity. Correction to decay is defined by "living" time.Modern
analyser are equipped with "living" time counters. Correction
^j takes into account the changes of registration effective-
ness for final thickness detectors as the effectiveness is
defined by thin sources. It is sufficient at great gradients
of effectiveness:

(18)

In registrating annihilation radiation with high energy of
positrons correction is introduced even for such then detectors
as a part of positrons annihilates far from spectrometer crys-
tal. Taking into account the systematical error of correction
introduced for majority of detectors the error of activity de-
finition is not more than 5%.

Coincidence method is applied for measuring the isotops
activity, ̂ -radiation of which is accompanied by irradiation
of one or some quanta ( t>~Y-coincidence method).
Coincidence methods do not demand the effectiveness definition
and corrections to selfabsorption in a source thanks to which
high accuracy of measurement can be achieved.

The principle of f>~Y ~ coincidence method consists in
measurement of output ß and Y-radiations of counters,sensible
to ft and y« radiations correspondingly and in measurement of
the number of coincidences of registration acts. The rate of
^ -counter pulses registration ( /!• ), & -counter ( ftp ) and
the rate of coincidences registration ( R.AY, ) are connected
with ratio activity

ACT, t), y 4. 4, (19)

h f flwhere ILy » /> are count rate of and -counters background
correspondingly; 7^, Kg, , X• , and x^f are corrections to
conversion electrons registration,accidental coincidences,

-photons fi> -counter* and decay in time of measurements.The
corrections introduced here are basic. Lots of corrections
depend on a scheme of installation being applied.

In applying detectors by absorbing the neutrons which can
not be ignored their activity will be less than with "ideal"
thin detector.lt is taken into account by correction coeffi-
cients the basic of which are corrections to selfscreening
and neutron field depression.Correstion to depression is
introduced by neutron field measurements in a medium; it is
not sufficient in air space of enough dimension.Let's consider
corrections to shielding.

For monoenergetic neutrons the ratio of rates activation •
-detectors with <X thickness and ideal detector is equal to

(for a beam)(20)

(for isotopic field
of neutron)

where Z.̂  is macroabsorption cross-section of neutrons in a
detector; £s(r) is exponential integral of third order; f is
correction to edge effect in applying final dimension detec-
tors.

With sufficient accuracy for disk detector with diameter
j) one can use the following ratios

Corrections to neutrons selfshielding in spectrum f(
(21)

E)



K (22)

(for isotopic field of neutrons).
This point is given in detail in the book by K.H.Beckurts,
R.Wirtz "Neutron Physics" /I/.

For increasing of deposit in neutrons activation of dif-
ferent energy groups to be increased strong absorbing filters
are used.
The filters from cadmium and ß are more frequently used.
Cadmium, having main resonance at 0,178- 0,002 eV energy,ab-
sorbs thermal and slow neutrons. The function of cadmium fil-
ter penetration can be presented by the following stepped
function

'cd
(23)

The value of cut off energy absorption by cadmium filter E /
is defined by ratio:

^- 1 (24)~copwhere CIC(J is cadmium filter thikness. The cut off energy
absorption is determined for reaction cross-section of I/Y~E
type. In common case EC/depends not only on thickness and
form of a filter being applied,but on neutrons spectrum and
their angle distribution.
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The value of flat filter E^for isotropic distribution and
monodirected neutrons beam with I/E spectrum is given in ta-
ble I. V.P.Yarjina suggested the analytic approximation of cut
off energy as a function of cadmium thickness for cylindrical
screens at isotropic radiation /2/:

(25)

Table I. Cut off energy absorption for flat cadmium
filter Ecj,eV.«k»

0,508
0,635
0,762
1,016

isotropicfield
0,553
0,590
0,622
0,678

beam

0,425
0,451
0,473
0,512

4r-
1,524
1,905
2,032

isotropicfield
0,768
0,822
0,839

beam

0,576
0,614
0,627

For cylindrical screen with hight to diameter ratio{I + 1,5 exp (-3,5<) L ^ • 0 + 0,5
1,58 - 0,82 ^ + 0,38 { ^ =0,5 + 1,3
1,035 + 0,11 ^ -0,011̂  ^ «1,3 + 5,0

It is recommended to use cadmium filters with thickness
not less than 1 mm as otherwise the neutrons spectrum influence
on quantity ECJ[is appreciable.

Filters with boron are used for deposit increasing to fastoneutrons activation.The thickness of filter equals 0,5 - 2g/sm
to ß . The function of passing is usually calculated by



108 Monte-Carlo method as it is necessary to take into account not
only absorption but material and binding substance.So it is
necessary to make calculations for filter being applied.

Summarizing it can be said that taking into account the
basic corrections activated integrals can be measured with
error 2̂ 1056 .
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The paper describes the main mathematical and physical features of
the problem, determines the role of the initial approximations, classifies
the methods of unfolding and errors and lastly defines the task of neutron
spectra unfolding by measured reaction rates.

(A31.00; E41.20) INIS DESCRIPTORS:

neutron spectra: HI; spectra unfolding: Ql; nuclear reaction kinetics;
integral equations; computer codes.
Purpose of the work: to determine the initial premises for devising a
methodology for neutron spectra unfolding as a function of a priori
information, the use of the results of unfolding, a set of measured reaction
rates, the errors thereof, the availability of information and calculation
resources, etc. The paper describes the main mathematical and physical
features of the problem, determines the role of the initial approximations,
classifies the methods of unfolding and the errors and, lastly, defines the
task of neutron spectra unfolding by measured reaction rates.

As a rule, the unfolding of neutron spectra <f>(E) by measured reaction
rates A^ is defined as the solution of a system of activation equations.

Btr
At= f o,(K) <r(E) dE -r e, , ; = ],... ,X.

EL

in relation to <t>(E), where the subscript i defines the reaction (detector),
â (E) is the energy dependence of the cross-section and N is the number of
reactions used. The upper and lower boundaries of integration are E(j and
EL, and depend on the specific task. A^ and ô (E) are given with a
measurement error which is reflected in the presence of the term e^.

The definition of <J>(E) in this formulation is incorrectly stated - it
is an unsolved problem. In actual fact, it is necessary, making use of a
small number of integrals - A^, to define a continuous integrand - 4>(E).
For this problem to be solvable, its definition has to be supplemented,
i.e. the solution sought must be subject to additional conditions [1].



Generally speaking, the solution obtained will depend on the additional
conditions. For this reason, these conditions may not be arbitrary ones but
must have a physical foundation. It must also be noted that just any
mathematical method of solution (even though physically grounded) may not be
suitable, since for problems of this kind a consistent method of solution must
be sought [1]. The selection and imposition of additional conditions, the
evaluation of their influence on the solutions and analysis of the consistency
of the method of solution are essential tasks in the solution of equations of
this kind.

The choice and use of additional a priori information from incorrect
problems will depend on the specific physical application and even on the type
of solution. The distinctive features of this physical application may
include the following:

1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

The number of isotopes used as detectors is limited;
Between 20 and 30 detectors are used in individual measurements;
The energy dependence of the cross-section is of threshold or
resonance shape;
The solution in a wide energy range is generally of interest;
A different number of detectors "operates" in various energy
ranges, and some ranges are not covered at all by the measured
reaction rates;
Qualitative and quantitative information is available concerning
the solution sought.
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Qualitative information consists in general concepts relating to the spectrum
being sought, e.g. the presence of resonances and troughs in the spectrum and
other of its smoothness characteristics. The quantitative information
comprises the spectrum given, approximately as obtained from independent
sources, e.g. calculations, measurements, the choice from library of spectra
of the spectrum closest to the one being sought, and others.

At present, a large number of neutron spectra unfolding programs have
been developed and are in use. In these programs, additional information
about the desired solution is used in the form of an initial approximation in
the construction of a mathematical method for solving the equation and in the
analysis of the solutions obtained. As a rule, the unfolding programs are
applied formally - without taking into account the special role of using
additional information in the solution of incorrect problems. This not only
reduces the value of the results obtained but they are without meaning. The
effect of various factors on the solution is shown, for example, in
Refs.12-7], where the results for neutrons forming in thermal reactors and
from 14 MeV neutron sources is shown in the form of tables and diagrams.

A special place in neutron spectra unfolding is taken by the initial
approximation. In some unfolding programs, the initial approximation is given

implicitly - in rigorously defined form - or is determined by some means.
This is sometimes treated as "the unfolding method's independence of the
initial approximation". Practical experience of the use of unfolding methods
shows that by varying the initial approximation we can obtain different
results at random. This remains valid, although to a lesser degree, even if,
from all the initial approximations and solutions obtained, we chose only
those that are physically admissible. On the other hand, however, even this
actually "saves" the method: in the case of physically sound although
considerably differing initial approximations, as a rule we observe limited
convergence with the unique solution. The limited convergence means that the
result of the unfolding differs considerably less from the solution than does
the initial approximation. The correlation between the solution and the
initial approximation leads to the conclusion that neutron spectra unfolding
has meaning only if the initial approximation, too, can be referred to the
initial data. For this reason, the quality of the solution obtained must be
evaluated in relation to the initial approximation. And this is usually the
case in actual practice: there is some neutron spectrum which is known with
some degree of accuracy. It can be obtained from calculations, independent
measurements, it can be chosen as the most suitable one from a library of
spectra or it can be obtained by some other means, e.g. chosen on the basis of
physical premises. The reaction rates calculated according to this spectrum
differ from the measured ones by much greater measurement errors. For
example, the analysis of basic experiments made in Ref.[8] shows: the
difference between the calculated and the experimental data was 30-70% for the
integral characteristics of the neutron field and a factor of 3-5 in the case
of the differential characteristics. At the same time, the reaction rates can
be measured to within 2-10%. The desire to "correct" the available neutron
spectrum by means of the measured reaction rates is natural. This correction
is effected by mathematical methods of neutron spectra unfolding. Generally
speaking, various methods of correcting the initial neutron spectrum can be
devised, the results of which differ arbitrarily. Thus, a mathematical method
using physical premises should be devised. It should also ensure a consistent
and unique solution [1].

Unfortunately, there does not exist at the present time a sufficiently
complete, detailed and satisfactory survey of mathematical unfolding methods.
Some of these mathematical methods which are now widely used can be found in
Ref.[9], where the following unfolding programs and modifications thereof are
considered: FM [9], MNP [10], SAND II [U], WINDOWS [12], RFSPJÜL [13] and
SPECTRA [14]. Such programs as STAYSL [15], NEUPAC [16], LOUHI [17] and
others, which are extensively used at present, were not taken into
consideration.

Present-day unfolding programs can be classified in three groups. The
first uses direct iterations. In each energy range the initial approximation
is corrected in accordance with the degree of difference between the reaction
rates calculated for the initial spectrum and the measured ones. The
cross-sections of the corresponding detectors are used as a correction
weighting. This group includes the SAND II and MHP programs and some of their
modifications.

The second group of programs is based on the use of the least-squares
method. For this, the functional:
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is formed, in which P^ is the weight of the i-th measurement. A£ is
calculated by means of a function with "k" unknown parameters. The unknown
parameters are determined from the condition of the minimum of the
functional. This group includes the PM program, in which the unknown function
is present in the form of the initial approximation and the deformation
function, and the deformation function is a polynomial with "k" unknown
coefficients. The least-squares method is also used in the STAYSL program,
which is widely accepted at present.

The third group of programs uses the regularization method. What is
sought is the minimum of the functional:

£(At- A*)* Pl

where o is the regularization coefficient, f(E) is an additional condition
imposed on the solution desired. The NEUPAC, SPECTRA, RFSPJÜL, WINDOWS and
other programs come within this group. These programs differ from one another
by the form in which the solution is sought, by the additional conditions to
which the desired solution is subject, by the choice of the coefficient a,
by the method of minimizing the functional, etc.

In the programs of the first group, the mathematical method is
constructed on the basis of "reasonable" correction concepts. Those of the
second group are based on a "natural" method of processing experimental data -
the method of least squares. It is common knowledge that the use of this
method gives rise to difficulties in calculation [19], so that the
possibilities of the method are limited. For example, in the PM program,
acceptable results can be obtained only for small degrees of a polynomial,
which often proves to be inadequate. In the description of the STAYSL there
is an indication of a similar type of difficulty. The situation can be
altered by the addition of a regularization term, which is the imposition of
additional limitations on the solution sought for. However, here, too,
complications arise in connection with the choice of the regularization
coefficients a. This question is resolved in various ways in different
programs, but there is no unambiguous and physically grounded choice of o.

In the process of arriving at a solution, the question arises as to the
choice of a criterion for discontinuing iteration (in the case of PM, the
choice of degree of the polynomial). Ordinarily, the formal criterion for
discontinuing iteration is some integral criterion which characterizes
reaction-rate and cross-section errors. In some cases, satisfying this
integral criterion leads to oscillations in the solution for which there is no
physical justification. These are due to the effect of calculation errors, to
the fact that the input data are given with errors and that the mathematical
unfolding procedures are some approximation or other, and to other factors.
For this reason, the solutions obtained must be considered in their entirety

and the one that best satisfies the integral criterion chosen and for which
there is a physical justification should be selected as the solution.

We designate the difference between the initial approximation and the
neutron spectrum of interest as the first-type error. The initial
approximation can be determined with some degree of error. We also know,
within error, some other initial data as well - measured reaction rates,
neutron cross-sections and others. We call the error in initial data second-
type error. Error originating with calculation errors and also with the
approximate nature of mathematical methods is defined as third-type error.

In neutron spectra unfolding, for the case of a specific unfolding
model, it is not appropriate to raise the question of the influence of a
first-type error on the unfolding of neutron spectra, since the original
approximation is a result of the analysis of a specific physical situation
and, of the various alternatives, we shall of course choose the one of highest
quality. Such an operation should be carried out only in the case of
methodological studies. In some programs based on the transfer of statistical
errors (see, e.g. in Ref.[20]) an attempt is made to determine second-type
error. It must be borne in mind, however, that in incorrectly formulated
problems, third-type errors have a substantial effect. The situation is
complicated by the fact that the consistency of the solution depends on
concrete values. For this reason, it may be the case that a consistent
unfolding procedure can be inconsistent when it comes to determining errors.
For determining unfolding errors due to second-type erros, it is more suitable
to determine the errors by the simulation of errors in the initial data. In
so doing, it must be borne in mind that, in all the unfolding methods, the
cross-sections enter as integrand functions. For this reason, in a first
approximation, the error due to cross-section error may be considered
systematic and be added to the error of the measured reaction rate. The
magnitude of this cross-section error can be estimated from the results of
reference field measurements [21]. The data presented in Ref.[18] show that
the solution in reasonable time limits of a calculation of several tens of
varients is possible even on low-power computers (-100 000 operation/s).
Inconsistency of the solution is determined directly during the calculation of
a specific variant. An error in the unfolding methods can be determined by
testing the method in known neutron spectra. An estimate of errors in
unfolding methods can also be obtained by using two or more unfolding programs
with substantially differing mathemtatical methods of unfolding.

Taking into account the mathematical features of the solved equation of
unfolding programs, we may give the following definition: neutron spectra
unfolding is the use of a physically grounded and a mathematically consistent
correction of an initial approximation, based on the use of measured reaction
rates.

In each specific case, the unfolding method used depends on a number of
factors, such as the requirements in repsect of the unfolded neutron spectrum,
the set of measured reaction rates, the accuracy of the measured reaction
rates, the availability of a priori information, etc. A high-quality
methodology for neutron spectra unfolding must cover such aspects as planning
the measurements and the unfolding, the selection and analysis of the a priori



information, the unfolding of the neutron spectra, the use of two or more
unfolding programs, analysis of the effects of errors in the initial data,
analysis of the results of unfolding obtained in the individual iteration
steps. A superior methodology of neutron spectra unfolding is associated with
voluminous routine work. The SAIPS information and computer system [22, 18]
represents the automation of this work and also the data and software for it.
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112 THERMOLUMINESCENT NEUTRON DOSIMETRY

V.l. GOTLffi
Riga Medical Institute,
Riga, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Abstract

The application ot TL dosimeters for personal dosimetry in broad
energy range neutron fields is discussed. The principles of neutron
registration and different configurations of albedo neutron dosimeters
using LiF as a registration medium are given in detail.

The operating personnel of nuclear reactors and. radiation-

chemical industries are most vulnerable bo radiation. Therefore,

pereonnel dosimetry represents one of the most important tasks of

ionizing rad ia t ion dosimetry. Personnel dosimeters should meet

certain concrete requirements: chey must oe compact and convenient

in wearing, provide for ehe long-term storage of the information

accumulated and assessment of the contribution of various types of

ionising radiation.

Among currently available individual dosimetry means thermolu-

minescent dosimeters are thought to be most promising. They are

beginning to supplant such traditional dosimeters as small-size

ionisation chambers and photographic films.
Thermoluminescence presents glowing appearing at heating of

previously irradiated solid substances. This principle lies at the

basis of the rapidly developing nethod of solid dosimetry - thermo-
luminescent dosimetry.

A thermoluminescent detector presents a pellet measuring some

millimeters. After the decector has been irradiated thermoluminescence

is registered in a special unie in which the detector is heated

and the light emitted is registered using photoelectronic multiplier.

Virtually all irradiated dielectrics display chermoluminescence, how-

ever, due to specific requirements concerning the nature and oaramete-

rs of luminescence, glov; dependence on radiation dose, information

retention etc. only a few substances meeting the above requirements
coula be selected out of many thousands. Only four of them have prac-

tical application - LiF, CaP2, CaSO^, LigB^Oo.

Today uhe TL decector based on LiF is the most widely used. TL de-

tectors have certain advantages over other decectors used in indi-

vidual dosiaetry. These are mainly high sensitivity, wide range of

doses registered, possibility of repeated application, registration

of various types of radiation.

However, the application of these detectors does not solve the

problem of individual neutron dosimetry which vie shall discuss in

greater detail.

Why docs the problem of individual neutron dosimetry remain un-

resolved today? This is mainly due to the mechanisms of neutron

interaction with the substance and strong interaction efficiency

dependence on energy which differ in principle from other types of

radiation.
The basic parameter to determine the effect of radiation inter-

action with the substance is the dose absorbed D = dB/dm. For instan-
ce, when the substance interacts with gamaa-radiation, other things

oeing equal, the dose absorbed is the function of only one parameter

of effective atomic numoer Z, and various substances being used as

decectors, energy dependence becomes manifest solely in the region

of photoeffect predominance, that is, at energies of scores and

hundreds kev , since in this region D^vZ . Raving selected a detector

close to tissue Z - in individual dosiraelry we are always interested
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in D in tissue - we can practically ignore energy dependence. For in-

stance, LiF TL dekector has Zeff = 8.2 (tissue Z ff = 7.4) and its

energy dependence is ignored.

In neutron dosimetry the matter is altogether different. Firsi; of

all the dose absorbed is affected by the atoiaic composioiDn of the

substance. Tissue ueutron dose is farued by all types of secon-

dary radiation of recoil protons (D ) , recoil nuclei (D^ ),

ionizing particles formed in nuclear reactions ([)fr.) and gatihDa-

quanta emerging; at neutron trapping (Dy ).

D,p = Dp + Dh+ Dfr> + D ̂

There is DUC more circumstance to complicate the determination

of the tissue neutron dose. This is various biological effective-

ness of different types of radiation. This variable effectivity

is characterized by the relative biological effectiveness factor

(RBE). It is determined as the ratio of the doses of "reference"

radiation and the given radiation producing the same biological

effect. Co radiation is usually taken as reference radiation.

ICEP designated RBE factor as quality factor. The quality factor

is determined by the single value of secondary charged particle
LET.

Various types of secondary radiation have different quality

factors, therefore, the equivalent dose is-
H = V^> + V* + Dfr.Kfr. + DK

In practice it is necessary to register the equivalent dose.

Fig.1 shows the dependence of the specific equivalent dose in

neui-r'? on neatrDn energy. In principle, an ideal neutron dosimeter
should have the same sensitivity to neutrons in a broad energy

spectrum. None of the currently used individual neutron dosimeter

types possesses this feature. Thermoluminescent neutron dosimeters

10-7

„-8

-9

I J_

-8 -6
40 -ID <0 1

Neutron energy (MeV)

FIG. 1. The dependence of the specific equivalent dose in rem-cm~2/neutron
on neutron energy [1].

usually are subdivided into two types. These are thernal-neutroa

dosimeters and fast-neutron dosimeters.

The possibility of registering thermal neutrons with theraolumi-

nescence detectors is due to some extent to accidental circumstan-

ces. The principle of TL dosimeter operation is based on ionization

effect in a solid. Such ionization is possible only with secondary

radiation resulting from neutron interaction with the substance.

The greatest ionization effect is observed in the case of splitting

reactions with charged particle emission. Such process ia taosvly

likely for fast neutrons and light nuclei. For slow neutrons

only four reactions are known where this process is sufficiently

intensive
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As it has been already noted, übe range of thermoluminescence

detectors having practical application is very limited, and the

favourable concurrence of circumstances consists in that

two TL defectors comprise Li and B elements.

The detector based onT,iF is bhe most widely used in thermal neut-

ron registration. There is one essential circumstance to coqplicate

thermal neutron registration with TL detectors. It can be formulated

as follows: there are no neutrons without gamma-radiation. Any

TL detector is sensitive to gamma-radiation and, therefore, it

is necessary to distinguish the contribution of neutrons into

TL signal from that of gamma-component. This can be achieved by
using two TL detectors one of which contains mainly Tji isotope,

and the other -'Li. Thermal neutron cross section for ^Li c=

942 barn» for Li = 0.037 barn. This means that T^iF detector

(as a rule, separation makes up 95-6^ TJi) will register slow

neutrons + gamma-radiation, while 'LiF detector (0.007% T,i)

will register actually only gamma-radiâtion. When the reading of

one detector is subtracted from that of the other, one can obtain

either the value of neutron flux or the value of ohe neutron dose

in gamaa-equivalent depending on calibration. It should be point-

ed out that TjiF deuector regiscers not only neutrons; however,
effectiveness of their registration decreases as 1/v where v -

neutron speed. (Fig.2). TjiF TL deuectjj?s are excreoely sensitive

bo slow neutrons due to ehe big cross section. TuiF layer

0.1 mm thick traps about 50/6 neutrons incident onto it. A flux of

10 cm produces the sane effect in a TjjJF detector as if it-

were irradiated with gamma-radiât ion of ^Co at a dose of — 2000

rad. Taking into account that according to the ICEP recommenda-

40'

4Q~
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FIG.2. Neutron cross-section for 6Li.

9 —Ptions the flux of thermal neutrons of 10 n • cm creates the

maximum equivalent dose of 1 rem, tenth fractions of reœ can be

registered even against ten times more intensive gamma-radiation.

Practical registration of thermal neutrons presents certain

problems of technical nature, however, they are not a matter of

principle.

The sensitivity of thermoluminescence detectors to fast neut-

rons is low. LiF TL detector sensitivity to neutrons calculated

by Rinard and Simons is shown in Fig.3fîjThe experimental data

obtained by different authors are cited here. The sensitivity

to neutrons grows together with an increase in their energy.

At neutron energy of 15 Mev the sensitivity is 4.07 • 10 rad/
—"? 7n.eta . It means that a 'LiF detector irradiated with a flux of
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FIG. 3. The calculated and measured sensitivity of 7LiF to neutrons.
Neutron energy E (MeV), sensitivity S in (""Co equivalent 7LiF rad^n-cm"2) [2].

Q p
fast neutrons equal to 2.5 • 10 n/cm with energy of 15 Mev

will read 1 rad in gamma-equivalent, taking into account, that

the lower limit of gamma-radiation registration with LiF TL detec-
„o

tors lies at a level of 10 rad. The flux of neutrons that can
7 ?be registered amounts to 2.5'IO n/cm . At such neutron energy

the maximum equivalent dose is produced by neutron flux of
n o

2.10' n/cm , that is, we cannot register an equivalent neutron

dose below 1 rem, whereas it is necessary to register at least

a hundred times less. Thus, we see that fast neutron registration

with TL detectors, especially against gauisa-radiation, is prac-

tically impossible. It should be pointed out that many researchers

tried to increase TL detector sensitivity to fast neutrons, for

instance, surrounding detectors with a layer of hydrogen-contain-

ing material, sometimes the TL detector registered additionally

recoil protons. Some researchers tried to introduce hydrogen

directly into LiF detector, various mixtures of thermoluminophor

with hydrogen-containing material have been suggested.

Various attempts in this direction have not been successful

so far. However, a way out has been found. As far back as in the

sixties Keiri™-Markus suggested the use of thermal albedo-neut-

rons foraed in the human body for fast neutron registration in

individual dosimetry» The human body contains 10 weight % of

hydrogen which dissipates and slows down neutrons. Thermal albedo-

neutrons make up only an insignificant fraction o-f the total

neutron flux (up to 156), however, the high sensitivity of T<iF

TL detector enables to register this fraction with confidence.

The schematic diagram of the simplest personal dosimeter is shown

in Fig.4. It is based on two detector pairs TJiF - 'LiF. To regis-

ter thermal albedo-neutrons its necessary to eliminate or, at least,

to reduce considerably the effect of the direct flux of thermal
neutrons. That is why the albedo-dosimeter comprises a partition

from materials with the big cross-section of thermal neutron trapping.

In practice either cadmium or boron-containing plastic are used.Thus

a TjiF detector under a cadmium disc registers albedo-neutrons

while a similar detector over the cadmium disc registers incident

thermal neutrons. To exclude incident thermal neutrons conpletely,

3 Cd

FIG. 4. The basic diagram of albedo-dosimeter.



116 the absoroing partition diameter must oe very large, over 1 cm.

Naturally, this is not convenient» such a cassette would be too
oig and inconvenient in carrying. When usine & sraaller diaraeuer

it has to be taken into account that part of the directly incident

neutrons v/ill cet im, D ehe screened detector, and it must be sub-

tracted from the readings of the bottom detector. The magnitude

of Lhis pare is determined experimentally for the albedo-dosi-

meter of a given design by irradiation in the flux of thermal

neutrons.

So, having taken ehe readings of all four detectors and having

taken into account tfle contribution of gamma-radiation and direct-

ly incident thermal neutrons, v/e obtain TL-response proportional to

the flux of fast neutrons and the corresponding equivalent dose.

However, there is one complication presenting the main drawback

of the albedo-dosimeter. The quality of albedo-neutrons leaving

the human body depends on the energy of incident fast neutrons at

one and the same flux. Typical energy dependence of the albedo-

dosimeter is presented in Fig.5. C^J

The response magnitude changes by more than an order decreasing

as neutron energy increases. It means that when rgistering the

equivalent neutron dose with an albedo-dosimeter we shall have

an error of the same magnitude if we know the energy spectrum of

incident radiation. Besides, such a pattern of energy dependence

is contrary to the pattern of the equivalent dose change. In prac-

tice it means that the aloedo-dosimeter must be calibrated in the
same place, that is, in the neutron spectrum where registration

is to De performed. In this case to determine the calibration factor

it is common to use two neutron detectors with different energy

dependence. Hankins [ 4j , for instance, used a 9-inch polyethylene

(0

coo.

ICRP dose equivalent

-6 -2
/o

Neutron energy (MeV)
FIG. 5. Typical energy dependence of albedo-dosimeter [3].

ballon around the detector serving as rem-œeter and a 3-inch baloon

coated with cadmium with predominant sensitivity to low energy
neutrons. The calibration factor in different spectra is determined

as the ratio of the 9-inch sphere readings to those of the 3-inch

one. The calibration factors for Hankins' albedo-dosimeter

are shown in Fig.6. It can be seen that the dependence of the

calibration factor on the ratio of the Headings of the neutron

detectors surrounded with different media represents a straight
line. It has been found that in many practical cases in the work-

room the calibration factor varies within 20-30^, this being the

error of the TL albedo-dosimeter. If the variations of the calib-

ration factor are greater additional information is needed to

inorove the accuracy of its value.
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Calibration factor
FIG. 6. The calibration factor of Hankins albedo-dosimeter [4].

Modern albedo-dosimeters vary according to the design. TL

defectors are frequently surrounded with polyethylene whicn increas-

es the dosimeter sensitivity» two 1 detectors are used instead

of four or, vice versa, the number of TL detector- pairs is

increased which enables to specify some nuances in the readings.

Dosimeters are also of different dimensions: from 2 to 6 CŒ in

diameter and are worn on the chest or at the waist, respectively.

As it has already been mentioned, the practical application of

albedo dosimeters is limited by the necess tty of preliminary

calibration in the neutron field where measurenents are to be

made. In many cases i-hen working in certain roDtas it is really

possible. However, one naturally wants to have a dosimeter that

does not depend on the spectral composix/ion of radiation or takes

it into account. The latter can be realized in combined dosimeters

where energy dependence of each detector differs essentially.

This idea has been realized by the research workers of the IPHE (USSR)

in the combined dosimeter consisting of two albedo-detectors and

a track one. The track one was a photographic detector based on

nuclear phocoenulsion K-20. It is cootaon to use mean energies

of neutron spectra (E) to determine energy dependence. The right-

fullness of this approach, thaj is, the statistic dependence of

the series of functionals (flux, absorbed and equivalent doses)

on E in a broad class of the neutron spectra in operating nuclear-

physical units has been demonstrated, recently by Britvich, Belo-

gorlov et alfïlFig.7 shows ühe theoretical and experimental depen-

dence of the rabio of track detector readings to the albedo-dosi-

4Û1

T l

-(U
-2

FIG. 7. Jhe ratio of track detector readings to the albedo detector (a) according to
energy Ë of neutron spectra [5].



118 meter (pC) according to B of different neutron spectra. Determin-

ing this value in practice and knowing she pattern of the energy

dependence of the aluedo-dosineter we can determine the value of

the maximum equivalent close with sufficient accuracy.

Thus, in principle the application of combined dosimeters

enables to solve the proolea of individual dosiiaetry of oroad

energy spectrum neutrons. There are sone oostacles on the way to
the extensive practical use of such dosimeters, of technical nature.

These difficulties are connected v;ith the selection of the optimum

design of cassettes for albedo-dosimeters, with uneven distriou-
tion of the dose aosorbed in t;he material of TjiP TL decector due

to -ehe strong aosorption of glow neutrons and Ite effect on TL-

response magnitude and some other reasons. At present a number of

laooratories in different countries work on ôhe problems of the

application of TL detectors in neutron dosimetry and there is
hope that in ehe nearest future TL aosimetry of neutrons will

oecome a widely used routine method.
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DOSIMETRY OF IONIZING RADIATION ON THE BASIS
OF NATURAL MATERIALS: A REVIEW

I.A. TALE
Solid State Physics Institute,
Latvian State University,
Riga, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Abstract

Physical e f fec t s which are used in solid state dosimetry, such as
radiophotolurainescence, exoelectron emission, scintillation and ESR are
b r i e f l y described. The practical problems encountered in such dosa
measurements and calibrations are described.

1. Introduction

As early as 1895, Widemann and Schmidt irradiated a great

number of minera l s and inorganic compounds w i t h cathode rays

and found, among other phenomena, that f luor i te and manganese-

activated ca lc ium f l u o r i t e exh ib i t s bright luminescence, when

heated in the dark [ 1 3 . No decay of the accumulated l ight-sum

was observed af-ter h o l d i n g the samples in darkness for several

weeks. So far one of the most w i d e l y used phenomena in

determining the cumulative doses of ionizing radiation is

thermostimulated luminescence ( T L ) .

Further on, the idea of using TL in assessing cumulative

doses of radiat ion was developed in two direct ions as fo l lows .

First , for purpose of i n d i v i d u a l dosimetry h i g h l y sensitive

to small doses It-materials have been synthezed, w h i c h meet the

requirements of dos imetr ic problems. Already in the 1950-s the

basic compositions for dosimeters were discovered and proposed



•for dosimetric purposes e.g. detectors on the basis of LiF,
CaSO^ ,CaFz.

Second, for solving geological and archeo-chronological
problems applications of the TU of natural materials as well
as remnants of artifacts were developed C23. The fact was made
use of that a certain light-sum is accumulated in minerals due
to natural ionizing radiation, since rock always contains small
concentrations of radioactive nuclei. Measurements of the
natural radioactivity level along with the TL of minerals
provide information on their thermal history and permits dating
of geological formations as well as archeological artifacts -
ceramics, glasses, etc. Therefore minerals of natural origin
are used as dosimeters of cumulative doses caused by natural
radioactivi ty.

Since individual dosimetry requires high sensitivity, a
wide range of doses to be measured, and selectivity to various
kinds of ionizing radiation, attention in developing
solid-state dosimeters was focused on finding suitable
compositions. However, it appears, that the possibilities of
using natural minerals in dosimetry are far from being
exhausted. For one thing, natural substances permit to solve
dosimetric problems, which are outside the reach of current
individual dosimetry techniques available. Most important is
the problem of restoring the cumulative doses when there is no
dosimetric monitoring. Moreover, in emergencies in the absence
of personal dosimeters, comprehensive dosimetry can be realized

only by using natural materials or some synthetic article of
personal everyday usage.

In recent years various additional techniques of solid-state
dosimetry have been developed. Progress in natural-material
solid-state dosimetry will be considered in more detail below.

2.Techniques of solid-state dosimetry.
The techniques of solid-state dosimetry are based on the

fact that radiation causes direct or indirect reactions in
electronic and, in certain cases, also in ionic subsystems of
solid state. Charged high energy particles, such as electrons,
protons, positrons, alpha-particles are known to directly
ionize atoms (ions) of solid state, whereas neutral particles
such as neutrons, gamma-quanta, give rise to primary charged
particles (electrons, ions) due to non-elastic collisions or
nuclear reactions. There are a great variety of effects due to
the products of atom ionization. Table 1 shows the most
important effects used at present in solid-state dosimetry.
They are caused by secondary reactions ivolving electrons,
holes, intrinsic and extrinsic defects. The main secondary
reactions, represented shematically in fig.l, are as follows:

1) Immediate radiational recombination of free electrons and
holes via exciton states. This is just one kind of reactions,
which give rise to scintillations.

2) Migration and capture of charge-carriers in defect-caused
local energy states leading to formation of electron and hoi*

119



120 Table 1. The most important effects used in solid-state
dosimetry

Effect

Radiophoto-
luminescence
Coloration

Photograhic
effect
Exoelectron
emission
Track
detection
Neutron-
induced
defects
Scintillation
Paramagnetic
resonance

Measured
quanti ty

Luminescence

Optical
density
Optical
density
Number of
electrons
Number of
tracks
Change of
resistance

Luminescence
ESR-spectrum

Dosimeter Radiation Use
material types for natur.

mat.dosim.
Glass V-> +

Crystal u *,
glass 6 '
Fi 1m /^>v̂

Crystal, Jj*i|p*-iß,'< +
ceramics '
Organic h, +
film
Semicond. K/
(Si)

Crystal fr

Crystal u +
glass ^

colour centres. Absorbtion of light quanta by these centres
causes colouring of crystals and glasses. This efect has been
used in dosimetry: the optical density at certain photon energy
has been measured and corresponding radiation dose estimated.

Color centres, which are characterized by spin-non-coupled
electrons can be detected by the electron spin resonanse (ESR)
spectroscopy. The ESR-spectroscopy, as is known, represents
resonance absorption of the magnetic component of electrons
between the spin-lewels. To observe the ESR-signal, the

- 4- -'4- - 4- - 4- -
Fig.l 1 - radiative recombination of free electron and holel

2 - formation of color centre by capture of free
electron or holel

3 - radiative recombination of free electron with
trapped holel

4 - photo- or thertno»tirnulated radiative recombination
of released electron with trapped hole

substance should contain paramagnetic colour centres, i.e
centres having a non-zero magnetic momentum and, in particular,
an odd number of electrons. Paramagnetic colour centres may
emerge when a charge-carrier is captured during irradiation.
Such colour centres can be utilized in ESR-dosimetry, provided
that narrow lines are produced in the ESR-spectrum.

3) Recombination of free charge-carriers with the ones of
opposite sign, captured on defects. This reaction like to the
first one causes the material to scintilate.

4) Photo- or thermostimulated release of charge-carriers
from colour centres (which acts as electron or hole traps)
followed by their radiational recombination with opposite-sign
ones captured on the colour centres. This reaction is utilised
in techniques of radiophotoluminescent and thermoluminescent



dosimetry respectively. In particular, according to the
radiophotoluminescence technique the light-sum is measured,
which is released in the course of stimulating irradiation by
light having a certain photon energy. Similarly, the
TU-technique is based on the measurement o-f the light-sum,
released in the course of heating o-f the material.

The electrons released from the surface layer under thermal
stimulation are counted by the exo-electron emission technique.

Part of the effects, used in solid-state dosimetry are not
encountered in natural materials at all. From variety of other
phenomena only those are used in natural-material based
dosimetry, which admit of samples in the form of polycrystals
or powders. As a result, natural-material based dosimetry can
practically be realized only on such effects as
radiophotoluminescence, TL, exo-electron emission and the ESR.

At present the ESR-spectroscopy is the most widely examined
technique for natural-material-based dosimetry. An analogous
use of the TL technique is also beginning to be developed. The
techniques and equipment used for dating of geological and
archeological events, are successfully extended to
natural-material-based dosimetry. Although the other effects
enumerated above seem to be rather promising, they have not
been dealt with as yet.

We are now going to consider the progress made in using
natural materials in TL- and ESR- techniques.

3. Natural materials.
Dating geological or archeological event* by both TL- and

ESR techniques are based on practically the same natural
materials.Table 2 presents the main minerals, currently used in
dating. It is seen that the paramagnetic centres are produced
and light sum created, under effect of ionizing radiation, in
minerals often found in nature. They are encountered both in
rock of volcanic origin (quartz, field spar), as well as
sediments (quartz, carbonates). This is why ESR- as well as
TL-dating are becoming the basic techniques used in
geochronology.

Table 2 Most important natural materials for solid-state
dosimetry

Mineral

Calcite

Aragon i te

Zirkon

Quartz

Feld spare

Geological
formation
Shells
coral Is
stalagmite
Shells
coral Is
Igneous
rocks
Volcanic rocks
plagioclase
sediments
Later i te
basalts

Composition ESR- Ref.
centre
3. 2,3

CaCOg COj
3-CaCOj C03 4

5

SiOt Al-centres 6,7
Ti -centre«

Al-0 -Al 8
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A great variety of articles of every day use contain
carbonates and silicates. Such are, e.g., buttons, watches,
spectacles etc. Therefore the experience gained in solving



122 geochronological problems can be used in developing the ESR-
and TL-dosimetry techniques.

It can be assumed that in certain cases things which contain
silicates or carbonates are use-ful as dosimeters in restoring
the cumulative doses absorbed by man. Still the doses absorbed
in a life time of man can apparently be adequately assessed by
using some human substance as dosimeter material. Such human
substance has to be used as is never renewed during the life
time. According to data available, the most promising natural
human material, permitting the ESR-dosimetry is tooth enamel,
90% of it being of hydroxyapatite 19-113. Uet it be noted, that

x

attempts have been made to use also hair and skin as dosimetric
material, since they contain radiation-sensitive proteins.

The procedure of determining cumulative doses compared to
the traditional TL-domimetry involves additional operation».
The major ones are:

1) Extracting the mineral from rock and purifying it. Each
kind of rock and mineral used requires its own individual
treatment.

2) Determining the stimulation temperature interval, in
which the emitted light sum adequately characterizes the dose
absorbed.

3) Calibrating the TL sensitivity of the sample.
4) Determining the cumulative dose from the results of the

measurement of the accumulated light sums.
Operations 2,3,4 involve measuring the light sums.

4. TL-dosimetry
The equipment for determining the "natural" TL-lightsum, in

principle, may be identical to that used for traditional
TL-dosimetry. Use of natural minerals and other materials as
TL-detectors involves additional requirements. The minerals
have a rather low TL-sensitivity, therefore the apparatus
should have an extremally high light-sensitivity, e.g. the
photon counting system and the solitd angle of litght
collection approaching 7l steradians. It is important to have a
fast heating rate supplemented by discrimination against
thermal radiation. Any non-radiation-induced TL should be
suppressed by making the measurements in an atmosphere of dry
oxygen-free nitrogen.

Calibration. Unlike manufactured TL-dosimeters, the
TL-sensitivity of each sample of natural material should be
estimated and therefore corresponding sample calibration made.
The latter is based on the measurements of the additional
TL-light sum accumulated due to the exposure of the sample to a
known dose of nuclear radiation from an artificial
radio-isotope source.

The typical resulting glow curve - the "artificial" TL as
well as the "natural" TL is shown in fig.2. It is known that
for a single colour centres (single traps) the glow curve would
be a single peak. In the case of natural minerals (quartz,
calcites) the glow curve is composed of a number of overlapping
peaks because there are several types of electron traps
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Fig.2 Th» plateau test. Th» upper fig. «how» th» glow
curves corresponding to th» "natural* (I ) and to
th* "arti-f ical" T L (IT) following 1000 r ad of b»ttairradiation. Th» low»r fig> shows th« equivalent
do«», equal to th* ratio I /IT a* function of•timulation temperature /ll/.

present. Due to fading the "arti-f ical " TL involves some
additional peaks as compared to the "natural" TL. Therefore the
presence of severa? types of trap has the advantage that it
permits the e.g. "plateau-test" to be used to check if the
traps are deep enough for stable retention of electrons during
the dose-accumulation-times. The "plateau-test" (fig.2,B)
involves calculation of ratio

I
IT

as function of temperature, I, IT being intensity of the
•natural" and "artifical" TL correspondingly [131. The onset of
the plateau indicates that a sufficiently high stimulation
temperature has been reached for the TL to be associated with

traps that retain their electrons with negligible leakage
during dose-accumulation times. The stimulation temperature
region corresponding to the plateau of the ratio calculated
could be used for estimation of "natural", S, and "artificial",
Sj t TL light sums. The accumulated dose in the simplest case is
equal to

»-T•Jo
S_ being the light sum accumulated per unit dose.
Estimation of TL sensitivity <S0 ). The TL sensitivity

depends on the gamma-photon energy. The energy response of
material is a measure of the energy absorbed by th» TL material
used in comparision to the energy absorbed by a material taken
as reference, when irradiated at the same exposure. Normal
reference materials in dosimetry are air and tissue. Th» energy
responses of various materials are represented in fig.3.

K
15

10

-.2

0.01 0.1 1

Fig.3 ESR energy response of hydroxyapatyte (1),

10 100
W, MeV

and TL response of CaF& - (2), /12/I (3), /12/.



124 Natural minerals such as quartz show a considerable increase of
energy response for gamma-photon energies below 0.1 MeV.

An accurate estimation of the dose requires to know the
energy spectrum of radiation. Fig.4 presents the energy
spectrum of Hiroshima A-bomb at a ground range of 1.45 km [143.

n

10

1 10hi;, Me/
Fig.4 Energy spectrum of Hiroshima A - bomb at » ground

range of 1.45 km /10/.

The main part of photons have the energies equal to or greater
than 0.1 MeV, i.e. it corresponds to the region having constant
energy response. As a consequence, the Co-gamma-ray source
could be directly used for estimation of TL sensitivity of
natural minerals.

Similarly, the effective gamma-photon energy of radioactive
nuclei emitted during the Chernobyl disaster is approximately
0.4 MeV C153, i.e. the above considered Co-gamma source is
available for estimation of the energy response.

Unfortunately in practice at high doses the TL dosimetry is
more complex than the above considered simple principle might
suggest. The major problems caused by the TL phenomenon are
non-linear growth of TL with increasing dose (super 1inearity,
saturation) as well as change of TL sensitivity by heating (the
pre-dose effect). The first effect itself can be circumvented
by using the additive method of equivalent dose evalution
(fig.5). Three (or more) equivalent samples are prepared. The

S.artxu.

-1000 -500
Fig.5 Additive method of evaluting gquivalent dose (D?>.

Several sample« are used to measure N, the "natural"
TL, to measure (N+a), (Nt2a),...., the "natural" plus
"artifical" TL after dose of a, 2a, .... rad. The su-
per linear ity correction is determined by mean« of
a TL growth curve in dependence from irradiation dose
using sample« from which "natural" TL light «urn ha«
been removed. The «urn of Dfc and À equal* to the D ,
the accumulated dose /12/.*

first is used to measure S, the "natural* TL light sum, the
second one to measure (S+a), the "natural" plus the artificial
TL light sum after a dose of a rad, and the third (S+2a) ,
after a dose of 2a rad. The equivalent dose is evaluated in the
general case by non-linear interpolation (see fig.5 for a
particular case of linear interpolation). An empirical way of
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correcting the super 1inearity is to use already heated samples
to determine the dependence of second-light sum on low-value
doses. It is assumed that heating does not affect the TL
sensitivity at low doses. These data are subsequently used to
evaluate the correction term A • It seems that when low
cumulative doses are to be determined (tens, hundreds of rad)
the super 1inearity can be directly evaluated by experiment
following the above-described additive method of equivalent
dose evaluation.

5. ESR dosimetry
Unlike the TL-dosimetry the ESR-spectroscopy allows directly

to measure the ESR spectrum at room temperature without any
heating the sample. However, for ESR-spectroscopy there exist
the same problems, caused by variation of ESR sensitivity of
samples as well as by overlapping of ESR signals of various
centres involving those induced by mechanical treatment.

Let us consider the procedure of the measurements developed
for the ESR dosimetry using human tooth enamel CIO}.

PROCEDURE OF THE MEASUREMENT

TOOTH

SEPERATION OF ENAMEL
V

CRUSHING INTO GRAINS OF 1 mm DIAMETER

WAITING FOR THE DECAY OF THE SIGNAL DUE TO MECHANICAL EFFECT
MEASUREMENT OF THE INITIAL ESR SIGNAL

•IRRADIATION OF STANDARD DOSE OF Co-GAMMA RAY (100-200 r»d>
t

WAITING FOR THE DECAY OF THE UNSTABLE RADICALS
MEASUREMENT OF ESR SPECTRUM4-REPETITION OF CYCLE IRRADIATION-MEASUREMENT

Fig.à,A presents an ESR spectrum of non-irradiated tooth
enamel measured after grinding, fig.6,B - a ESR spectrum of the
same sample measured after irradiation with gamma ray. Although
the signals produced by radiation were found at g=2.002 and
g=1.977 of COj radicals, a signal produced by mechanical
stimulation was found at a different position g=2.006. The
latter signal, due to radicals produced by mechanical effects,

3-decayed rapidly, whereas the intensity decay of the CO. ESR
spectrum after irradiation is of the order of 20% and should be
taken into account in assessing of the ESR sensitivity.

Fig.6 The ESR spectra for nonirradiated tooth enamel when
mechanical stimulation was applied (A) and for irra-
diated by gamma ray« tooth enamel after grinding /10/.

A good linearity is obtained between the dose of Co-gamma
ray and the radiation induced ESR signal intensity of tooth
enamel. Fig.7 shows an example of personal dosimetry [103.
Three samples were supplied from a radiologie technologist. The
estimated doses of the three sample coincided. The cumulative
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-200 D.R
Fig.7 An example of personal dosimetry carried out by E3R

•pectroscopy of tooth »nan«! for three «amples.
Additiv« do«e« are mad*'by Co - gamma ray* /10/.

dose is shown by the value o-f the horizontal axis when the
signal intensity is zero. The cumulative dose of A-bomb
radiation from survivors at Nagasaki (N) and Hiroshima
(H) [103 see Table 3.

Table 3 Cumulative dose (Co-gamma equivalent) of A-bomb
radiation using ESR signals of tooth enamel from
survivors at Nagasaki (N) and Hiroshima (H)

Id. No

A-l
A-2
A-3
A-4
A-3
A-6
A-7
A-8

Place

N
N
N
N
N
N
H
H

Ground distance
(n)

691
1200
1300
1400
1300
1800
770-1000
930

Tissue dose
Hith ESR

<Gy>
2.2
0.9
3.4
1.7
1.2
0.5
2. 1
5.4

Ref erenc

là
10
16
16
10
10
16
10

For tooth enamel the ESR-spectroscopy had a good property as
a dosimetric technique - a good linearity was obtained between
the exposure dose and the signal intensity of the CO."
radicals. However, in evaluating the cumulative dose similar to
the TL dosimetry the energy of the exposed photons must be
taken into account (see fig.3).

For carbonates such as bone fossils, shells, etc. some
additional difficulties are encountered due to overlapping of
various radiation-sensitive ESR signals. A plateau-test should
be made to check the region of ESR spectrum available for
dosimetry [17]. Unlike the tooth enamel for natural carbonate«
such as calcites, shells, the ESR signal exhibits saturation
behaviour [4,173. The non-linear fitting function should be
used in evaluting the cumulative dose.

Complications. In many situations it is necessary to measure
gamma-ray doses in the presence of neutrons, and it may be
necessary to correct the results for the sensitivity of the
detector to neutrons. In the case of individual TL-dosimetry
evalution of cumulative dose of mixed gamma-neutron irradiation
is based on use of such dosimetric materials (f.e. LiF) , in
which irradiation gives rise to several TL-peaks having
different sensitivity to gamma rays and slow neutrons. As rule
this is not the case for natural minerals. Moreover unlike to
synthetic dosimeters the composition as well as content of
different impurities in minerals and therefore the sensitivity



to neutrons change -from sample to sample. As consequence the
biggest errors in gamma dose assessment should come -from the
presence of thermal neutrons. However, evolution of an
experimental procedure in order to assess the sensitivity o-f
different samples to neutrons at present remains an unsolved
problem.'

6.Final remarks
Both the TL and the ESR dosimetry are convenient in

assessing the cumulative doses absorbed by humans as well as
other objects.

The sensitivity threshold for natural materials is
considerably lower than that for industrially produced
dosimeters and will, obviously, be tens of rad. Nonethless,
such a threshold permits assessment of the cumulative dose in
many cases of irradiation being higher than that caused by the
natural background.

Use of natural materials seems to be promising in solving
certain probems in inside-reactor dosimetry too.

Further development of dosimetry techniques is required to
achieve highest sensitivity and precision.
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APPLICATION OF COVARIANCES IN THE EVALUATION
OF DOSIMETRY REACTION EXCITATION FUNCTIONS

S. TAGESEN
Institut fuir Radiumforschung und Kernphysik,
University of Vienna,
Vienna, Austria

Abstract

Application of the least squares method to the evaluations of
excitation functions is considered for the cases of absolute, ratio
and shape measurements. Updating of existing evaluations because of
new measurement results is also described. A practical example for
demonstration is given.

1. Introduction

Gathering the data for an evaluation of a dosimetry reaction excita-
tion function is already a quite troublesome procedure. The "additio-
nal" effort of thoroughly extracting covariance information is often
considered unnecessary. It is not yet commonly realized that neglec-
ting correlations will certainly produce unreliable uncertainty
estimates if evaluated data enter into subsequent calculations. As we
shall see later on, even the result of an evaluation itself may be
different for the "normal" weighted average and a procedure including
covariances.

To underline the importance of including correlations and to provide
some introductory information on the procedure, let us consider a
standard experiment and perform a simplified evaluation:

Supposed 3 foils of different elements i, containing N nuclei each,
were irradiated together in a common neutron field *. The induced
activity has subsequently been measured with a detector with effici-
ency e for the respective characteristic radiation.



The number of counts detected, C , is

(1)

where f. represents a normalization factor, containing all other
corrections except the ones given explicitly. Inverting this formula
gives the relation for the desired cross section a

(2)

For simplicity we shall assume no uncertainty in N. and f. and then
set up a table of uncertainty contributions

foil t

uncertainty
component

C

£

»

1

0.5 Z

1.6 %

2.0 %

2

1.0 Z

2.2 %

2.0 Z

3

0.3 Z

1.3 Z

2.0 Z

(3)

where the counting uncertainty is purely statistical, the efficiency
uncertainty is partially correlated (e.g., due to a common calibration
source, Eu) and the neutron flux uncertainty is completely correlated.

10Q For the moment without any explanation, I state correlations of

corr (e1(e2) - 80 Z , corr (ê ej) " 50 Z , corr (c2,e.j) - 60 Z (4)

Our relative covariance matrix V is then composed in the following way

01 [(0.5)2+(1.6)2+(2.0)3

02 [l.6*2.2*0.8+2.0*2.o]((1.0)2+(2.2)2+(2.0)2]

<73 [l.6*l. 3*0.5+2.0*2.o] [2.2*1.3*0.6+2.0*2.0 J[(0.3)2+(1.3)2+(2.0)2J

(5)

which leads to

6.81

6.82 9.84

5.04 5.72 5.78

since the relative uncertainty is

and the correlation is

"ik
"ik

(vii-vkk

(6)

(7)

(8)



130 we get as final result a correlation matrix of

- 2.61

2.40

1.00

0.83 1.00

0.80 0.76 1.00

(9)

Up to now there seems to be no difference between our results and
simply summing the squared uncertainty contributions as usual. The
correlation matrix looks impressive, but what is its value?

Supposed, you or somebody else have to decide, whether a certain
project poses an acceptable or unacceptable risk. To point out the
difference, let us assume, that the cross-sections enter into the risk
calculation in two different functional relationships:

a. as a product
b. as a quotient

Following common practices, uncertainty propagation is the same in
both cases, namely

A product = A quotient

(10)

Taking into account the existing correlations leads, however, to a
different result

4- v + 9 * v+ V22 - L V12 (H)

where the + sign applies for the product and the - sign for the
quotient. Hence the correct uncertainty estimate is

product: 5.5 % quotient: 1.74 % (12)

which might very well change an unacceptable risk to an acceptable one
or vice versa.

Since results of evaluations may enter into much more complicated
calculations, it is impossible to generally predict the influence of
neglecting correlations. The preceding realistic example should,
however, provide sufficient evidence to justify the additional effort.

2. The evaluation procedure

The following block diagram (fig. 1) outlines the general steps of an
evaluation. Central part is box 3, which merges the original measured

Fig.l
The evaluation
procedure

assembling of the
original data

1
revision (updating)

of applied corrections
IT]

least squares (it
corftl&ttncy test , _

1

Evaluated
excitation function nr

-
exi'itt'nq
eva(ua<<4
«ertaton
function

i



data into an evaluated excitation function (box 4), providing at the
same time information on consistency of the input data set(s). Casu-
ally, it might be necessary to "bridge" energy regions where no
measurements exist, by including nuclear model predictions. In such
cases, the calculated cross sections (box 6) have to be subject to the
same preparatory procedure as the measured data to provide a means of
uncertainty and correlation predictions for the result of the nuclear
model calculations.

Equally well, an existing earlier evaluation result could be "updated"
by new measurements. This would, however, only be efficient if the
existing evaluation contained predominantly carefully prepeared and
correctly treated data and provided the necessary uncertainty and
correlation information. For all of these possibilities chere exist
adequate procedures, which will be presented in the following
sections.

3. Preparing the input to an evaluation

The general way of calculating a reaction cross section from measured
count rates C of some induced radiation with some added background b
can be expressed by the following formula

(13)
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The factors a, denote energy independent corrections (e.g. branching
ratios), while the f.(E) represent the energy dependent corrections
(e.g. absorption corrections). The subscript n in the denominator
applies to "absolute" measurements with some kind of neutron monitor.
It has to be replaced by y for any reference ("standard") reaction in
case of "ratio" measurements.

(14)

The third type, "shape" measurements, are characterized by an
undetermined energy independent faktor K

(15)

The task of preparing data for an evaluation could then roughly be
described by the following "flowchart":

whenever possible, try to get the actually measured quantities
(original publication)

extract all relevant factors (corrections) according to
formula (13) and their uncertainties. An uncertainty con-
tribution should be considered "important", if it adds more
then a few percent to the total uncertainty.

verify the reported uncertainty definitions and change the
reported uncertainty to one standard deviation, if
necessary

review the corrections for recently published updates and
include such improvements, if any.

set up a table (fig. 2) of data and all individual uncertainty
contributions.
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Fig. 2: Presentation of measured quantities and associated
uncertainty contributions

The following proposal of a "questionnaire for data uncertainty
analysis" may serve as a helpful guideline.

2. Correlated uncertainties
a) Sample related uncertainties

Sample thickness (-eight)
Geometric effects
Multiple scattering
Self absorption
Isotopic abundance (chemical purity)

b) Detected radiation/particle
uncertainties

Half-life (measurement timing)
Intensity (branching ratios)
Background

c) Detector related uncertainties

Efficiency
Calibration

d) Normalisation uncertainties

Monitor cross section
Neutron flux determinations

(including corrections for
variations during time of
irradiation)

e) Others

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR DATA UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS

Please specify uncertainties at one standard deviation confidence
limits in absolute units or as a percentage of the data value.

Absolute
units

Percentage

Uncertainty origin Uncertainty value Correlation

Total correlated uncertainty

(quadratic sum of 2a ——— 2e)

A special kind of uncertainty is the cross section uncertainty caused
by energy uncertainty, due to

1. Uncorrelated
Statistical counting uncertainty plus
other contributions specific to each
measured point

- the energy dependence of the cross section
- the energy dependence of corrections f.(E)



It can be expressed as

27 2f 3fi if »f.«•{- of: OE of, oe (16)

At least the first term, which is of first order, should always be
taken into account. The other terms are of second order and are likely
to be of negligible influence, compared to the rest of the uncertainty
contributions.

Once this table of uncertainty components has been properly compiled,
most of the work is done. The construction of the covariance matrix V
is now an almost straightforward task. Its elements are given by

L.•E (17)

The s..„ are parameters characterizing the degree of correlation. The
123 diagonal elements are of course

iU (i •= l..n, 4 - 1..L) , (18)

the off diagonal elements could be within the range

(19)

This would, however, pose the problem of being obliged to report an
enormous number of such coefficients. Is there really a necessity for
coefficients s..„ j + 11 To answer this question, let us reconsider
expressions (3) and (4) from our introductory excample.

Partial correlations arise if the uncertainty of a single contribution
is composed as

i,total (ui,statistical' +(ui,correlated' (20)

because the correlation between any two (u.,u.) in a set is given by

(u. ) * (u, )i.corr j,corr

(ui,total'*(uj,total' (21)

Making use of these relations (20), (21) we can decompose u. ..
into its constituents and sum up all the statistical parts into column
5 of the uncertainty table. So, there are only completely correlated
contributions left for u._ to u.,, which leads to s.., " + 1 for allli IL 1 j * ~
contributions.

To re-execute our example (3) we would start from

e
1

X

2

y

3

z
stat.
corr.

corr (1,2) - 80 %
corr (1,3) - 50 Z
corr (2,3) - 60 %

Due to (21), we have



134 x*y /(l.6*2.2) - 0.8 , x*z /(l.6*1.3) = 0.5 , y*z 7(2.2*1.3) = 0.6

Solving these equations and applying (20) to the result leads to

e 0.85
1.31

0.19
2.15

1.06
0.80

stat.
corr.

which would have been the proper way of reporting the uncertainty
contributions.

In view of this situation, I recommend authors the following:

1. Try to keep correlated and uncorrelated uncertainty contri-
butions strictly separated. This will make the life of
evaluators much easier.

2. Do not report a covariance matrix only, without giving the
complete "uncertainty table". This would definitely prohibit
any future improvements, when updates on decay data, say,
became available.

4. The least squares method

The following chapter recalls the principles of the least squares
method in matrix formalism. The formulae are given without proof. For
more details the reader is referred to the preceding lecture on "Basic
concepts of measurement uncertainties" and "Basic principles of
covariances", given by Dr. W. Zijp, or to the texts from the litera-
ture list.

The least squares method constitutes a procedure of determining a
"best value" of a solution vector

( (22)

from a set of available quantities (measured values)

r y2. yM ) M > I

which are related by a system of approximate equations

(23)

+ a. Txaklxl (24)

yM s «Ml*! +

An alternative common representation would be

(k = 1 ... M) (24a)

In matrix notation this appears as

Y s A» X (25)

Uncertainties for Y and their correlations are given in a square
covariance matrix V, which is of dimension M. The diagonal elements
are the squared uncertainties (1 standard deviation) of the
measurements .

•* ,The best solution vector X is the one which minimizes x » given by

-» — •» m - i -».
X2 - ( Y - A«X ) . V . ( Y - (26)



Superscript T denotes "transpose", V is the inverse of the covari-
ance matrix. If there were no correlations, this would be exactly the
weighted sum of squared deviations from the best solution.

The least squares solution minimizing x2 is given by

-* — T -*— 1 -" — 1 ~ T "*— 1 "~ *X = ( A'V * A ) » A • V • Y

where the first part of the expression

("AT v"1 "A )-1

constitutes the covariance matrix for the solution X.

(27)

(28)
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To see more clearly how this looks in practice, we shall calculate a
simple example in detail:

Given two measurements of a single cross section a with an estimated
correlation of 50 %

DI = 1.85 b ± 6 %
02 - 1.94 b ± 8 7.

The measurement vector (23) is therefore
-»Y ( o , a )

the solution vector (22) contains of course just 1 element

X ( o )

The system of approximate equations (24) then reads

a = l * a
a s i * a

with a coefficient matrix

The covariance matrix is calculated as

V (1.85*0.06)2 (1.85*0.06*1.94*0.08*0.5)

(1.85*0.06*1.94*0.08*0.5) (1.94*0.08)*

To proceed with the formalism, we have

V
.01232 .008614 and —.v •
.008614 .02409

and ( A^V"1.! ) - ( 1 , 1 )( 108.2 -38.7 "\ 'l

-38.7 55.35) 1

( 69.5 16.65 ) ( 1\ - 86.15 - C

The "covariance matrix" of the solution, which in this case contains a
single element only, is therefore

C - 0.01161 = ( Ao )2

and the solution is

a ="c.AT» V"1» Y = 0.01161 • ( 69.5 , 16.65 ) f 1.85

1.94

1.868 ± 0.1077 b (- ± 5.8 %)
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The "normal" weighted average, instead, would have been

- 1.880 ± 4.8 %

which differs in the solution as well as in the uncertainty.

5. Application of the least squares method to the evaluation of an
excitation function

In the following three subsections I shall gradually step through
evaluation problems of increasing complexity, to illustrate the
application and the principal simplicity of this very general method.

5.1. Evaluation of several sets of measured absolute cross sections.

The following fig.3 may serve as a realistic example to specify the
problem.

Given a number M of cross section measurements s.(E), originating from
K different experiments (resp. authors). I shall assume that we have
already done all the preparatory work discussed in chapter 3. Thus
there is a table of uncertainty components according to fig.2
available.

The solution we are looking for, is a representation of the excitation
function by a series of I "evaluated group cross sections" o.,
representing average cross section values within certain energy
limits. The decision on number and size of these energy groups is

700-
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Flg.3 Example of a data base for an evaluation

always a compromise between various desirable features. Two of the
most Important would be

- for each group several data points, preferably originating from
different experiments, should be available

- the cross section within the group limits should be approxi-
mately constant, i.e., possibly not change more then 20 %.

Further criteria might be the experimental neutron energy resolution
or aspects like the "feasibility" of the computing problem.

Formally we therefore represent our problem as indicated by fig.4.
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c< ct c» tes <=r ci-l cr-i CI C!M
Fig.A Grouping of data into energy intervals

Since we had to admit a certain cross section change inside any group,
we have to take into account the slope of the excitation function by
renormallzing the experimental data to group center energies previous
to evaluation (fig.5).

Fig. 5 A priori or 'preliminary1 excitation function.

We may then write down the following system of approximate linear
in equations

an°i

aki°i akj°j aki°i (29)

SM S + aMI°I

Note that each of the equations contains only one coefficient afc. - 1.
all the rest are zeros ! This is due to the fact that each measured
cross section belongs to exactly one energy group. Some Important
precautions may further help to keep the necessary amount of
calculations within manageable limits:

- average all data from a given experiment which fall Into the
same energy group to a single value

consequently each experiment will contribute a number of
data points £ I
consequently the dimension of the associated covariance
matrix will be s I,

- data originating from different experiments will quite often
have no or negligible correlations

grouping of the data into K mutually uncorrelated sets
will facilitate the necessary calculations.

SK(SK1*"'8KMKJ)

1-1
S I (4 - 1 ... K)

The dimension of the result covariance matrix will be the number of
chosen energy groups I. The dimension of the data covariance matrix



138 equals In principle the number of available data points M. With
properly grouped data sets it appears, however, as ensemble of much
smaller submatrices, which may be inverted separately.

v= *.]
v,

The calculations would then be carried out according to the following
scheme :

A-
A,
A,

5.2. Generalization for absolute, ratio and shape measurements

Up to now we have only discussed situations where the measured quanti-
ties were connected to the sought evaluated data by a linear relation-
ship. There are, however, numerous cases where not actually the
desired cross section but the ratio of two cross sections has been
measured, one of which frequently is a so called "standard" or "refe-
rence cross section". In principle there is no justification for a
distinction of different "classes" of cross sections. It is just
common to point out certain excitation functions which appear to be
known with less uncertainty. As we shall see, a correct evaluation
procedure will automatically pay regard to this fact.

Instead of measured absolute cross sections, our input data now are M
measured quantities m. which are some functions f(o) of the sought
cross section set ?(<jj,....Oj). To match this problem to our proven
least squares formalism we expand the given function Into a truncated
Taylor's series

fa) *f«)
i.4

(30)

which is justified in the vicinity of a reasonable estimate o_. After
performing the following substitutions

fj(*}
(31)

we recognize our well known system of approximate equations (24) or
(29) resp.



(j - 1...M) (32)
1-1

The only difference is that x. now represents a "correction" to the
estimate a0> y, the deviation of our measured quantities from a
"prediction" given by applying the function f to the cross section
estimate, and the coefficients a.. are the partial derivatives with
respect to the sought cross sections. Notice again» that there are now
usually one or two, at most three nonzero coefficients in any of the
equations.

If the measured quantity would be an absolute cross section, the
coefficient would be 1 as before. In case of a ratio o,/a~ there would
be two coefficients, namely I/o, and -o./a»- In case of a shape
measurement there would be an additional unknown energy independent
factor, fj ao., hence there are two coefficients a. and a.

A practical example covering both chapters 5.2. and 5.3. will be given
in chapter 6.

5.3. Updating of an existing evaluation with new measurements
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As we have seen in the previous subchapter 5.2. in the general case
there is a need for an a priori estimate which will be "corrected" in
the course of the evaluation. In fact, this is exactly what we would
like to do in the case where additional measurements became available
for an already existing evaluation. The difference is that possibly
the number of new measurements M would be less then the number ofn
existing energy groups I. This would lead to an underdetermined system
of approximate linear equations. This apparent handicap can, however,
be overcome by taking the existing data including their covariance

matrix C- plus the new data with their covariance matrix Vffl as input
to the evaluation.

The system of approximate equations appears as

I*(o12-a02) + 0

aoraoi 0 + l*(ou-oOI)
(33)

The procedure leading to the sought updating corrections is then as
usual with some advantageous details:

• 1 0I



140 6. A practical example to demonstrate the outlined procedures According to (33) our coefficient matrix appears as

To demonstrate some of the essential points we have been talking about
in a practical example I assume that there were two sets of data with
their covariance matrices already available:

a. 27A1 (n.ct)
(MeV) o (mb) std.dev. (Z)

b. 65Cu (n,2n)

13.6
14.0
14.6

13.6
14.0
14.6

123.3
120.6
114.0

832.0
891.9
959.6

4.2
5.0
4.8

5.5
6.3
5.8

'AI

Cu

A new set of ratio measurements R - a_ /a,, were to be combined withOU AX
these two in an evaluation. Since the incident neutron energies in the
ratio measurement do not correspond to the ones in the existing sets
we have to decide on some "grouping" at new energies E *, which
consequently requires also renormalization of the ratios to the new
energies according to the "slope" in the actually measured set,
leading to new ratios R1. Both of these corrections are already
entered in the following table of the new measurements:

En

13.55
13.62
13.69
13.92
14.05
14.53
14.61
14.68

R E ' R1
n

6.62 -l 6.70
6.68 > 13.6 6.65
6.98 J 6.83
7.18 '
7.58
8.12 '
8.44
8.67

7.31
•14.0 7.50

8.24
14.6 8.42

8.53

std.dev. (Z)

2.3
2.9
2.5
2.4
2.2
2.8
2.5
2.0

Cj(Al)

1
0
0

-OjC/^A)2

-"-
-»-
0 -o2<
0
0
0
0

02(A1)

0
1
0

0
0
0

:/(o2A)
-"-
0
0
0

C3(A1)

0
0
1

0
0
0

2 0
0

-o3C/(o3A)2

-"-
-"-

0l(Cu)

1
0
0

1/OjA
-"-
-"-

0
0
0
0
0

<J2(Cu)

0
1
0
0
0
0

l/a2A
-"-
0
0
0

<J3(Cu)

1

0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

1/OjA
-"-

é

and the covariance matrix is composed of three submatrices of
dimension 3, 3 and 8

'Al

Since YA1 - ( 0 ) and Y_ - ( 0 ) the solution isAJ. Wl

- - T - -1
R *RX - Cj ARi V„ " Y,



and the result covariance matrix is derived as

v- V]
1

v
Cu

+ U v -1 IHR R ^n K l

The second term in the sum now adds nonzero off diagonal elements t
expressing correlations between the excitation functions of Al and Cu.

The final result is

En

13.
14.
14.

(MeV)

6
0
6

"Al

123
120
113

(mb)

.2

.5

.9

std.dev.«)

3.4
3.9
3.7

"Cu

832.
894.
961.

(mb)

3
4
6

std.

3.
4.
3.

d<

5
0
8

with correlation matrix given in

13.6
14.0
14.6
13.6
14.0
14.6

100
82
89
87
76
83

100
79
72
90
76

100
80
75
90

100
76 100
86 82 100

t
2?A1
1

t
6SCu
I

13.6 14.0 14.6 13.6 14.0 14.6

27A1 65Cu

The whole formalism may, of course, equally well be formulated in a
141 relative notation. Compare for example the publication by Poenitz

(lit.4). In this case the covariance matrix would be replaced by the
correlation matrix which is much easier to interpret, since its
elements are all in the range -1 to +1 and therefore give an immediate
reference to the degree of existing correlations.

Such a representation would also be the suitable way for immediate
processing of the uncertainty Information contained in the ENDF-B
files 33 (lit.11)
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PRINCIPLES, TECHNIQUES AND APPLICATIONS OF
SOLID STATE NUCLEAR TRACK DETECTORS

Shi-Lun GUO
Institute of Atomic Energy,
Beijing, China

Abstract

This lecture describes the basic principles, the
commonly used techniques and the successful and novel applica-
tions of solid state nuclear track detectors as if the listeners
are those who are looking for new trends in rapid developing
fields and anxious to acquire the necessary information to
step into modern research fronts.

1. Introduction
Radiation damage traeks created by fission fragments in

nica was first observed by E. C. H. Silk and R. S. Barnes
and the etching technique was first described by D. A. Young l* J .
But their papers remained comparatively unnoticed. It was the
remarkable work of P. B. Prie«, R. L. Fleischer and R. M. Walker
in 1962 '3~'J that put forward a new type of nuclear track
detector named solid state nuclear track detector (SSNTD). In
their creative work they showed that radiation damage tracks
created by heavily ionizing particles in solids could be etched
by certain reagents and enlarged to much bigger sizes to become
visible under optical microscopes; they discovered that all
insulating solide including crystalls, glasses and organic
polymers could retain radiation damage tracks; they discovered
the capability of solid state nuclear track detectors to identify
particle charges ' ' and they initiated the research work with
these detectors in a variety of fields which include nuclear
physics, radiation dosimetry, cosmic ray physics, geology,
archaeology and many technical applications t7> *• '•! . Their
work was followed by many laboratories all over the world and



hundreds of research groups are involved in nuclear track studies
and applications. About ̂ 000 papers have been published.

In this course we shall diseuse the basic principles, the
commonly used techniques and the successful and novel applica-
tions of SSNTDS as if the listeners are those who are looking
for new trends in rapid developing fields and anxious to acquire
the necessary information to step into modern research fronts.

f*

2. Basic Principles of Solid State Nuclear Track Detectors
2.1. Materials of Solid State Nucler Track Detectors

All insulating solids including crystalls, glasses and
organic polymers can record radiation damage tracks. Metals
and semiconductors with electrical resistivities lower than
about 2,000 ohm-cm can not store radiation damage tracks (") .
Table 1 is the list to show the relations of track recording
behaviors of some typical materials to their electrical resis-
tivities ("1

TABLE 1. RELATION OF TRACK REGISTRATION TO ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY

Materials Resistivity range Track registration
(Ohra-cm)

Insulators:

Silicate minerals

TABLE 1 (cont.)

Alkali halides

insulating glasses

Polymers

MoS,

Yes

Materials Resistivity range Track registration

(Ohra-cm)

Semiconductors:

V2°5

Germanium

Silicon

Metals:
Aluminum

Copper

Gold

Platinum

Tungsten

Zinc

20,000-2,000

2,000-10

Yes

No

No

143
25,000-3,000 Yes

All track recording materials are usually called solid state
nuclear track detectors. They can also be divided into natural
and man-made solids. More than 150 kinds of minerals, natural
and man-made glasses and plastics have been used as nuclear
track detectors.They exist in the whole nature: in our living
articles, in stones and soils, In the moon and meteorites and
so on. Their application fields are as wide as their existences.



144 2.2 Formation of Radiation Damage Tracks in solids
When a heavily ionizing particle, euch as proton, <*-par-

ticle, heavy ion and fission fragment, enters an insulating
solid, the particle loses its energy and creates A long damaged
region along its trajectory in the solid. The diameter of the
damaged region is about 50 to 100 A i>0^. It can be seen under
electron microscopes as shown in Fig. 1. The damaged region is
called radiation damage track or latent track, which is composed
of interstitial atoms and vacancies in inorganic solids and
molecular fragmente, free radicals and isolated atoms in organic
polymers.

Fiß.l. Tranemission electron micrograph of
fission fragments in mica. These tracks have
not been etched and show the diameters of
primary radiation damage tracks C'°J.

2.3. Chemical Etching of Radiation Damage Tracks
When a solid object containing radiation damage tracks

is immersed into certain chemical solution (etchant), the
damaged materials interact preferentially with the etchant
because of their high reactivities and the resultants are
dissolved into the solution. The radiation damage regions gra-
dually become hollows along the trajectories of the particles.
At the same Lime the solid matrix material from all surfaces
interacts with the etchant(bulk etching) at a speed slower than
the damaged materials. These two types of interactions result
in th» formation of etched tracks in the solid. Because of the
bulk etching from the surfaces in the track hollows the diameters
of the the tracks become bigger and bigger. When the diameters
of the tracks increase to the sizes comparable with the wave-
length of light (about o.5/*m for visible light) the tracks
strongly scatter the light , forming dark images in transmitted
light or bright images in reflected light, which can be easily
seen w> th optical microscopes as shown in Fig. ?..

v ^l ' , ', .(• '•%',e* :-*\r.? -*y r» N'.
Fig.2. Etched tracks of fission in Polycar-
bonate foil (left), soda lime glass (middle)
and feldspar (right) (.0)



A specific solid requires certain etchante to develop particle
tracks. For convenience the etching conditions of some commonly
used detectors for fission fragments are listed in Table 2.

TABLE 2. ETCHING CONDITIONS OF FISSION FRAGMENTS FOR COMMONLY USED
DETECTORS [10, 12]

TABLE 2 (cont.)

Material Etching Conditions

Mica(biotite, K ( M g , Fe) ,AlSi ,01 Q(OH)2] 20* HF, 1-2 min, 23*C

48?S HP, 10-240 min, 23 °C; or
15 N MaOH, 135'C, 5-600 h.

HF, 1-5 min, 2J,°C

Mica(Muscovite,

Mica ( Phlogopite, Lepidomelane ,

Olivine ( (Mg , Fe)

Orthopyroxene ( (Mg , Fe)SiO^ )

Quartz ( Si02 )

Sphone ( CaTiSiO,- ]

Zircon ( ZrSiO. ]

1ml H,PO, : lg oxalic acid:

Obsidian

lie Phosphate glass

EDTA: 100ml H20:
4.5g NaOH (to adjust pH
to 8,0), 2-3h, 125°C
(or 6h, 95°C)
3g NaOH: 2g H20, 35-70 min,
boiling.
K O H ( a q . ) t '•) h, 150°C; or
4B;J HP, ?4 h, ?T*C.
Cone. HC1 , 0.5-1.5 h, ^0°C ;or
6N NaOH, 20-30 min, 130°C
H3PCV feW 6eC ' 375-500'C;«-
NaOH(aq . ) , 0.25 h, 220'C;o>-

2ml 1*8* HF: 1ml 80$ H2SO,

at 180"c in a pressure bomb

HF, 30 Sec.
HF, 5-20 min

Material Etching Conditions

Soda lime glass ( Microscope slide,
cover glass, window glass j

Tektite

Cellulose nitrate [Kodacel ; Triafol T;
Cellit ]

Cellulose nitrate [ Diacell, Nixon
-Baldwin J

Cellulose triacetate [Kodacel TA MD1,

unplasticized; Bayar TN 1

HBpalT [Polyester, C1?Hg07

Polycarbonate ( Lexan; Makro fol;
Merlon; Kim fol; Tuf fak 1

Polyethylene terephthalate [Mylar;
Chronar; Melinex; Terphane 1

Polystyrene

CR-39[H 1 8 C,2 0? ]

HF, 5 sec (better:
HF, 2 min) ; or

HBF, : HNO,:
0.5* acetic acid, 1 h

HF, 30 sec. or
Zk% HBF. : 5# HNO,:
6.5515 acetic acid, 1 h

1ml 15# NaCIO: 2ml 6.25N
NaOH, 1 h, ifO'C ; or
25g NaOH: 20g KOH: 4.5g K
90g H20, 2-30 min, 50°C

6.25N NaOH, 2-4h, 23 °C .

iml 15* NaCIO: 2ml6.25N

NaOH, 1 h, ifO'C

6.25 N NaOH, 8 rain, 70*C

6.25 N NaOH + O.^Benax,
20 min, 70*C
6.25 N NaOH, 20 min, 50 C.
KMn04 (25* aq.), 1h, 55'C,

6.?5 N NaOH, 10 min, 70 C.
sat. KMnO, , 2.5h, 85*C ; or
10g K2Cr207 : 35ml 30* H^
3h, 85'C

6.25N NaOH, 30min, IfO C



146 A more complete list of etching conditions of track detectors
can be found in Ref. 10 with exception of being discovered after
1975-

To find a successful etchant for a new insulating solid
some guidelines can be followed: The etchant must be able to
dissolve slowly the matrix material because the enlargement
by bulk etching is necessary; For polymers, degrading agents
are desired for being able to break polymer chains at random
along their lengths. Oxidizing agents can provide needed
degradation and hence are suitable etchants. But solvents dis-
perse the long chain molecules into solution thus producing
gummy mess. Thus etchant must not be a good golve.nt for the
polymer.

2.U. Threshold of Solid State Nuclear Track Detector
Every material of solid state nuclear track detector

has its own sensitivity to recording particle tracks. For
example, meteorite minerals have low sensitivities, they can
not record Ar and lighter particles; Mica can not record
tracks of particles lighter than Ne; The most sensitive mate-
rials cellulose nitrate foil and CR-39 can record low
energy protons and heavier particles, ß -and If -rays and
neutrons can not be recorded with all materials.of solid state
nuclear track detectors. Generally speaking, mineral crystalls
are less sensitive than organic polymers.

Every insulating solid has a threshold of damage density,
below which particle tracks can not be etched. Only when the
radiation damage density exceeds the threshold of the detector,
the particle tracks can be etched. Fig. J> shows the radiation
damage densities in various solids as a function of the velo-
cities of nuclei. The horizontal lines represent the thresholds
of different detectors/loj

ENERGY/NUCLEON (MtV)

O.I 02 0.3 0.1 0.5 0.6 '0.7 "0.8 0.9 "
VELOCITr, fl = ï/c

1.0

Fig. 3. Damage density vs. Velocity for
different charged particles in various
solids. Horizontal lines represent
thresholds of different detectors.^10!

The threshold properties of solid state nuclear track
detectors are very useful to scientists. One can use these
properties to discriminate lighter particle backgrounds and
only record desired particle tracks. For example, one can use
mica to record fission fragments and against o<-particles from
the fission sourses. All solid state nuclear track detectors
can be used in strong fields of ß - and Ï-rays and neutrons
to record heavy charged particles. The threshold properties
can also be used to roughly identify particle charges. For
example, a track in mica must be produced by a particle
heavier than Ne,

2.5. Charge Identification of Solid State Nuclear Track Detectors
Etching threshold of a special detector can give a charge

limit for an incident particle forming the track. But this
method is too rough to tell the charge and energy of the particle.
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In 196? P. B. Price and R. L. Fleischer discovered
that the etching rate (V̂ ) along a track is a function of radia-
tion damage density (.1):

=f (J) (1)
Measuring VT carefully can give the value of J. J is a function
of the charge Z and velocity v of track forming particle:

«J =6 (Z, v) (Z)

ae shown in Fig. 3. Therefore VT is a function of Z and v:

VT = f(Z, v) (3)

Equation (3) has two independent variables. Thus one must at
least measure VT at two points along a track to get Z and V
values. One point can be the stopping point of the incident
particle. This method of charge identification is
called track length method. Fig. ̂  shows the response curve

M i l l

Fig. <t. High-resolution studies of extremely
heavy cosmic rays in lexan stack by track
length method.CH

of laxan for incident particles from Ne to U, where R is the
residual range of the particles, which is a measure of the
velocities of particles.The residua] ranges of heavily ionizing
particles with the same charge and velocity are propertional
to their masses. Therefore, measuring VT and R, one can principlely
identify isotopes of an element.

Track diameters on the surface of a detector is a measure
of the charges of the normal incident particles. This is strai-
ghtforward especially for relativistic nuclei, such as cosmic
rays. Identification of charges by track diameters is called
track diameter method. Fig. 5 is an example of charge iden-
tification by track diameter method with CR-39 t'3).

c-o
40

1 30

.20
.0

9 10 II 12 13 14 IS 16 17 18 19
NORMALIZED CHARGE

Fig. 5. Charge distribution of nuclear
interaction fragments from a 1.85 GeV/N
^Ar beam in CR-39(DOP), after averaging
over 16 sheet surfaces.

The individual CR-39 sheet resolution was found to be 0.25e
at 10 * Z « 36{™>, By the same method the charge resolution of
ïuffak is 0.9e for relativistic uranium . The combination
of CR-39 and Tuffak has the exclusive charge resolution in
the entire region of the Periodic Table over any other kinds
of radiation detectors.



148 From Fig. 3 one can see that only a part of the range
where radiation damage density exceeds the threshold can be
etched. The length of this part of the track is a monotonie
function of particle charge for a given material. Measuring
the maximum etchable track length one can identify particle
charges. This method is called maximum etchable track length
method. Fig. 6 is an example to show this ability of olivine. '
This is one of the method to search for superheavy elements
with meteorite minerals. Because the threshold of solid
state nuclear track detectors are not very sharp^'*) , the
precise length of the etchable part is related to the etching
time. Thus, the charge resolution of this method is poor for
heavy nuclei.

Û (omu
Fig. 6. Maximum etchable track lengths
vs atomic numbers of heavily ionizing
particles in olivine f'.

Several other methods to identify particle charges have
been suggested but they are not used very often. One can
refer to the original papers Cl.i".'7] of the raethods.

2.6. Critical angle of Solid State Nuclear Track Detectors
Critical angle is another specific property and limi-

ting factor to reveal tracks. It has been clarified that

the tracks with radiation damage densities exceeding the
threshold can be etched to become visible. But one exce-
ption is that if the angle Q between the track and the
surface of the detector ie less than a certain angle 0C,
the track can not yet be etched to become visible. The
reason for this is that only when the component normal to
the detector surface of etching rate V^ is greater than bulk
etching rate Vfi, the track can be etched to form an etch-pit
on the etched surface as shown in Fig. 7A. If the component
VT sin6 is less than VQ ( Fig. 7C), the surface is removed
so quickly that the preferential etching fails to keep ahead
and no etch-pit is left on the etched surface. The critical
condition (Fig. ?B) is

VT sin 6 v^
or

e arcsin

(5)

(6)
"T

This angle 0 is named as critical angle Qc = arcsin _S_ ,
Because of the existence of critical angle , etching ^
efficiency of nuclear tracks is always less than 1 for aii
isotropic source 0 - ' 2 - l

r-»TVA: - r r r ~ » '*«v /* v« i i\ /
• > • * * - *

ORIf t lN/U

srcwec JURMCE

Fig 7. Critical angle of solid state
nuclear track detectors.



2.7 Thermal Annealing of Radiation Damage Tracks

Radiation damage tracks can be stored almost permanently
in solids at room temperature. For example, fission fragment
tracks in muscovite mica can be kept over the entire history
of earth below 1lf5°C. However, if the temperature is suffi-
ciently high, the radiation damage tracks will disappear com-
pletely very soon. In this respect, 5'tO°C annealing for 1 hour
is sufficient to erase the tracks in muscovite mica.

The track fading process can be described by Arrhenius
equation

t = const exp ( kT (7)
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where t is the annealing time, EO is the avtivation energy for
defect restoration, k is Boltzman's constant,T is the tempera-

Typically the observed activation energies have the
same magnitude as those for atomic diffusion, which implies
that the annealing process in crystalls corresponds to the
diffusion of displaced atoms back to proper lattice positions'10'.

According to a new model of track formation proposed by
Dartyge et al <-io> the latent track correspond to a statistical
array of extended defects surrounded by a cloud of point defects.
The etchability is dominated by the extended defects. During
annealing the extended defects are much more stable than the
point defects. More detailed studies of track annealing assume
that different sizes of defects correspond to different acti-
vation energies I11.11.1*! .

one must prevent track annealing in certain cases. For
example, mica detectors must be kept below 200-300*C and poly-
carbonate detectors must be kept below 70*C'-1'''when they are
used as nuclear track recorders in laboratories. Track annealing
c.-"i lie uiiod to erase lighter particle backgrounds which aru easier
to i;ra:;o than heavier parti_clu tracks . Anncj'int* effect:.,

of fission tracks in minerals have been employed to date
some geological objects'**', provide the information of geolo-
gical heat history ̂ -'''and measure the speed of mountain rising 1̂*-

2. 8. Registration Temperature Effect of Solid State Nuclear
Track Detectors

It was reported in 1979 by O1 sullivan et al and Thompson
et al'**' that the track response of polymers depends on the
temperature during registration. They showed
that the track response increases with decrease in registration
temperature above-137*C. Fig.Î shows the results obtained by
Thompson and 0' sullivan t*>-H) and Doke et alt'*^. The slope
of the response from ' Fe in the region of temperature 20°C
to - 137°C is equivalent to shifts in the charge scale of about
0.02 and 0.0k charge units per °C for Lexan and CR-39 respe-
ctively. In the region above 20°C the shifts of charges appear
to be considerably greater. The temperature effect seems to
be dependent upon ionization ̂'*'"' . For high ionizing uranium
in the temperature region of 18 to - 78 C the fractional
change in signal strength per °C is considerably greater than
for Fei'».

Another noteworthy behavior of temperature effects is
that below - I37°C the re"sponeee chang« anomalously. It deviates
from the pattern of increasing sensitivity with decreasing
temperature as in the region of - 13? to 95°C. It may not
be caused by oxygen liquification, because in air and in vacuum
it has the same behavior '"J. No appropriate explanations
has been supposed for the anomalous behavior of temperature
effect.

The temperature effect of track response is one of the
major problems to be solved in coming years for cosmic-ray
abundance studies with nuclear track detectors in earth orbit
or on high altitude balloons because of the large temperature
differences in space and in laboratories. For charge identifi-
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cation in laboratories one must also take temperature effect
into consideration.

2.9 Models of Track Formation in Solid State Nuclear Track
Detectors.
Some models have been proposed to predict for each solid

which particles will produce etchable tracks and which one
will not. The first model named total energy loss rate model
was proposed by Fleischer, price and Walker in 196̂  ̂ 3S^ .
On the basis of limited, early experiments, they suggested
that track formation was governed by the total energy loss
rate, (dE/dX), Of the track forming particles as that for
nuclear emulsion. For each solid there exists a critical
energy loss rate (dE/dX)c, if the energy loss rate exceeds the
critical value, the solid will record tracks.

More extensive experiments, however, made it clear that
this was not a satisfactory description. One glaring violation
of the dE/dX criterion was the prediction that relativistic
Fe nuclei would leave etchable tracks in cellulose nitrate,
in contrast to observation.

In 196? Fleischer, Price and Walker suggested a new
model —— primary ionization rate model ÏHJ to overcome the
difficulty of dE/dX criterion. They supposed that primary
ionization rate J, the number of ions produced by incident
particle per unit distance along its path, is a measure of
radiation damage density as shown in Fig. J>. For each solid
there exists a critical primary ionization rate Jc. If J>Jc,
the solid will record tracks.

Primary ionization rate is suggested based on ion explosion
spike, which notes that ionization by the track forming
particle creates a narrow cylinder of materials with net
positive charges as shown in Fig. y a. The mutual Coulomb repu-
lsion of the ions making
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Fig. y. The ion explosion spike mechanism
for track formation in inorganic solids/10^

up this region subsequently produces catastrophic atomic
displacement and leads to a dense array of interstitials and
vacant lattice sites (Fig. 9b) and to subsequent relaxation
that produce long range strain fields ( Fig. <)c ). Only when
J>Jc , ion explosion spike occurs. The strain fields are
what are visualized by electron microscope in inorganic solids.

The average energy of secondary electrons increases with
increasing energies of incident particles. For the same amount
of energy loss, the higher the energy of the incident particle,

151 the less the number of the incident ionization and vice versa.

Therefore The curves of J are lifted up at low energy part and
pull downwards at high energy part than the trend of dE/dX
curves. J criterion fits data very well as shown in Fig. 3«

The obvious shortcoming of primary ionization rate model
is that it does not consider the effect of secondary electrons
on track formation. Secondly, the average ionization energy
expended on track formation in plastics is only 2 eV which corre-
sponds only to the energy for breaking chemical bond as shown
in Fig. 10.

Fig. 10. The atomic character of a
particle track in a polymer. New
chain ends and other chemically rea-
ctive sites are formed <-'°>

But primary ionization rate model can fit experiments well
for both inorganic solids and organic polymers.

In 1967 Benton ' suggested that restricted energy loss
rate of charged particles can be used to predict track for-
mation in plastics. Restricted energy loss rate (dE/dX)w<WQ



152 is the portion of the total energy loss that produces delta
rays of less than some specific energy WQ. An etchable track
is forrnea when the restricted energy loss rate (dE/dX). « % WQexceeds a critical value I (dE/dX) I for that material.>• « < "o ^c

Benton and Henke recommended that WQ = 350 eV . The
electrons with energy of more than 350 eV would escape into
far away distance from the damaged core region and make no
contribution to the track formation. Only the secondary elec-
trons with energy less than 350 eV deposit their energy in the
core region where the preferential etching occurs.

This criterion has obvious meanings and fit experimental
data well in most of the energy region. The calculation of
restricted energy loss rate is easy and gives absolute values.
Rut at low energy part the fitting with experiments is not very
well/" 31' Additional data, reviewed by Ahlen^1^ are clearly
contradictory to the restricted lonization criterion.

f«o)In 1968 i atz and Kobetich 'proposed energy deposition
moaal. They assumed that when a critical dosage of lonization
energy is deposited at a critical distance from the ion path
by secondary electrons etchable tracks is produced in dielectric
solids. Within the critical cylinder, molecular fragments more
soluble than the parent molecule are formed. The radius of the
critical cylinder is taken to be approximately 20 A, at, \s
appropriate to the passage of the etchant along the track and
diffusion of radiation products back to the surface. At the
critical radius the dosage approximates doses producing bulk
damage under irradiation. This model fits experiments for both
inorganic and organic solids in most part of energy region but
deviates from experiments in low and high energy region '"' .
IP conception this model neglects the direct (primary) lonization,
the proportion of which is about from kO% to 20% in the energy
region from 1 MeV/arnu to 1000 MeV/amu. The calculation of this
model is more complicated than other model.

Improved calculations which include primary and secondary
ionisation have been propo&ed . These calculations would
oe more complicated than any calculations of ot,her models.

In summary, every trac<\ formation model has its own advan-
tages over others to predjct the thresholds of detectors, but
non of tnem is perfect. Tney have shortcomings either in con-
cepts or experiments or botn and non of them can be used to
derive etching rate behaviors of tracks by certain etchant in
specific solids.

3. Techniques of Solid State Nuclear Track Detectors

A vast techniques are generally used to obtain informa-
tions with solid state nuclear track detectors. In order to
have some ideas about this let us overlook the whole process
of the work with nuclear track detectors. It is usually composed
of the following stages:

(1) Preparation of nuclear track detectors, which
includes manufacture of apecial detector materials in labo-
ratory or in factory, selection of minerals from geological,
archaeological or space objects.

(2) Processing of the detectors, which includes fixing,
grinding and finishing of small mineral grains, evaporating
target materials onto the surfaces of the detectors and so
on.

(3) Irradiation of nuclear track detectors in laboratory,
inside or outside nuclear reactors, on balloon or in satellite.

(if) Development of nuclear track detectors with various
means which include various chemical etching, grafting, dyeing,
decoration and crystallization.



(5) Observation or measurement of nuclear tracks by
means of flow of light, electricity, liquid, gas or particle
beam.

In every stage there are many particular techniques for
nuclear track detectors. One must learn, practise and some t im eu
develop the techniques and then obtain scientific informa-
tions from the detectors. Facing the forest of nuclear track
techniques, we shall only describe the most important and
commonly used ones.

3.1. Chemical Etching
Among the various methods chemical etching is the most

useful and reliable one to develop radiation damage tracks.
Based on chemical etching, track counting and identification have
been made successful. Over 150 kinds of detector materials have
already had their proper etchants. But nobody has found a
successful etching method for polytetraf luoroethylene.

The equipments needed to perform the chemical etching
can be from extremely primitive to very sophisticated depen-
ding on the purpose and requirement of the particular experi-
ment .

(1) Simplest operation of chemical etching

If you want to develop and count the tracks of fission
fragments in polycarbonate foil, you can pour some NaOH
solution into a glass and put the polycarbonate foil with
latent tracks into the solution to start etching. When the
time is over (see Table 2), take out the foil from the solu-
tion and then dip it into water to wash off the remained
NaOH, after drying in air the detector is ready to scan under
optical microscope. Of course this simple performance does
not always yield very good results for a number of reasons:
the temperature of the etching tank (glass) varies with time,
there is a temperature gradient within the etching tank,

inducing changes in etching speed, the reaction products
may concentrate arround the detector, building up SOB« sort
of protective sheath arround it, the concentration of the
etchant changes because of evaporation etc. In order to
overcome these difficulties, special types of etching equip-
ment have been built in different laboratories for special
purposes.

(2) High reproduce bility etching bath

Fig. 11 shows a special type of etching bath used in
most of nuclear track laboratories. The main

«irrino sample
supporter

temperature
controller

cooling
water

heat
insulating
material

1 1 A sketch showing a complete
etching bath

part of etching bath is the container, in which the etchant
is contained and controlled to a constant temperature by
one or several heaters and a temperature controller.
Temperature gradient is avoided and the etching products
is removed from detector surface by stirring the etchant with
a fan, whose rotating speed is adjustable and kept constant.
A lid and cooling column prevent evaporation thus avoiding



154 concentration changes. Outside the etching bath is a thick
layer of heat insulating material (or a water bath with
heaters and temperature controller). It is necessary to have
a frame supporting (and rotating) the detectors. In this
type of etching bath the temperature can be kept constant
wjlhtn 0.03°C for a few liters of reagent and better for

volume of reagent (for example, hundrede of liters).

For some purpose the temperature control is very impor-
tant. For spark counting of fission fragment tracks with
accuracy of 2/S, it requires the temperature control to ba
better than 0,if°C. For making nuclear track microfilters
it requires temperature control to be better than about 0.2°C
to obtain an uniformity 2)6 in pore diameters. The charge
identification of cosmic ray nuclei with Uf4a*36 by track
diameter method requires the temperature control to be better
than about O.05°C to separate the nearby charges. Therefore
a bare glass of etchant is not always suitable for some par-
ticular work.

(3) Very high temperature etching

Sometimes the etching must be performed with highly
concentrated solutions at very high temeperature to speed
up the etching process. In this case some special measures
must be taken to keep constant temperature and concentration
of the etchant. Boiling point is a constant temperature
for the liquid. Boiling-point liguid can be used in outer
bath to keep etching tank constant in temperature. Boiling-
point etchants are often used in high temperature etching.
For example, boiling water can keep etching tank at 100°C.
15N NaOH solution has a boiling temperature ~140 C. In order
to keep the concentration of the etchant constant a cooling
column is often used as in Fig. 11. Some time a sealed bomb
made of stainless steel is used as etching tank to keep all
etchant inside it.

3-2. Electrochemical Etching
Electrochemical etching was first proposed by Tomraaeino^ '•"

as a method to enlarge nuclear tracks in plastics up to a
size visible by naked eye. This method has been used in
radiation dosimetry to measure low dose of neutrons and o<-par-
ticles.

The principle of electrochemical etching is that an
alternating voltage is applied across the detector during
ordinary chemical etching. The ac voltage at least has two
effects. First, it enhances the penetration of the etching
agent both into the latent track and into the bulk of the
polymer. Once the etching process has started, track pits
are formed. At the tips of the pits, due to needle effect,
electrical fields can be much stronger than the average
fields applied to the detector. Thus localized electrical
breakdowns occur producing the so-called "treeing pheno-
menon" because the damage has the same shape as that of a
tree, the track itself being the trunk with branches radia-
ting from the top at breakdown location as shown in Fig. 12.
As a result, large

JTAÛ6 I

W
Fig. 12 Treeing discharge phenomenon

tracks are developed in the form of dark spots with diameters
over several tens of microns, which are easier to observe
with simple methods or even with naked eye.



The equipment for electrochemical etching is composed
of two unite: etching tank and high voltage supply. Fig. 13
shows the typical set-ups.

ELECTROLYTE CELL

PLASTIC FOII

DETECTOR DETECTOR

Fig. 13. Electrochemical etching
set-ups designed by Tomraasino (a)
and Somogyi (b and C

The results of electrochemical etching mainly depend
on the field strength, frequency, etchant characteristics

139 and etching time.

Fig. 1/t shows the relation of track diameter to field
strength. There is a threshold value of the field strength,
below which no treeing phenomenon is induced. Then the
diameters of the tracks increase with increasing of field
strength.
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Fig. I t f . Relation of track diameter
to the field strength applied to the
two sides of the detector.

Fig. 15 shows the relation of the track diameter to
the frequency of voltage.
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156 The diameter of electrochemiaal etched tracks is an
increasing function of the frequency.

Typical curves of the relation between track diameter
and etching time is shown in Fig. 16. The diameter of
tracks increases with increasing of etching time.
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Fig. 16. Relation between track
diameter and etching time of
electrochemical etching.

A very interesting behavior of electrochemical etching
is that the overlapping of tracks never occurs between two
tracks, which ie very convenient for high track density
measurements.

One of the promissing properties of electrochemical
etching is that the characteristics of the incident parti-
cles have an effect on the etching process: High LET par-
ticles develop larger tracks than low LET ones.

Another promissing property of electrochemical etching
is that the trees of tracks grow directionally depending
on the directions of molecular chains of the polymer. This
has become a new approach to study the directional structure
in polymerization.

3.3. Optical microscope

Optical microscope is the most useful and main ins-
trument in the study of nuclear track detectors. The resolution
of microscope is about 0.5/4 m determined by the wavelength of
visible light. One can measure the number, density, coordinate
(x, y and z), and consequently length and zenith angle of
a track. Some optical microscope can give azimuth angle.
The track density which can be measured by optical micros-o 2copes changes from 1 to 10 track/cm .

The shortcoming of optical microscopes is that one can
not see tracks smaller than about 0.5/4m. The focus distance
is so small that one can not see any images far below the upper
surface. Another problem of optical microscope is that the
scanning of nuclear track detectors is time consuming and
paintaking. That is why many scientists are devoting their
efforts to developing new methods to measure nuclear tracks.

The scanning electron microscope provides excellent
shape contrast and resolution. Its resolution is about one
order of magnitude higher than that of optical microscope.
For observing structures deep inside track channels it requi-
res replica technique.

Transmission electron microscope is an dispensable tool
for the observation of individual latent tracks. It has several
advantages over the scanning electron microscope for observing
fine details of etched tracks. But it requires replica techni-
ques for producing thin, electron-transparent samples« The
resolution is again an order of magnitude higher (about 10 A)
than that of scanning electron microscope.

3-4. Nuclear Track Spark Counter

Nuclear track spark counter was first designed and
described by Cross and Tommasino'*5-'. It has been widely used
in radiation doeimetry, nuclear physics and element mapping.

The principle of nuclear track spark counter ie as
follows. A thin detector with through-etched tracks is placed



between a flat high voltage electrode and a thin aluminum
electrode. This thin Al-electrode ie an aluminiaed polyester
film. Through an RC network a high dc voltage is applied
and causes a spark to occur through one hole in the film
as shown in Fig. 1?.

HIGH
VOLTAGE

THIN AI

INSULATING
FILM

Fig. 17. Basic set-up for nuclear
track spark counter.
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The energy carried by the spark is sufficient to
evaporate a large area (< 0.1 mm in diameter) in the thin
Al-electrode. The distance from the high voltage electrode
to the Al layer through this hole becomes -too far to- conti-nue
sparking. The spark stops. As soon as the voltage restores to
the'level at which sparking occurs, the spark through another
hole occurs. In this way the sparking jumps from one hole
to another until it has passed through all the holes and the
discharge finally stops. As a result, the thin Al layer was
punched many holes. The number of the holes is equal to the
number of tracks through which the spark took place. The Al
holes distribute in the same pattern as the tracks on the
original detector and can been seen by naked eye. Moreover,
the current pulse of the sparke can be counted directly by a
sealer and the noise uf the sparks can be heard clearly to

show the end of sparking. For a few seconds the number of the
tracks is provided by the sealer.

The nain limit to spark counter ie that the density of
tracks must be lower than about 5000 tracks/cm . For higher
density the number of sparks will be less than the number
of tracks. The reason for this is that the tracks which are
located in the area where Al layer has been punched away by
former spark through the nearby track can not induce spark.
The higher density, the more tracks will be lost.

The reproducibility of detection efficiency of nuclear
track spark counter is relatively poor for 2jc geometry
exposure. In this case the heavy particles enter the detector
isotropically. The depths of the tracks distribute from o to
the thickness of the detector (if the thickness of the detector
is less than the range of the particles). The variations of
the detector thickness, etching condition and sparking voltage
will give very big effect on the reproducibility of the
detection efficiency. But for normally incident particles
with a moderate density and the work in which the requirement
for accuracy is not high,nuclear track spark counter is a
rapid, efficient, reliable and Inexpensive device.

J.5. Automatic Image Analyser

Automatic image analysers are the nost powerful, fast and
precise instruments for counting, parameter analysis (coor-
dinate x, y and z, diameter, length, zenith and azimuth angle)
of nuclear tracks. They bave been used in many Laboratories
all over the world. Some types of them are commercially
available (Quantimet, Classimat, Leitz T. A. S. and Compumetric
AMS-100 System)

The automatic image analyser are usually composed of
microscope (optical or electron), video camera, TV monitor,
video signal analyser and microcomputer. The images of the
tracks in the detector are formed and amplified by an optical
microscope onto the photosensitive part of a video camera.



158 The video signals from the camera are then stored and
analysed in the video signal analyser and microcomputer.
The images from the camera can be displayed on the screen
of the monitor. Multiple analysis of the scanned area by
the computer allows the measurement of integral or diffe-
rential track densities, the statistical distribution of
the track parameters (diameters) and many other track para-
meters, depending on the instruments.

With these instruments, the accuracy level ( 1-2#) for
track counting is comparable with human observations.
But the speed is much higher than the latter.

The main problem of this type of instruments is very
expensive, which hinders the wide-spreading of them.

/». Applications of Solid State Nuclear Track Detectors

Solid state nuclear track detectors can be used in a variety
of fields from a small nucleus to big galaxy, from the remote
past (a few billion years ago) to right present time, from a
devil cancer cell to a big flying bird. The following sections
only tell you some successful and novel examples of the fields.

l*.l. Nuclear Physics and Elemental Particles

Nuclear Physics is the first and active field of the appli-
cations of solid state nuclear track detectors. Recently,
Barwick, Price and Stevenson^**' discovered that * U nucleus
can spontaneously emit a ^Ne nucleus.

This discovery demonstrates that nuclei heavier
than Pb can decay not only by o(- and & - emission (as we knew
before 198̂ ), but also by emission of heavy ions with masses
over a wide range heavier than ^C. This is a newly discovered
decay mode of heavy nuclei. In this work, about 10 <X -par-
ticles would hit on the plastic detector., while only one ^Ne
nucleus was emitted. The huge number of at. -particles did not
give any effects on the detector because of the threshold
property of solid state nuclear track detector (in this work,

Cronar), but ^Ne could create damage track in the plastics.
The ^Ne tracks were identified from the diameter and length
of the etched tracks. A few months earlier, price et al(**J
discovered radioactive decay of Ra and R̂a' by ^C.emission,
using plastic track detector Tuffak, which followed Rose and
Jone's discovery of ^C emission by *Ra'*'̂ .

Table .} lists all results of heavy ion emission from nuc-
lei. Up till now, 15 species have been checked. 8 cases have

TABLE 3. HEAVY ION EMISSION FROM NUCLEI

Decay

222Ra _li*c+206pb

223 "* 209
Ra — C+ Pb

221»H.— 'W^Pb

22*Ra _"»c+212pb

230 2(, 206
Th — Ne+ llg

231Pa—2W208Pb
232u __21»Ne+208pb

233y _ 2»»Ne+209pb

221., ll»r 207.nr r — * C+ L I
221,,, 11,,. 207PV,lia — • v+ ro

225Ac_l'»c+211Bi

232T(I _26Ne+206,j(;

-'3VNp_30M6+207T1

^°Pu — 5l4Si^0b!!6

a.iA.-»sl+ao7T1

^HI/ A.

3.7*0. 6x10-'°

H.sia.Sxio"10

5.5^2.0x10"'°
6. l i l .OxlO"1 0

i». 3*1. 2x10""

3 xlO-"
2.9±i .OxlO"1 '

5.6±l .OxlO- '3
6 xlO"1 2

2.0i0.05xlO-'2

7.5t2.5xlO"'3
5.312.3xlO~'3

< 5.0x10-"*

< I.2X10"1-5

< i». Ox 10- '5

< 5X10-11

< J^xlO-"1

< 1.3x10-'^

< 1.6x10-"»
< |. OX |0~"

Detector

SSNTD
E- E

Telescope
E- E

Telescope
SSNTD

SSNTD
E- K

Telescope
SSNTD

SSNTli

SSNTD

SSNTD

SSNTL)
SSNTI)

SSNT1)

SSNTD

iiSNTU

SSNTÜ

SSNTD

SSNTD

SSNTD
SSNTD
SSNTD

year

1985

1981*

1985

1985
1986-

1985
1981,

1985
1985
1.986

1985
1986

I98b
1986'

19« 5
1986

1965
1986
I9J7

Reference

C*5)

(1*6)
(66)

(1*5)

(67)
(60)

(61*)
(65)

<«*)

(63)
(59)
(60)

(60)
(60)

(6D
(6i,;
(61 )

(61)
do)
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been discovered nudergoing heavy ion emission. 6 case» out of
Ü were first discovered by means of solid state nuclear track
detectors. The other 7 species have been set stringent upper
limit also by solid state nuclear track detectors. It would
be extremely d i f f i c u l t to do t h u same job, if one ut.od other
detectors.

In 1960s and 1970s, solid state nuclear track detectors
filayed a major role in the determination of half-lives of
spontaneous fission isomers. The first half-life It« ras of
spontaneous fission isomer Am was determined using phosphate
glass track detectors. Among more than 30 spontaneous fission
isomere discovered up till now, more than two thirds of the
hnlf-lives of them were determined with solid state nuclear
track detectors. The range of hajf- l ivcs changes from 5 x 10
second to \k milliseconds.

With solid state nuclear track detectors and various
devices, the time range which can be measured for the half-lives
of compound nuclei is from 10" second to 10 years.

By virtue of high capability against background of less
ionizing particles, Burnett et al have been able to measure

-Jl

cm offission cross section down to 10
Tl ——» fission using mica detectors.

197Au
e similar work was

identification of first synthesized transuranium element z =10/f.
Large number of studies on low energy nuclear interactions have
been done with nuclear track detectors.

At high energy, solid state nuclear track detectors have
been used to study multiprong sequential fission bombardments
of heavy nuclei with heavy nucleit**3 . In the exit channels,
two, three, four, five or six heavy particles can be seen with
mica, CR-39 or other detectors. By measuring event numbers,
track lengths and angles with beam and between tracks, one can
determine the total and partial interaction cross sections,
mass and energy of each fission fragment, mass transfer in the
first step of the interactions, total kinetic energy loss in
inelastic collision. From the above data, one can construct the
process of the nuclear interactions^"'r; Nuclear track detectors
are best suitable to study the multiprong decay events with

multiplicity higher than three, no other-detectors can replace
them.

In relativistic nuclear interactions, Freidlander et al.
in 1980 confirmed in nuclear emulsion that several percent of
relativistic projectile fragments have a relatively short
mean free path in matter than (normal nuclei. The nuclei with
this property are called "anomalons", which had been noticed in
1950s in cosmic ray study. Tincknell et al/have demonstrated
that anomalons can be observed in CR-39 for 11 s z si? in pro-
jectile fragmentation of 1.85 GeV/amu ̂ Ar. Theoretical explana-
tions of anomalons effect are shown in fig. 18.

THE ANOMALON DECAY HYPOTHESIS
INTERACTION

INTERACTION

NORMAL FRAGMENT

NORMAL HAOMtMT_

THE STABLE ANOMALON HYPOTHESIS
NORMAL FRAGMENT

NORMAL FRAGMENT '

Fig. 18. An artist drawing of the
two hypothesis for anomalone pro-
duction



There are two hypothesis for anomalons production. In the
anomalone decay hypothesis it is assumed that a fraction of the
fragments are anomalons which decay to normal fragments within
a short time. In the stable anomalons hypothesis it is assumed
that a fraction of relativistic fragments are anomalous which
have very big cross section to interact with the nuclei targets.

In the third workshop on anomalons, held in GSI, Darmstadt,
West Germany in October, 198/t, about two thirds of about 30
contributions on study of anomalone had positive results con-
firming anoraalons behavior of relativistic fragments. But
the other one third had negative results. The experimental data
are not yet conclusive enough to finally establish that anomalone
exist and if they are exist what is the correct explanation of
their behavior.

In recent study with relativistic Au projectiles'*2 , we
showed that fissions of relativistic projectile fragments have
the similar properties as fissions at low energy. With CR-39
stack we can measure small zenith angles ( * 0.028 ) and azimuth
angles ( « 2.8°). These angle resolutions are comparable with
that of nuclear emulsion. We suggested to use combinations of
CR-39 and nuclear emulsion to study high energy nuclear intera-
ction, because nuclear emulsion has high sensitivity to less
ionizing particles and CR-39 has very high charge resolution to
heavily ionizing particles and both have very higi^ angular
reeolution.

According to Dirac expectation and Grand Unified Theories
there exist magnetic monopoles in the universe. _A recent study
with mica track detector placed an upper limit of 10 ' to 10
Cm" Sr~ S~ on the flux of grand-unified-theory monopoles
having velocity 3 x IQ"1* C to 1 .5 x 10~5 C l"J . After
scanning larger area of mica, a new upper lirait
10~'8 cm~2Sr~'s has been placed. A monopole should pick
up a nucleus with big magnetic momentum, such as 'Al, while
passing through the earth, and such a bound system will
produce an etchable track due to elastic collisions of the
nucleus with atoms in mica, subject only to the requirement
that the system remain bound. Fig.19 illustrate the technigue

used in these searches. Fig.20 shows the results of mica
searches compared with other upper limits. Another work
with CR-39 has placed an upper limit —1 x 10"1' Cm"2 Sr~1 S"'
for bare monopoles with v^-IO"** C for dyons and monopole-proton
bound states with v>3 x 10~-? C, and for supermassive singly

>MRC MONOPOLE

MONOPOLE ATTACHES TO
HEAVY NUCLEUSv tg "* *

• MICA IS CLEAVED ANC ETCMÏO
WITH CONC. Hf

• MONOPOU-HUCLEUS TRAJECTORY
REQUIRES » 4-FOtD COINCIDENCE

= ITCHPITS

LATTICE MMAGEO
AS M-N COMPOSITE

TRAVERSES
MUSCOVITE MICA

Fig. 19 Mlci technique for teercnlng for »lowly moving
eupermettlv» nuorwtlc monopol.« predicted by
Ortnd Unified Theorie t.
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Monopole velocity. /)„

Fig. 20 Negitlv* result» of mlct »eirch« for
monopole! compered with other upper limits.



-charged particles with 3 x 10~5 C < v <0.05ctr*). Doke et al
have placed 1000 M2 CR-39 in a mine 1000 M depth in the earth
to detect magnetic monopoles. They w i l l etch the CR-39 sheets
af ter detect ing for three

^,2. Astrophysics, Space Science, Meteoritics and Cosmic Ray
Study

Cosmic ray, meteorites and solar particles are samples from
galaxy and solar system. They provide informations about the
stare, the sun and the planets arourd the sun. From the com-
positions, intensities and energy spectra, scientists can get
informations such as: where do the cosmic ray come from? What
is going on in the sources? How far are the sources from the
earth? What ie the age of the cosmic rays? How do the cosmic
rays get their energy? How do they propagate from the sources
to the earth region? Are there any differences between ancient
cosmie rays and present cosmic rays? From solar particles one
can get information about the sun, solar flare and solar wind.
Solid state nuclear track detectors have played an important
role in understanding of solar behaviors. Meteorites have
provided plenty informations about the synthesis of elements
in the early universe, the time interval from the element syn-
thesis to cooling down, the cooling speed, fission track age of
meteorite, exposure age of meteorite, the erasion of meteorite
in passing through atmosphere. The new efforts on cosmic ray
study are to detect superheavy cosmic rays, by which one can get
information about the roles of r—— process and s _process
in cosmic ray sources. The flying LDEF Ji .from 1_984 and planned
LDEF II in 1986-1988 devote to this job. These would be the
biggest missions of spacecrafts for cosmic ray study in recent
twenty years.

i).3. Geology, Archaeology and Geochronology

loi
All rocks or minerals contain minute amount of uranium.
nuclei undergo spontaneous fissions at a constant rate

in the geological history. The fission fragments were recorded
in the minerals as radiation damage tracks. The number of the
tracks is related to the uranium content and the age of the
rock or mineral. Determining the uranium content and the

OZÖnumber of tracks of J U spontaneous fissions, one can determine
the age of the rock or mineral. If some minerals were formed or
heated to a temperature high enough to erase the damaged tracks
by an event which is related to mankind, dating the minerals
provides the age of ancient man.

The advantage of fission track dating over other radioactive
methods is the w.uio range of time from hundreds of years to a
few billion years. Particularly, in the range of about 50,000
years to a few million years, other methods are very difficult
to get any results.

Fission track dating provides not only geological age but
also thermal history, cooling rate and lifting rate of mountains.

One successful example of fission track dating was the
demonstration of ocean bottom spreading from the Median Valley
of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge and the continental drift of North
and South America apart from Europe and Africa}

After dating of ancient man in East Africa by Fleischer
et al'10^ , we have dated Peking Man by fission track method
(0.465 - 0.0̂ 5 myr at layer 10 of Peking Man Site). Peking Man
Site is very important in the study of human evolution, because
in this site archaeologists have found a lot of fossils which
belong to U6 human bodies and about 100 kinds of ancient animals.
Peking Man Site is the place where stone tools were first
discovered and identified in the world. Peking Man Site is also
the place where exist a lot of ancient ashes which show the early
stage of human history. Fig.21 is a restored photo of Peking Man.

Tibet-Qinghai plateau is an active area where the crust of
the earth is composed of two layers of crust, one of which was
a part of Indian continent which is flowing northwards crashing
underneath Tibet-Qinghai plateau. Because of the crashing of
the two continents Tibet-Qinghai plateau is rising up. The lifting
rate of the plateau near Lhasa was about 300 meters per million
years in the time interval from 27.3 ^yr to 25.6 Myr ago
by fission track dating
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Fig.21 . Restored Photo of
Peking Man.

Nuclear track method of element analysis not only provides
information on the quantity of the element, but also illustrate
its spatial distribution. Therefore it is also called element
mapping.

The sensitivity of nuclear track method for some elements
are very high. For example, the sensitivities of determination
of uranium in quartz and muscovite mica can be over 10 ^ 8/g«
Utanium determination in natural water could have a sensitivity
about 10~ g/g. The spatial resolutions for solid substances
are about 10)Um or less.

The following elements and isotopes have been analysed by
nuclear track method: 235U, 238U, 239Pu, 232Th, Pb, Bi, Hg, Au,
Ho, Sm, 180, 170, '5N, 1/fN and D. The application fields include
concentration, spatial distribution, migration and differentia-
tion of elements and isotopes in geolDgical and space objects,
in ore deposits, transportation and deposition of harmful or
medical elements in organ, tissue, bone, teeth, brain and blood
cells of human body and in leaves of plants and other biological
objects. Boron mapping and analysis have been used to improve
the properties of special steels .

k,k* Geochemistry, Cosmochemistry and Analytic Chemistry

Any element or isotope can be analysed with solid state
nuclear track detectors if its nuclei emit heavy charged particles
either directly from naturally radioactivity or as a result of
nuclear reaction when bombarded with neutrons, protons, heavy
ions, c<-rays and other particles at an accelerator or nuclear
reactor. Recording the emitted heavy charged particles with
nuclear track detectors and measuring the beam intensity one can
quantitatively analyse the element or isotope. The emitted par-
ticles could be protons, << -particles, fission fragments and
others. Certain isotopes have very large cross sections for
specific reactions. They are more suitable to analysis with
these techniques. For example, J'\] and B have large cross
sections for thermal neutrons. They can be analysed very easily.

/t.5. Radiation Dosimetry

Some of the unique properties, such as high capability
against radiation background, permanent recording of dosage, cheap
and small aize, of solid state nuclear tracK detectors make
them extremely attractive for radiation dosimetry. The first work
on neutron flux measurement with solid state nuclear track
detectors was performed in 1963. Since then, radiation dosimetry
with solid state nuclear track detectors has become one of the
major fields of the applications of nuclear track detectors,
which includes thermal neutron dosimetry, fast neutron dosimetry,
o< -dosimetry and space radiation dosimetry.

Neutrons can not create tracks by themselves. A converter
must be used to convert neutrons into highly ionizing particles.
For measuring thermal neutrons the converters are usually made



of U, U, 2^9Pu, 10B and 7Li. By using u converter and
2̂ 5ll (n, f) reaction a fluence from 10^ to 1022 n/cm2 can be
measured. By using B converter and °R (n, <x ) Li reaction
the sensitivity can reach 0.013 track/ neutron.

For fast neutrons the converters are usually fissile nuclei
with energy threshold, euch as 2̂ I) (0.36 MeV), 237Np (0.32 MeV),
2̂ l! (1.30 MeV) and ̂ T̂h (l.bO MeV). Tracks of carbon and oxygen
recoils induced by fast neutrons in plastic track detectors can
be used to measure fast neutrons. It has a sensitivity of about
10~^ - 10 track/neutron depending on the plastic and the neutron
energy.

o(-do6imetry with solid state nuclear track detectors has
been used to measure radon in uranium ore. Recent years a lot
of work has concentrate on measurements of Rn in buildings. It
showe that if the buildings are not ventilated well. The hazard
of high concentration of Rn will cause more cancers in lungs.

As travel in space and in high altitude increases, the
dosimetry for space radiation has become a new field of research.

it. 6. Uranium and Water Explorations

Solid state nuclear track detectors has been used in uranium
exploration. The principle of locating underground uranium ore

* 2^8Ls as follows: U in uranium ore decay successively through a
chain of daughters, one of which is Rn. Rn is a gas with
a half-life 3.8 days, which is long enough 'for radon to be tran-
sported to the earth's surface from the ores. Plastic cups, each
containing a piece of plastic track detector, such as CR-39 or
cellulose nitrate fium, are inverted and buried at shallow depth.???The detectors record o< -particle tracks of " Rn and its daughers
throughout a buried time of two to four weeks. The area where
are much more tracks on the detectors is the position of the ore.
Uranium exploration by «/ track counting is more efficient to
detect deep ores underground than other méthode. The detecting
depth is about 300 meters, which is much deeper than that of
ionization chamber ( ~ 20 meters) and Y -ray detection ( a few

163 meters).

Solid state nuclear track detectors have been used to pro-
spect underground water in dry regions. Underground crevices in
new structure usually contain natural water. Broken rocks in the
crevices have larger surface to release radon than other place.
Tf one buries detocLor-cups ac used an uraru urn exploration, one
will get peak value of track number at the crevice position.
Drilling hole into underground one would find natural water.
The technique used in water prospecting is similar to uranium
exploration. The difference between them is that water is con-
tained in crevices in new structure.

Nuclear track water prospecting is a new, sensitive, simple
and cheap method to find water sources in dry region.

it.7. Nuclear Track Microfilters

The idea to make nuclear track microfilter was suggested
by Fleischer et al in 1963. One simply expose a thin detector
material to a collimated beam of particles that produce tracks
across the entire thickness of the sheet and then one etches
to produce holes that perforate the membrane. The diameter ofothe holes changes from 50 A to several tens of microns.

The main advantage of nuclear track microfilters over conven-
tional filters is their regular pore shape and well-defined pore
size and the retained particles can be observed directly on the
filter surface. These properties of nuclear track microfilters
make them suitable to filtrate, separate and collect micropar-
ticlos.

Nuclear track microfilters have been used to filtrate
aerosol particles fropi waste gases and liquids in nuclear plant,
to prepare super-pure solutions used in electronics industry,
to purify injections, to collect or eliminate cancer cell, special
bacteria, mould, eggs of insects, molecules of high polymère,
to separate isotopes such as 2-̂ U and 2̂ 8U, 222Rn and 220Rn, to
produce fruit juices, soft drinks, wine and beer free from
bacteria and yeast, to wake man-made kidney and lung.
Single pore membranes are used to make DeBlois-Bean counter to
count and measure the sizes and size distribution of blood cells.



164 bacteria and virus, to study the rigidity of red blood cells
ind diagnose heart and circulatory-system diseases.

it.8. Miscellaneous Applications

The holes or etched tracks can be filled with appropriate
substances, thus new materials with different properties can
be produced. For example, the storage density in magneto-optic
films can be increased by minimizing the sizes of magnetic
domains on the surface of the transparent plastic films. Before,
if the sizes of magnetic domains are small, the magnetic domain
collapses. Things became much easier with the application of
track etching. The etched tracks nail the small magnetic domains
tightly on the surface of the film to prevent them from colla-
psing This method reduces the sizes of magnetic domains and
keeps the domains stable and therefore increase the storage
density.

The development of so-called electrically superinsulating
films was a result of track etching techniques. The breakdown
of insulation after metal deposition by sparking is often a
trouble in high voltage technique. If etched tracks with high
density ( — 50& of the original surface) are formed on the surface
of an insulating material. The resulting structure behaves like
a maze of dead-ends for electric current. Even when the paths
of the maze and the top of its walls become-conductive, there
is no coherent path of conductivity through this maze.

For example, the resistance of such a structured surface
covered with 0.7 /xm gold was 10 orders of magnitude higher than
that of a flat surface.

Track etching technique can be used to imprint complicated
structures or images on an insulating solid. This technique is
called microlithography. Its principle is shown in Fig.22 .

Heavy-ion lithography has a considerable potential as
a tool for observing the inner details of microscopic objects
without destroying the sample. A simple ion is capable of
measuring density variation in the sample. Relativistic

ion beam

somple
heavy ion
lithogrcm

lllllll
KI substrate |;

latent
tracks

~j dissolved
region~i

a) b)
Fig.22 « Principle of heavy ion
lithography. (f*J
a) Recording the area density
distribution of the sample in a
track recording substrate.
b) Revealing the resulting range
envelope by track etching, resul-
ting in relief pattern as the
microscopic objects.

heavy-ion radiography is a kind of lithography, which has
been used to diagnose and treat cancers.

The appication of solid state nuclear track detectors has
spread into almost every field of science and technology. It
is now still mushrooming in the unnoticed new fields.

Referring to the comprehnsive book " Nuclear Tracks in
Solids, Eriaciples and Applications " written by R. L.
Fleischer, P. B. Price and R. M. Walker (1975/"̂ nd the new
book " Solid State Nuclear Track Detection " written by
S. A. Durrani (1986)̂  " and the International Journal
" Nuclear Track and Radiation Measurements ". One could gain
detailed knowledge on solid state nuclear track detectors.
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SOLID STATE NUCLEAR TRACK DETECTORS FOR
REGISTRATION OF NUCLEAR REACTION PRODUCTS
N.P. KOCHEROV, O.E. SHIGAEV
Khlopin Radium Institute,
Leningrad, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Abstract

Practical aspects of exposing, etching and scanning of solid state
detectors are reviewed. Detector response functions and particle
identification methodologies are discussed. Applications for personal
neutron dosimetry, fission studies, radon monitoring and behaviour in
high background radiation conditions are outlined.

1. Introduction
The registration of charged particle tracks in solids was dis-

covered in 1959 by Silk and Barnes /1/ who were the first to observe
the damage created by fission fragments on the surface of the elec-
tron microscope, samples. Then in a very short period a number of
experiments was performed which lead to the discovery of etching
technique /2/. Simplicity and availability of materials needed for
implementation greatly contributed to quick and successful spread
of the technique in many fields of science and technology. The aim
of the lecture is to describe the properties of the most widely used
solid state nuclear track detectors (SSNTD). For more details please
see references /3,4/.
2. Formation of tracks in SSNTD

The process of track formation can be formally considered to
—"1 ̂  —12take place in several stages. During the first stage (10 ^ - 10

sec) the charged particle transfers energy to matter, the energetic
S -electrons formed during this process spend their energy on exci-

tation and ionisation of atoms and molecules of matter in the vici-
nity of the particle trajectory. The specific energy losses of char-
ged particle are equal to



max

The notion of restricted energy loss (RSL) meaning a pprtion
of energy lost by particles in collisions leading to production o:f
6 -electrons v/ith energies less than a certain amount Wm

also offen used. HEL is given by ^-c"~
where

0 -correction for polarization of matter, U -correction for
screening, I -ionization potential. The result of the first stage
is the formation of radiation damaged zone or the primary latent
image.

During the second stage (10 - 10~* sec) the redistribution
of energy takes place and thermal equilibrium is established.

The third stage (10 - several seconds) includes a number
of chemical and physical processes leading to chemical equilibrium
in the area of the latent image. The substance of the latent image
differs in its structure, density, solubility etc from the proper-
ties of the bulk matter. I must be remembered that the latent image
substance can react vri.th certain agents from the ambient medium and
can alter its properties in the result of this interaction (fading
is one of the examples).
3. Sensitivity of SSNTD to charged particles

Depending on particular experimental conditions (type of par-
ticles to be registered, background etc) one should choose a sui-
table detector for a given problem. The SSNTD's differ greatly in
their sensitivity: starting with total absence of sensitivity and
going up to registration of 18 UeV protons. Particles with less
specific losses cannot at present be registered with any known
SSNTD.

Thresholds of registration for most widely used detectors are
given in Table 1.
4. Visualization of tracks

Chemical etching is the most commonly used method of making
tracks visible in an optical microscope. Some other methods are

189 also known but they will not be considered here. When the radia-

TABLE 1.

Detector

Quartz

Muscovit mica Zl
Silicate glass

Soda Lime 2;
glass £-(

Composition Least ioni-
zation re-
gistered

Si02 100 MeV,
4^ Ar

U.3Si5010(OH)2 2 MeV,20Ne

Si02 16 HeV,^°Ar
JSiOg^NagO: 20 UeV,20Ne
, O.A1 o

Etching
procedure

48 % HP

25?5NaOH,
<*i°n

Time_
etching

1 min

3 hrs

Den-
sity

2.2.7.
2.65

Polythyleneterephtalate
(mylar, CronarMelinex)
Lavsan

C,-H„02? 20 MeV, 25 % NaOH, 10 min 1.22-Be, B 70°C 1.38

Cellulose
nitrates
LR-115 C12H1?016N3 4 MevAe

CA-80-15 CgHgO^ 0,5 MeV,1H

CN-85 CgHgOgNg

Daicel CgHgOgNg

Polycarbo-
nates
(Lexan, C16H14°5 ^t Be

macrofol) ' ' y

CR-39 °12H18°7 18 M^,1H

25 !8 NaOH, 0,5 hr

25 % NaOH, 3 hrs
60«C

25 J5 NaOH, 4 hrs
70°c

1.52
1.42-
1,45

1,2

1.31

tion effect of a charged particle exceeds a certain threshold value
the velocity of etching along its trajectory V,j becomes higher
than the velocity of bulk etching VB . The boundary condition for
track formation is VT/VB' Sin 9=1, where 6 is the angle of inci-
dence. Most commonly used etching agents are hydrofluoric acid for
glasses and alkali metal hydroxide solutions for polymer detectors.
Etching conditions for obtaining medium sensitivity in a number of
detectors can be found in Table 1.



Track parameters and sensitivity of detectors can be changed
by varying the temperature and concentration of etching solutions,
duration of etching, addition of certain compounds etc. Etching is
a very simple process but during practical work a number of precau-
tions should be fulfilled in order to get reproducible results.
1. The temperature of solutions should be kept constant within 1°C.
Only pure chemicals should be used.
2» One should remember that the etching products are accumulated
during the process and give different effects depending on the nature
of detector material. For example, accumulation of etching products
causes an significant increase of Vß for Lexan and CA-80-15 detec-
tors, and strongly decreases VB in case of CR-39. Therefore it is
always recommended to use fresh solutions, calibration detectors
should be etched together with those used in experiments.
3. .Effect of fractional (stepwise) etching can be quite pronounced.

When the abovementioned factors are taken into consideration
reproducible results can be obtained.

5. Effect of ambient conditions
The registration properties of SSiîïD's depend also on ambient

conditions during and after exposure such as hiĝ h temperature and
pressure, strong electric fields, high doses of UV or electron ra-
diation, presence of strong oxidants or reducing chemical.agents etc.

Let us briefly consider the effects of these factors.
For all SSNïD's increase of temperature causes total or partial

loss of sensitivity. In all SSNTJ's tracks of low ionizing particles
disappear first. For example, in Daicel detectors 50 % of et, -par-
ticle tracks disappear at 1J50°C, and 50V/S of fission tracks disappear
at 14O°C /5A In quartz 100 % fission tracks survive up to 1000°C
and in muscovite mica up to 500°G. High pressure leads to similar
effects.

The effect of chemical agents present in the ambient atmosphere
is more specific. Numerous experiments with plastic detectors have
shown that the presence of such oxidants as Op, 0,, HpO-, water
vapour during irradiations causes a marked increase of VT and ir-
radiation in Hg, Ar and in vacuum decreases V™. A polycarbonate de-
tector irradiated with Ar ions and kept in vacuum for 6 months was
found to be insensitive. It should be noted that such effects are
not observed in glasses and crystals.

The electric discharges lead to formation of 0,, nitrogen oxides
etc. and their effect is similar to the one described above.

The effect of UV radiation was studied, for example, in /6/.
It was found that after irradiation of Lexan detectors with 3100 A
light in the presence of oxygen the sensitivity has considerably in-
creased and the detectors which were insensitive to 06 -particles
started to register them up to the energy of 5 MeV. The irradiation
of plastic detectors with electrons and other low ionizing particles
causes a similar effect: it reduces the bulk etching rate VT, and
does not influence Vj. This means that the registration effecti-
veness increases due to decrease of the critical angle of registra-
tion Ocr = arc Sin VB/VT.

Glasses show only slight influence of radition and in crystals
these effects were not seen at all.
6. Detector response function and particle identification

Response function is most commonly defined as an experimental
dependence of V = V̂ /V-g on the calculated restricted energy loss
REL dE/dX̂ Q of an ion in the detector material.

There are several ways of experimental determination of V.
If an etching cone angle od can be measured then V = 1/Sin 06/2.
When the angle of incidence of a particle is 90° V can be obtained
from the measurement of the visible track length according to the
expression V = L n h , where h = Vß t - is the thickness of etched
layer during t time interval. In the most general case the value of
V can be determined from the measurements of D„ and DL (big and small
axes of the track ellipse) with the help of expression

V „ A1 - B)2 + 4A2/̂ 2
 e A= D B = ?L_

1 - B2 2h 2h
The expressions given above hold for VT = Const approximation and
for etching duration t ^ R/VT, R - particle range. Fig. 1 shows
a response function of CR-39 detector made at the Radium Institute
in Leningrad /?/.

Some of the measured track parameters can be obtained by cal-
culations. Comparison of these calculated data with experimental
values permits to identify the nature of the registered particle.
For identification of high energy particle V = f (R) calculated



Pig. 1. Detector response
function - VT/VB versus

< 200

17I

relationships are compared with experimentally measured V and R.
The accuracy is about A z < 1, 4 A » 1.

There are cases when reaction products to be measured have
low kinetic energy (several MeV per nucléon), like in fission. In
this case identification is done by measurements of ellipse dia-
meters DG and DL on the surface of detector. One should determine
at what stage each track is. Usually one distinguishes 5 stages:
cone, cone + sphere and sphere. In /5/ you can find analytical
formulae for calculations of DG and 1̂  for any 0. For the cone
phase we have expressions

D _ 21, fysine - 111/2 . _ fy2 - pDL = Z* LVSino + 1 J ; DG = 2h frsin6 +'-|
The expresions hold when t < R/V™, using these formulars and
V s •} (dE/dX)ffo function one can easily get V = f /S/ and
D^ Q = f (E) relationships. Comparing the measured track parameters
with these calculated valuos one can identify the nature of bhe
registered particles . Fig. 2 illustrates this situation. The method
gives charge resolution A Z •* 0,5 and mass resolution & A > 1.

t 2 3 4 f 6 7 a~9~10

E, MeV/nvcf

Fig. 2. Calculated relationships
of track diameters on kinetic
energy of ions. Experimental points
are shown for 12C, 160 and 22Ne.

7. Application of SSNTO's
7.1. Personal neutron dosimetry

Most important parameters of detectors used for neutron dosi-
metry are the energy response function and sensitivity. The former
depends greatly on type of etching and material of the medium which
is in contact with detector. CR-39 is the best detector for this
application. For neutron enrgies up to 10 UeV recoil protons are
the main particles registered by the neutron dosimeter and at higher
energies recoil nuclei and oL -particles from (n,o£) reactions also
contribute to the neutron response . An example of the dependence
of the response function on neutron energy is given in Fig. 3.
Solid line - calculated number of protons produced in CR-39 or a
1 mm polyethylene absorber in contact with detector, dashed curve -
the number of tracks registered in CR-39. Changing radiator thickness
it is possible to a certain extent to change the response function
/8/. This effect is illustrated in Fig. 4.
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100

Fig. 3. Effectiveness of regis-
tration of recoil protons at
different energies with 1 mm
thick polyethylene radiator

Fig. 4. Effectiveness of regis-
tration of recoil protons at
different energies with diffe-
rent radiator thicknesses

7.2. Registration of fission fragments in light nuclei fission
CR-39 detectors were used to study the products emitted in ir-

radiation of Al target with 70 -̂ eV protons. A search for a quasi-
Si was made. One could expectpQfission process of compound nuclei

rf*/r0 /̂ /.with energies 1,1 -0,3emission of nuclei from -*Be to
LleV/nucl /10/.

Calculated relationships D,. = 4 (D,,) for such fragments are
shown in Fig. 5. The medium curve corresponds to 6 = 4-5°, the left
and right curves correspond to 29° and 57°, the limiting angles of
incidence in the conditions of experiment. Points are experimental
values. As can be seen they are concentrated in the region from Be
to Ne. From this experiment it was possible to estimate the cross

28 +section of quasifission of excited Si nuclei ffi = (0,13 - 0,02)
, which is in reasonable agreement with data /9/.IG'2? cm-2

A,*«*
»

a
6

4

2

Fig. 5- Products of nuclear
reaction AI + p 70 MeV.
Curves are calculated depen-
dences

7.31« Particle registration at high background
The ability to registrate particles on a background of accom-

panying irradiations with lower specific energy losses was always
one of the advantages of the SSNTD's which is still very important
for experiments. For example, recently a new radioactive decay of

*Ra with emission of C was discovered. The first 3 experiments
were made with semiconductor technique, but in all the following
experiments SSNTD technique was used. We have observed a very re-
markable stability of registration to ct- -particle background
even of such a highly sensitive detector as CR-39« Fig. 6 shows12photomicrographs of fission fragments and C nuclei on the back-

11 2ground of 10 ai. -particles/cm in CR-39. Such a heavy background
increases both VU and V™. The latter corresponds to the sum of the
fiEL of ions and ot, -particles. So the whole energy response curve
is shifted to higher specific energy losses, but the registration
properties remain quite satisfactory.

a"

12,C and b) fission fragments registered,11Fig. 6. a)
in CR-39 on the background of 10 of, -particles/cm
Radon monitoring;
During the last decade radon monitoring with the help of

SSNTD's became very widespread. Hadon is measured in dwellings, in
geological search for 0 and also for forecasting earthquakes in
active seismic regions.



The techniques of radon measurement as follows. The SoHTDowith 1-5 cm area is put inside a plastic cup with dimensions
<f) 50 x 100 and the opening of the cup is covered with a thin

polymer film (tens of mem). The cup with a detector inside is ex-
posed usually for periods from severel hours to one month. The de-
tectors are then etched and scanned. A thin film over the cup stops

222aerosoles, and only Hn and its daughters will be registered.
The SSNTD's used for this purpose are usually cellulose nitrates
or polycarbonates. It is also possible to measure radon contents
directly in water. To get absolute results one should, however,
calibrate the devices in standard radon atmosphere chambers or
solutions, containing radon.
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